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Samenvatting g 

WatWat leidt tot coëxistentie tussen soorten? Hoe komt die tot stand? Ecologie 
steltt zich uiteindelijk ten doel de mechanismen te doorgronden die bijdragen 
aann de coëxistentie van soorten, en hoe de structuur van een levensgemeen-
schapp door de interacties tussen soorten wordt bepaald, op zowel ecologis-
chee als evolutionaire tijdschalen. 

Soortenn coëxisteren binnen een web van interacties met andere soorten, 
vaakk zijn dit vele soorten en/of vele typen interactie tussen soorten, en om 
hett een en ander te begrijpen werpt vereenvoudiging zijn nut af. In de ecolo-
giee zijn vele inzichten verkregen uit dergelijke vereenvoudigingen, in zoge-
naamdee 'community modules', met een beperkt aantal soorten die betrokken 
zijnn bij vereenvoudigde interacties. Theorieën die voortvloeien uit dergelijke 
vereenvoudigdee werkelijkheid, zijn zeer nuttig gebleken in het beantwoorden 
vann vragen zoals "Wanneer kunnen concurrenten coëxisteren?', 'Waarom 
puttenn herbivoren de plantenbiomassa niet geheel uit?', en 'Welke zijn de ver-
bandenn tussen primaire productiviteit en de structuur van een biologische 
soortengemeenschap?'.. Deze theorieën berusten vaak op het scheiden van 
organismenn in een classificatie in vereenvoudigde gilden zoals 'roofdier' 'her-
bivoor'' en 'concurrent', maar hebben andere belangrijke rollen over het 
hoofdd gezien: Hoe zit dat eigenlijk met kannibalisme? Met omnivorie? 

Intraguildd predatie is één bijzondere vorm van omnivorie, die minder 
goedd door de huidige ecologie is bestudeerd. In deze vorm van interactie 
tussenn organismen voedt een omnivore predator zich niet alleen met zijn 
prooi,, maar ook met de voedselbron van die prooi. Dit soort interactie tussen 
soortenn komt verrassend vaak voor, zoals in benthische ecosystemen, in 
gemeenschappenn van geleedpotigen in kassen, en zowel in zoetwater als 
zoutwatervissen.. Daarnaast voeden verschillende soorten intraguild preda-
torenn zich vaak met elkaar. Dit leidt tot een indeling van intraguild predatie 
inn eenzijdige (zoals hierboven geschetst) of wederzijdse intraguild predatie: 
hierr voeden twee intraguild predatoren zich zowel met elkaar, als met de 
gemeenschappelijkee voedselbron. 

Intraguildd predatie is, naar verluidt, uiterst verzwakkend voor biologische 
levensgemeenschappen.. Theoretische studies toonden aan dat intraguild 
predatorenn ertoe neigen hun reguliere prooi uit te sluiten, vooral bij hoge pri-
mairee productiviteit, (en zo zich in feite te specialiseren op de basale voed-
selbron).. Maar in de natuur is intraguild predatie overal te vinden: Wat leidt 
tott de persistentie van omnivorie? 
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SAMENVATTING G 

Inn dit proefschrift richt ik mij op de persistentie van omnivorie door ver-
schillendee facetten van omnivorie te belichten die niet eerder uitgebreid in de 
wetenschappelijkee literatuur aan bod zijn gekomen. 

HoofdstukHoofdstuk 1. Vele soorten intraguildpredator voeden zich met elkaar, en de 
gevolgenn voor de structuur van levensgemeenschappen van dergelijke inter-
actiess tussen twee zulke intraguild predatorpopulaties zijn tot dusver niet 
duidelijk.. Wij tonen aan dat de coëxistentie tussen soorten cruciaal van de 
primairee productiviteit afhangt, en dat wederzijdse intraguild predatie tot pri-
oriteitseffectenn kan leiden (waar, afhankelijk van de beginomstandigheden, 
dee ene intraguild predatorpopulatie de andere kan uitsluiten). Dergelijke 
'bistabiliteit'' komt voor wanneer de primaire productiviteit van één 
omnivoorpopulatiee hoog genoeg is om een dusdanig hoog niveau op te 
bouwenn dat de andere omnivoor er niet in kan doordringen. Op hogere 
voedsell  niveaus is dit het geval voor beide soorten, en het is verrassend dat 
zelfss een omnivoor, die superieur is in zowel concurrentie als predatie, kan 
wordenn uitgesloten door de zwakkere omnivoor. 

HoofdstukHoofdstuk 2. De invloed van uitruil ('trade-off') op de structuur van biol-
ogischee levensgemeenschappen. Het is invoelbaar dat alle soorten worden 
beperktt door een trade-off tussen biologische eigenschappen. Het vermo-
genn van een omnivoor om zichzelf te voeden wordt beperkt door hetzij spi-
jsverteringsvermogen,, fourageertijd, of vaardigheid. Wij bestuderen de rol 
vann een trade-off tussen het vermogen om te fourageren op een basale voed-
ingsbronn en op een prooi (de andere omnivoor) in het bepalen van de struc-
tuurr van de biologische leefgemeenschap. Dit in een systeem dat bestaat uit 
tweee omnivoren en één basale voedingsbron. De sterkte van de trade-off 
tussenn de verschillend fourageervermogens blijkt essentieel voor de mate 
waarinn omnivorie kan persisteren. Wanneer er zeer sterke voedingsbeperkin-
genn op omnivoren worden opgelegd verhongeren ze. De ruimte voor coëx-
istentiee is dan ernstig beperkt. Bij een zwakke beperking op omnivorie, wordt 
hett voeden op beide voedingsbronnen beter mogelijk gemaakt vergeleken 
mett de gespecialiseerde strategieën. Hier profiteert een soort van zijn 
omnivorie,, maar beïnvloedt de andere soorten in zo'n sterke mate dat coëx-
istentiee slechts beperkt is. Slechts als beperkingen met mate worden opgelegd 
ontstaatt het grootste vooruitzicht op coëxistentie. 

HoofdstukHoofdstuk 3. Evolutionaire krachten spelen een grote rol in het bepalen 
vann de sterkte van de interacties tussen verschillende organismen. Hoe 
bepaaltt selectiedruk de structuur van een levensgemeenschap? Ondanks de 
neigingg tot uitsluiting en bistabilitiet die de interactie tussen omnivoren 
karakteriseert,, zorgt mogelijkerwijs de selectiedruk op fourageerstrategieën 
voorr coëxistentie en het behoud van omnivore interacties. Wij onderzocht-
enn de coëvolutionaire dynamica van twee intraguild predatoren in relatie tot 
hunn fourageergedrag. Wij vonden dat de evolutie ofwel naar specialistische 
fourageerr strategieën leidde, ofwel naar de evolutionaire uitsluiting van één 
vann de soorten, hetgeen de persistentie van omnivorie nog verder tegenging. 

10 0 
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HoofdstukHoofdstuk 4. Verschillen in grootte en leeftijd beïnvloeden in grote mate 
dee geschiktheid van een organisme als voedselbron, en zijn vermogen te pre-
dateren.. Bij intraguildpredatoren zijn jongere/kleinere individuen over het 
algemeenn prooi van oudere/grotere individuen. Met een verschuiving in 
leeftijdd en/of grootte veranderen soorten dan ook in hun kwetsbaarheid 
voorr predatie, evenals in hun capaciteit om te predateren. Het zou zo kun-
nenn zijn dat enige mate van onvatbaarheid voor predatie coëxistentie zou 
bevorderen.. Wij onderzochten de rol van dergelijke 'ontogenetische nichev-
erschuivingen'' in het bepalen van de structuur van een levensgemeenschap 
doorr de robuustheid van de resultaten van hoofdstuk 1 te onderzoeken (om 
specifiekk te zijn de prioriteitseffecten bij hoge primaire productiviteit) op 
ontogenetischee veranderingen in ecologische rollen. Wij vonden dat prior-
iteitseffectenn (zoals waargenomen in hoofdstuk 1) bij hoge primaire produc-
tiviteitt niet worden beïnvloed door ontogenetische nicheverschuivingen, en 
datt leeftijds/grootte verschillen geen rol lijken te spelen in het bevorderen 
vann de persistentie van omnivorie. 

Hoofdstuk,Hoofdstuk, 5. Omnivorie wordt veel gevonden in benthische gemeen-
schappen,, en door de effecten van specifieke kenmerken van biologische 
interactiess in benthische gemeenschappen mee te nemen kunnen wij miss-
chienn aanwijzingen vinden over de wijze waarop de persistentie van 
omnivoriee kan worden bevorderd. In dergelijke benthische gemeenschap-
pen,, 1) vindt facilitatie plaats, doordat (intraguild) predatoren door hun 
bewegingg zuurstoftoevoer naar hun prooi vergemakkelijken; 2) is het 
mogelijkk dat omnivoren prooien bij lage dichtheden negeren — wellicht kun-
nenn prooien zo van uitsluiting ontsnappen wanneer ze schaars worden; en 3) 
zoudenn omnivoren afhankelijk kunnen zijn van essentiële voedingsmiddelen 
diee alleen maar in één van beide voedselbronnen aanwezig zijn. Zij kunnen 
duss hun prooi niet uitsluiten, aangezien zij afhankelijk van ze zijn voor essen-
tiëlee voedingsmiddelen. De persistentie van omnivorie in benthische syste-
menn wordt bevorderd door deze drie mechanismen, en kan door gelijksoor-
tigee mechanismen in andere milieu's eveneens worden bevorderd. 

Ditt proefschrift toont aan dat vele biologisch realistische facetten van 
omnivoree levensgemeenschappen drastische invloed kunnen hebben op zowel 
ecologischee als evolutionaire tijdsschalen. Ondanks aanwijzingen dat bepaalde 
mechanismenn de persistentie van omnivorie in benthische gemeenschappen 
bevorderen,, kunnen wij concluderen dat de persistentie van omnivorie in 
'communityy modules' met weinig soorten gewoon heel erg schaars is. 

Waaromm is omnivorie overal? Dit proefschrift heeft aangetoond dat het 
antwoordd naar alle waarschijnlijkheid niet in versimpelde 'community mod-
ules'' ligt. Toekomstig onderzoek zou zich kunnen richten op hoe diffuse 
interactiess binnen veel-soorten netwerken, ruimtelijke heterogeniteit, en real-
isticheree aannames m.b.t. de groei en fysiologie van organismen de sterke 
gevolgenn van omnivorie (die wij in dit proefschrift hebben geschetst) zouden 
kunnenn matigen. 

11 1 
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Summar y y 

Whyy do species coexist? How do species coexist? Ecology ultimately aims to 
understandd the mechanisms contributing to the coexistence of species, and 
howw community structure is determined by species interactions on both eco-
logicall  and evolutionary timescales. 

Speciess coexist within a web of interactions with other species, and where 
theree are many species and/or many types of interactions between species it 
becomess necessary to simplify. Ecology has gained much insight from such 
simplification,, and theory involving simple community modules (composed of 
justt a few species, engaged in simplified interactions) has provided ecology 
withh powerful concepts addressing such questions as *When can competitors 
coexist?',, *Why don't herbivores deplete all plant biomass?' and 'What are the 
relationshipss between community structure and primary productivity?'. These 
theoriess have often involved separating organisms into simplified guilds such 
ass 'predator', herbivore' and 'competitor'. However, other important roles that 
organismss play have often been ignored: What about cannibalism? What about 
omnivory? ? 

Onee particular form of omnivory that has been less well studied in main-
streamm ecology is intraguild predation. An omnivorous predator not only feeds 
onn its prey, but also on its prey's food source. This type of interaction is sur-
prisinglyy common in nature: it can be found in benthic communities, in arthro-
podd communities in greenhouse, and both in freshwater and salt water fish 
communities.. In addition, different species of intraguild predators often feed 
onn each other and so intraguild predation can be both single (as outlined 
above),, or mutual, when two intraguild predators feed on each other and on a 
commonn resource. 

Intraguildd predation is allegedly extremely debilitating to communities. 
Theoreticall  studies have shown that intraguild predators are prone to 
excludee their prey (thus becoming a de-facto) specialist on the basal 
resource),, especially at high primary productivities. In nature, however, intra 
guildd predation is everywhere: how then, can omnivory persist? 

Inn this thesis I address the persistence of omnivory by examining differ-
entt facets of omnivory that have not previously been addressed to any great 
extentt in the scientific literature. 

ChapterChapter 1. Many intraguild predators predate on each other. The implica-
tionss of the interactions between two such intraguild predator populations 
andd their resource for community structure and coexistence have not been 
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SUMMARY Y 

clear.. We show that coexistence depends crucially on primary productivity, 
andd that mutual predation can lead to priority effects (where, depending on 
initiall  conditions, one intraguild predator population can exclude the other). 
Suchh 'bistable states' occur when primary productivity is high enough for 
onee omnivore to build up sufficiently high population levels that the other 
omnivoree cannot invade. At higher nutrient levels this occurs for both 
species,, and it is surprising that an omnivore, superior in both resource feed-
ingg and predation, can be excluded by the inferior one! 

ChapterChapter 2. In this chapter we investigated the impact of trade-offs on 
communityy structure. It is intuitive that all species are constrained by trade-
offss between different abilities. In the case of omnivory, an organism's feed-
ingg ability is limited by either digestive, time, or handling constraints. In a sys-
temm composed of two omnivores and one resource, we consider the role 
playedd by trade-offs between resource feeding and predation in determining 
communityy structure,. We find that the strength of the trade-off between 
feedingg abilities is crucial for the extent to which omnivory can persist. 
Whenn species are extremely constrained at omnivory, omnivores simply 
starve,, and coexistence is severely limited. At weak constraints, feeding on 
bothh resources is facilitated compared to the specialist strategies. Here a 
speciess profits from being an omnivore, but affects the other species so 
stronglyy that coexistence is limited. Only when species are moderately spe-
cialized,, is the greatest scope for coexistence achieved. 

ChapterChapter 3. Evolutionary forces play a big role in determining the extent to 
whichh organisms interact. How do selection pressures determine communi-
tyty structure? Despite the propensity for exclusion and bistability inherent to 
omnivorouss interactions, it is possible that selection pressures on feeding 
strategiess lead to coexistence and to the maintenance of omnivorous inter-
actions.. We explored the co-evolutionary dynamics of two intraguild preda-
torss with regards to feeding preference. We predict the evolution either of 
specialistt feeding strategies or of exclusion of one of the species. This 
impedess the persistence of omnivory even further. 

ChapterChapter 4. Size and age differences play a big role in determining both an 
organisms'' suitability as a food source, and its capacity for predation. In the 
casee of intraguild predators, older/larger individuals generally prey on 
younger/smallerr individuals, and species may thus also change their vulnera-
bilityy to, as well as their capacity for, predation by growing into (or out of) life-
historyy refuges. With some invulnerability from predation, coexistence may be 
promoted.. We explored the role of such life- history refuges and 'ontogenetic 
nichee shifts' in determining community structure. We examined the robustness 
off  results in chapter 1 at high primary productivities to ontogenetic changes in 
ecologicall  roles. Our results suggest that at high primary productivities, prior-
ityy effects at high primary productivities such as observed in chapter 1, are not 
affectedd by ontogenetic niche shifts. Also, size and age differences do not seem 
too play a role in promoting the persistence of omnivory. 

14 4 



SUMMARY Y 

ChapterChapter 5. Omnivory is especially prevalent in benthic communities, and 
soo we may find clues as to how the persistence of omnivory may be promot-
edd by looking at specific characteristics of the biological interactions in ben-
thicc communities. In such communities, 1) (intra-guild) predators may facil-
itatee their prey as their movement through substrate may increase the flow 
off  limiting oxygen to prey species, thus promoting prey growth; 2) it is pos-
siblee that omnivores ignore the prey food source at low densities, which 
wouldd help a prey population escape exclusion when it becomes scarce; and 
3)) omnivores may be limited by essential nutrients found only in one of both 
foodd sources. Thus, they cannot exclude their prey, as they depend on them 
forr nutrients essential to growth. Persistence of omnivory is promoted in 
benthicc systems by these three mechanisms, and may be promoted by simi-
larr mechanisms in other environments as well. 

Thiss thesis demonstrates that many biologically realistic facets of omniv-
orouss communities can drastically affect community structure on both eco-
logicall  and evolutionary timescales. Despite indications that certain mecha-
nismss promote the persistence of omnivory in benthic communities; we can 
concludee that the persistence of omnivory in few-species community mod-
uless should be rare. 

Whyy then is omnivory omnipresent in nature? This thesis has demon-
stratedd that the answers in all likelihood do not lie in few-species communi-
tyy modules. Future work should concentrate on how diffuse interactions in 
multispeciess networks, spatial heterogeneity and more realistic considera-
tionss of an organisms' growth and physiology modify the strong effects of 
omnivoryy in the simple communities we have outlined in this thesis. 

15 5 
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o o 
Onn th e Proble m of Omnivory , th e 
Persistenc ee of Omnivory , and th e 

Persistenc ee of th e Proble m of 
Omnivor y y 

R E I N I ERR H I L L E R I S L A M B E R S 

COMMUNITYY MODULUS 

Inn order to understand how complex food web interactions affect popula-
tionn dynamics and species coexistence, we must first simplify. There exists a 
longg and fruitful history of reducing many species food webs and complex 
speciess interactions to simplified 2, 3 and 4 species community modules 
(Oksanenn et al. 1981; Oksanen and Oksanen 2000; Rosenzweig 1971; Tilman 
1982).. Understanding how such simplified interactions as pure competition 
orr predation affect population dynamics in few-species communities is a 
necessaryy step on the road to understanding what makes real food webs of 
inherentlyy larger complexicity tick. 

Classicc theory on resource competition (Tilman 1982), top-down versus 
bottom-upp interactions (Oksanen et al. 1981; Oksanen and Oksanen 2000) or 
predator-preyy dynamics and local stability (Rosenzweig 1971), have yielded 
importantt insights and concepts such as the R* value of resource competi-
tion,, and the concept of trophic cascades. These concepts have provided a 
departuree point for insightful debates on whether or not these theories actu-
allyy apply (Huisman and Weissing 1999; Strong 1992). 

Currentt food web theory is moving away from the study of simple inter-
actionss such as competition or predation in linear food chains to more net-
work-likee structures. In such food webs the interactions between species are 
complexx combinations of competition and predation. 

Studiess linking competition and predation have traditionally focused on the 
mediatingg effect of predation on competitive interactions (Eretwell and Lucas 
1970;; Lubchenko 1978; Chase et al. 2002, and references therein), and it is only 
recentlyy that theoretical studies (Diehl and Feissel 2001; Mylius et al, 2001; 
Krivann 2000) have examined the community level effects of species foraging as 
omnivores,, simultaneously competing with and predating on another species. 

17 7 



INTRODUCTION N 

Thiss thesis is centered on the simplest form of omnivory in three species 

communityy modules: that of intra-guild predation. 

THEE PROBLEM OF OMNIVORY 

Ann intra-guild predator (see Figure 0.1) forages on both a prey species, as 

welll  as on a resource, which it shares with the prey. In its simplest form a 

communityy module with intra-guild predation hence consists of 1) a basal 

resource,, consumed by 2) a consumer species which is, in turn, consumed by 

3)) the intra guild predator, which also consumes the basal resource. 

Intra-guildd predation has been viewed by theoreticians to be debilitating 

too natural systems (Polis and Strong 1997; Diehl and Feissel 2000; Mylius et 

al.al. 2001) but see also (McCann and Hastings 1997, 1998). In particular, the 

combinedd effect of competition and predation may lead to the exclusion of 

thee intermediate prey species, especially at high primary productivities (see 

Figuree 0.2a). 

Thee theory hence poses the following 'problem' of omnivory: 

Despitee experimental evidence corroborating the detrimental effects of 

intra-guildd predation in controlled laboratory situations (Morin 1999; Diehl 

andd Feissel 2001; Price and Morin 2004) omnivory is ubiquitous in nature 

(Dickk and Platvoet 1996; Fasola 1993; Franke and J anke 1998; Goldwasser 

andd Roughgarden 1993; Greve 1995; Harlay et al. 2001; Polis 1991; Polis et al. 

1989;; Sokoloff and Lerner 1964; Sprules and Bowerman 1988; Vadas 1989; 

Warrenn 1989). 

Ass such the central question motivating this thesis is: If intra-guild pred-

atorss are so debilitating to communities, yet are so ubiquitous, what mecha-

nismss allow communities to persist despite this prevalence? 

Thiss thesis examines different hypotheses as to how communities may 

persistt despite intra-guild predation. We explore both ecological and evolu-

a c r \\ / & d r 

Figur ee 0.1. Schematic representation of intra-guild predation and mutual intra-guild 
predationn in two species, C and D, subsisting on a basal resource R. Arrows repre-
sentt energy flows from one species to another. Terms of the form 0Cilb represents 
thee attack rates of species A on species B. When OL[{i  — 0, C does not predate on D 
(regularr intra-guild predation), the dashed arrow then does not exist. 
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THEE PROBLEM OF OMNIYORY 
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tionaryy hypotheses using either the concept of local stability of equilibria, or 
thee concept of invasion fitness, as a more global means of assessing a com-
munities'' persistence (Grover 1994; Hutson and Schmitt 1992; Law and 
Blackfordd 1992). 

Inn the next few pages I summarize the different hypotheses explored in 
thee following chapters of this thesis. 

ChapterChapter 1 — Community Structure, Species Coexistence, and the Balance 

betweenbetween Direct and Indirect Interactions 

Iff  real food webs are so replete with omnivory, then community structure 
may,, in the extreme case, solely be determined by the interactions between 
intra-guildd predators. Indeed mutual intra-guild predation (where two intra-
guildd predators feed both on each other and a basal resource; asymmetric 
intra-guildd predation sensu Polis et al. 1989) is very prevalent in real food 
webss (Sokoloff and Lerner 1964; Fasola 1993; Roughgarden et al. 1993; 
Grevee 1995; Dick and Platvoet 1996; Franke and Janke 1998; Harlay et al, 
2001).. The effects of mutual predation on community structure are relative-
lyy unknown. In this chapter we assess whether in mutual predatory commu-
nityy modules coexistence is increased relative to community modules with 
onlyy one intra-guild predator. 

Ourr rationale behind this study is that an intermediate consumer species 
thatt is also capable of predation may be less at risk from exclusion in com-
parisonn to a consumer not capable of predation. As such the risk of exclu-
sionn in community modules consisting of two intra-guild predators predat-
ingg on each other, may be much less than in community modules with only 
onee intra-guild predator. 

Exclusionn in intra-guild predation modules has been linked to high pri-
maryy productivity (Diehl and Feissel 2000; Mylius et al. 2001). We hence 
examinee the propensity for coexistence and exclusion in a mutual predatory 
communityy module along a primary productivity gradient. We find that 
mutuall  intra-guild predation is even more detrimental to community struc-
turee than regular intra-guild predation, More specifically we find that 
althoughh the potential for existence of the 'consumer' may be increased rela-
tivee to intra-guild predation, that this increased potential for existence is not 
matchedd by an increase in the potential for coexistence between both species 
(seee also Figure 0.2). 

Wee find that, in comparison to community modules with one intra-guild 
predator,, regions of bistability are now greatly increased. More specifically, 
att high primary productivities, both species may now exclude the other. 

Thiss bistability between two stable consumer-resource equilibria can best 
bee understood using the concept of invasion fitness. Since an intra-guild 
predatorr is also characterized by the ability to feed on the primary resource, 
highh productivities of the latter allow a species to build up high population 
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levelss when monopolizing the resource. At such high resident species levels, 
ann invading antagonistic species is exposed to the total predation pressure 
exertedd by the resident population. This hinders invasion and so stabilizes 
thee equilibrium of the resource and the resident consumer. This holds for 
bothh species and so both consumer-resource equilibria are resistant to inva-
sionn at high enough primary productivity. 

Thiss potential for the occurrence of alternative stable states through 
omnivorouss interactions has been predicted by Holt and Polis (1997), espe-
ciallyy when benefits of predation are low. Of special interest is that in our 
studyy these alternative stable states may occur even when, on an individual 
level,, a species is both a weaker competitor and a weaker predator. 

ChapterChapter 2 — Competition and Predation in Simple Food Webs: Intermediately 

StrongStrong Trade-offs Maximize Coexistence 

Ass shown in chapter 1, there is a large potential for exclusion in communi-
tiess with mutual intra-guild predation. However, although rare, regions of 
coexistencee do exist; particularly when primary productivity is low and when 
thee better competitor has a very low attack rate on the better predator. As 
suchh it may be that intrinsic trade-offs between competitive and predatory 
abilitiess may foster coexistence between two mutual predators, through the 
limitationn of interaction strengths. In this chapter we examine how trade-
offss between resource feeding (competition) and antagonist feeding (preda-
tion)) affect the potential for existence and coexistence between two species 
subsistingg on a basal resource. 

Linkingg the feeding capacities that determine competition and predation 
throughh a trade-off, allows for the linkage of all classical food web modules 
throughh the variation of a single parameter for each of the two species (see 
Figuree 0.3). 

Inn chapter 2 we consider how all possible food web configurations along 
aa competition-predation trade-off for two omnivores are affected by the 
trade-offf  parameters. One such an important parameter is the strength of the 
trade-off.. This trade-off strength determines the level of facilitation or 
impedimentt of generalist (omnivorous) strategies relative to specialist strate-
gies. . 

Wee examine the role that trade-off strength plays in determining the area 
off  coexistence as determined by the balance between competition and pre-
dationn between the two species. 

Underr weak trade-offs, species with an omnivorous strategy are better off 
thann omnivorous species under a strong trade-off. In particular, an omnivore 
benefitss from a weak trade off as it combines high attack rates for both 
resourcee and antagonist feeding, while an omnivore suffers from a strong trade-
offoff  as it has low attack rates on both. An omnivore with a strong trade-off is 
hencee better off, in terms of energy intake, by specializing on either food 
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source.. We find that coexistence between two omnivores constrained by such a 

trade-offf  is maximized when these trade-off strengths are intermediately 

strong. . 

Att weak trade-offs omnivorous species have high combined attack rates, 

andd thus greatly hinder each other through both competit ion and predation. 

Inn this case communities are limited by the population dynamic interactions, 

whichh are determined by these attack rates, and we have large regions of 

bistabilityy and very small regions of coexistence. Increasing trade-off 

strengthss change communities from interaction limitation to energy limita-

tion.. Here omnivores are not limited by the interactions with each other, but 

byy the energetic constraints posed by low attack rates. It is only at interme-

diatelyy strong trade-offs that attack rates are high enough to guarantee exis-

tencee of omnivores, while low enough to limi t the interactions that are detri-

mentall  to coexistence. 

Thee shape of trade-offs between feeding preferences therefore strongly 

determinee the potential for coexistence in three-species communities. Even 

so,, regions of coexistence are relatively small. 

ChapterChapter 3 — Hvolving Omnivory: Restrictions on Simple Food Webs through the 

InterplayInterplay of Hcology and hvolution 

Thoughh ecological conditions for stability are restrictive, evolutionary forces 

mayy stabilize communities, by leading species towards these narrow regions 

competition n 

T T ®® ® ® 

-- ©^® ©^© ©-© 
®® J \J \J 

®® ® ® 
ii  ©^® ©^® ©-© 

predationn \ ^ \ ®® ® ® ® 

predationn ^ ^ ^ — (c) ^ — ^ competition 

Figuree 0.3. Idementary food webs based on competifion-predation trade-offs in 
twoo antagonistic consumers (tïand D) feeding on a basal resource (R). Arrows indi-
catee the direction of energy flows between species. The horizontal (vertical) axis 
showss the relative investment into competition and predadon for species C (D). 
(Notee that 'competition' and 'predation' on these axis labels refer to the investment 
byy individuals of a species into competitive or predatorv abilities, and not to the 
resultingg food web configurations.) 
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off  ecological conditions. Chapter 3 explores how evolution drives species 
towardss different feeding preferences, and thus towards different communi-
tyy configurations by using the ecological framework as outlined in chapter 2. 

Wee make use of the trade-off between predation and competition to 
studyy how the evolution of feeding preferences affects the incidence of 
omnivoryy in particular and of community structure in general. In this chap-
terr we find that, evolution, broadly speaking, hinders omnivory and leads 
towardss specialized interactions between organisms. 

Thee routes by which evolution has this effect are twofold: 1) at extreme-
lyy strong trade offs, species have an extreme specialist advantage: as such 
communityy modules evolve towards linear food chains; 2) at extremely weak 
trade-offs,, species have a strong omnivorous advantage, and community 
moduless evolve towards omnivory, however this evolution is inevitably 
towardss the boundaries of coexistence, and thus towards the exclusion of 
onee of the two species (inevitably the weaker predator). Evolution then pro-
ceedss towards a specialization on the resource. 

Parameterr settings for evolutionary stable omnivory are restrictive, but 
evenn when an evolutionary equilibrium exists, not all evolutionary trajecto-
riess lead to coexistence. In particular, community modules starting with dif-
ferentt initial feeding preferences may evolve towards exclusion of the weak-
err predator, despite the presence of evolutionary stable omnivory. 

Ourr findings hence suggest that evolution refines omnivorous interactions 
towardss simple linear ones, and thus is detrimental to intra-guild omnivory 

ChapterChapter 4 — Omnivory, IJfe History and the (Im)Permanence of Yicological 

Communities Communities 

Poliss et al. (1989) separated intra-guild predation into four qualitatively differ-
entt categories based on whether it is symmetric (mutual intra-guild preda-
tion)) or asymmetric, and as to whether age structure is relatively important 
orr relatively unimportant. 

Asymmetrical,, unstructured intra-guild predation has previously been 
studiedd by Polis and Strong (1997), Diehl and Feissel (2000) and Mylius eta/. 
(2001),, asymmetrical, structured intra-guild predation by Mylius et ai (2001), 
andd symmetrical, unstructured intra-guild predation by HilleRisLambers and 
deRooss (chapter 1 of this thesis). In chapter 4 we concentrate on symmet-
ric,ric, structured intra-guild predation and thus examine the consequences of 
life-historyy variation in the interactions between two intra-guild predators for 
communityy structure. 

Ourr focus is on the robustness of the phenomenon of mutual exclusion 
att higher primary productivities to life history variation in vulnerable and 
invulnerablee stages. We examine this by comparing two 'flavors' of a struc-
turedd model with the baseline unstructured model of mutual intra-guild pre-
dationn described in chapter 1. 
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Thee structured models are based on two different sets of assumptions 
aboutt vulnerable and invulnerable life stages: 1) larval stages are vulnerable 
too predation by invulnerable adult stages, and 2) invulnerable larval stages 
preyy on vulnerable adult stages. We examine these two structured models for 
mutuall  exclusion at high primary productivities. 

Usingg the expected lifetime reproductive output (R#) of a species, we cal-
culatee the potential for invasion and exclusion between two omnivores and 
assesss the scope for mutual exclusion as a function of the length of the lar-
vall  and adult (reproductive) stages. 

Wee find, analogously to Mylius et al. (2001) for symmetrical structured 
intra-guildd predation, that the incorporation of invulnerable life history 
stagess as refuges does not increase the possibility of coexistence when com-
paredd to an unstructured system. We conclude that the debilitating effects of 
intra-guildd predation are unaffected by such life-history refuges. Indeed even 
iff  we assume that life histories of both resident and consumer communities 
aree such that larval stages are predators, while adults are predated upon, we 
findd that the potential for coexistence is decreased when compared to basal 
unstructuredd mutual predation. 

ChapterChapter 5 - Persistence despite Omnivory: Benthic Communities and the 
DiscrepancyDiscrepancy between Theory and Observation 

Inn this chapter we discuss three different mechanisms by which persistence 
off  communities with intra-guild predators can be promoted. We take, as an 
example,, benthic communities, in which intra-guild predators are particular-
lyy prevalent (Ambrose 1984; Commito and Ambrose 1985; Posey and Hines 
1991;; Hall and Raffaelli 1991; Persson et al. 1996; Herman et al. 1999). The 
followingg mechanisms are explored: 

1)) Prey refuges at low densities: if at low densities the predator does not 
'see'' the prey, then this necessarily increases the chances for invasion of a prey 
species. . 

2)) Prey facilitation by predators: In benthic communities, the action of 
predatorss may increase the flow of oxygen to the prey, thereby stimulating the 
growthh of the prey. In this case the prey persistence is not only threatened by 
thee intra-guild predator, but may also be increased through its facilitation. 

3)) Non-substitutable resources: Most models of intra-guild predation 
considerr resources, be it basal resource or prey biomass, to be perfectly sub-
stitutable.. However, resources may not be substitutable but synergistic, or 
complementary.. As such an omnivore may need both food sources to meet 
itss nutritional requirements. A hard dependency on both the basal resource 
andd the prey species for the predator effectively rules out the possibility of 
exclusionn of the prey species, and thus promotes community persistence. 

Thee mechanisms involved either weaken the power of the intra-guild 
predatorr or promote the persistence of the prey species. We argue that these 
mechanismss may also promote persistence in other ecosystems. 
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COMMUNITIESS AND THEIR PROBABILITY TO OCCUR 

Inn this thesis we have encountered three ways of looking at the occurrence 
probabilityy of a community. Chapter 1 takes a traditional approach by con-
sideringg possible equilibria and their local stability. Here, an equilibrium is 
stablee if population dynamics are such that after a small perturbation away 
fromm the equilibrium state the system is led back to it (see for example 
Edelstein-Keshett 1988). However, this local stability criterion may tell littl e 
aboutt large perturbations. Though an equilibrium may exist, and be stable, 
theree is no guarantee that another equilibrium may not also be stable under 
thee same conditions. A chance perturbation may now be large enough to 
drivee the community to an alternative stable state (see for example Scheffer 
2001).. If this is the case communities have a low occurrence probability. 

Ass an alternative to using the local stability of equilibria to assess the 
occurrencee probability of communities, chapters 2, 4, and 5 use the more 
robustt concept of invasion fitness to determine whether a community may 
persistt or not. This measure of occurrence probability' considers whether 
speciess can invade subcommunities from which they are absent. This con-
ceptt is central to the mathematical concept of 'permanence' (Hutson and 
Laww 1985; Law and Blackford 1992; Grover 1994). In an abstract sense, a 
systemm is considered permanent if no trajectory from die interior of the 
statee space of a system (i.e. from any of those community states where all 
speciess coexist) approaches the boundary of the state space (i.e. where one 
off  the species goes extinct). Given certain assumptions as to the stability of 
subcommunities,, and the boundedness of the populations, one can for cer-
tainn three-species systems rather easily assess permanence through invasion 
fitnesss (Hutson and Law 1985). This approach we exploit in chapter 5, where 
wee evaluate permanence through the consideration of the invasion fitness of 
subcommunitiess alone. 

Thee tight link between permanence and invasion fitness does not hold, 
however,, for our stage-structured models in chapter 4. Nonetheless, even 
thoughh one cannot prove permanence, one can prove that a community is not 
permanentt through the consideration of invasion fitness. We use invasion 
fitnesss in this way to show how both structured and unstructured communi-
tiess are not permanent in chapter 4. 

Ass an alternative means of assessing the occurrence probability of a 
communityy we turn in chapter 3 to the concept of evolutionary stability, 
whichh is central to the emerging field of adaptive dynamics (Dieckmann 
1997;; Dieckmann and Law 1996; Geritz et al. 1999; Mete et al. 1996). 
Adaptivee dynamics assesses the evolutionary stability of a population with 
regardss to one (or more) evolutionary traits by considering how the popula-
tionn dynamics affect the evolutionary fitness of mutants, and thus the direc-
tionn and rate of evolutionary change. While evolutionary traits of a species 
determinee their population dynamic interactions, and thus community struc-
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ture,, it is the population dynamics, which in turn determine the direction and 

ratee of evolutionary change of a species, thus closing the loop. 

Ass such, though species traits with regard to feeding preference affect the 

ecologicall  interactions between them, in the long term these traits may 

changee themselves, which may drastically affect the occurrence probability of 

aa particular community state. 

I N T R A - G U I L DD P R E D A T T O N, C O M M U N I T Y S T R U C T U R E, A N D T H E 

P E R S I S T E N CEE OF T H E P R O B L EM O F O M N I V O R Y 

I nn this thesis we have examined hypotheses as to how simple communities 

withh intra-guild predation can persist. Intra-guild predation in simple three 

speciess communities is debilitating (as shown by theoretical: Polis and Strong 

1997;; Diehl and Feissel 2000; Mylius et al. 2001; and experimental studies: 

Morinn 1999; Diehl and Feissel 2001; Price and Morin 2004). However, intra-

guildd predation is ubiquitous in natural communities (Sokoloff and Lerner 

1964;; Sprules and Bowerman 1988; Polis et al. 1989; Vadas 1989; Warren 

1989;; Polis 1991; Fasola 1993; Goldwasser and Roughgarden 1993; 

100000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 

t t 
Figuree 0.4. Omnivory-driven taxon cycles for two omnivores. The evolution of 
traitss xc and xd representing the relative investment into resource feeding for C 
respectivelyy D (lower panel), and resulting population levels of Cand D (top panel). 
Dottedd lines pertain to D, solid lines to C. An intra-guild predator here initially 
excludess its antagonist (Initially, D excludes 0), and then evolves towards maximal 
exploitationn of the resource, becoming vulnerable to invasion by an intra-guild pred-
atorr investing mostly in antagonist feeding. Model as outlined in chapter 3. 
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Roughgardenn et al. 1993; Greve 1995; Dick and Platvoet 1996; Franke and 
Jankee 1998; Harlay etal. 2001). This 'problem' of omnivory led us to the cen-
trall  theme of the thesis as to how communities with omnivory persist. 

Wee conclude that the scope for omnivory in simple community modules 
iss extremely limited (chapters 1, 3 and 4). Though chapter 2 shows that inter-
mediatelyy strong trade-offs maximize coexistence, these regions are still rel-
ativelyy small: moreover, we have shown that these communities have a high 
chancee of evolving towards linear food chains in chapter 3. While chapter 5 
showss how omnivory may persist in benthic communities, it remains to be 
seenn if our conclusions extend to outside the benthos. 

Ass it follows from this thesis that intra-guild omnivory is unlikely in sim-
plee community modules, the problem of omnivory in theory persists. How 
thenn may omnivory persist in natural communities? 

Moree realistic considerations of age, stage or physiological structure have 
beenn shown to dramatically change predictions on community structure, as 
comparedd to simple community modules. For example, the incorporation of 
physiologicall  structure in simple food webs may explain the emergence of 
giantt individuals in lake communities (Claessen et al. 2000; Persson et al. 
2003),, dynamically changing trophic cascades in cannibal-driven lakes 
(Perssonn et al. 2003), as well as the collapse of cod stocks off the Canadian 
coastt (de Roos and Persson 2002; Walters and Kitchell 2001). Perhaps such 
moree realistic considerations of the processes determining the physiology 
andd ontogeny of a species may lead to alternative explanations about the 
ubiquityy of omnivory, but it remains to be seen whether this will provide a 
generall  explanation or only explain the occurrence of omnivory in some par-
ticularr cases. 

Ass an alternative explanation, the formation of alternative stable states 
(ass shown in chapters 1 and 4) may lead to coexistence on larger spatial 
scales,, where local patches of one species alternate with local patches of 
anotherr omnivore. As such the coexistence of omnivores may be a scale-
dependentt phenomenon. 

Furthermore,, spatial heterogeneity may also allow for intra-guild preda-
tionn to persist on longer time scales despite the intrinsic propensity for evo-
lutionaryy exclusion, through taxon cycles (see Figure 0.4). Here, although 
locall  evolutionary change may lead to exclusion, repeated invasions of 
speciess from outside the local region may cause repeated invasion-extinction 
cycles:: in this scenario, omnivory may be evolutionary transient, but also per-
sistt due to spatial heterogeneity. 

Althoughh such moves away from simple community modules may further 
ourr understanding about the persistence of communities in the face of the 
detrimentall  effects of omnivores, it is precisely the study of these simple 
communityy modules that has led us to these new roads of research to pur-
suee in future. 

Omnivoryy is dead: long live Omnivory! 
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Communit yy  Structure , Specie s 
Coexistence ,, and th e Balanc e 
betwee nn Direc t and Indirec t 

Interaction s s 

RitfNïERR H ILLRRISLAMBKR S AN D A N D RK DR R O OS 

Naturee is replete with omnivory, however omnivory in simple com-
munityy modules (intra-guild predation) has heen linked to the exclu-
sionn of the non-omnivorous prey species, particularly at high primary 
productivities.. Many communities involve more than one omnivore 
veryy often preying on each other. We examine how the comhination 
off  direct (predatory) and indirect (competitive) interactions between 
twoo such omnivores act so as to structure communities along a pri-
maryy productivity gradient. In particular, we are interested how the 
potentiall  for coexistence and exclusion changes in comparison to the-
oryy for communities with only one omnivore (intra-guild predator). 
Wee find that an extra predatory link acts so as to promote existence 
off  the species most at risk of extinction. However the scope for 
coexistencee between species is decreased. With regards to communi-
tyy structure, we find that direct interactions are more important in 
productivee communities, whereas indirect interactions are more 
importantt in structuring energetically limited communities. In addi-
tionn we emphasize the potential for multiple stable states and point 
outt that under certain conditions a species inferior at both predation 
andd competition to still exist in an alternative stable state. 

Keywords:Keywords: omnivory, mutual predation, community structure, competi-
tion,, predation 

Theree is currently a growing realization that species interactions are not 

restrictedd to the classical roles of 'predator', 'prey', 'competitor', 'herbivore' 

andd 'carnivore' (Polis et al. 1989; Polis and Strong 1996). Organisms are capa-

blee of more complex interactions than these, and 'real-life' is replete with 

exampless of omnivory and cannibalism (Polis et al. 1989), where species play 

multiplee classic roles, and where the net effects of one species on another 

aree not purely one-dimensional, but the result of the balance of direct and 

indirectt interactions between species. 
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Mostt work on community modules has involved the simplification of real 

foodd webs to unstructured, non-spatial modules as in the case of classic 

resourcee competit ion theory (Tilman 1982), top-down versus bottom-up 

interactionss (Oksanen et al. 1981; Oksanen and Oksanen 2000) or predator-

preyy dynamics and local stability (Rosenzweig 1971). These simplifications 

havee yielded important insights and concepts such as the R* theory of 

resourcee competit ion, and the concept of trophic cascades. These concepts 

havee provided a departure point for insightful debates on whether or not 

thesee theories actually applied (Huisman and Weissing 1999; Strong 1992). 

Currentt ecological theory is gradually shifting away from these few species/ 

simplee interaction modules (De Roos and Persson 2001), however it is the 

conceptss gained from these simple community modules that allow us to 

comparee and contrast, indeed to understand the undoubtedly more complex 

behaviorr of more realistic biological systems (Murdoch et al. 2003). 

Inn this paper we focus on one such classically overlooked, but recently 

'rediscovered'' subject: omnivory (Polis e! ui. 1989). 

Thee simplest type of omnivory is intra-guild predation (IGP), where the 

simplestt possible community module involves a basal resource, a species 

consumingg solely the basal resource (the intra-guild prey), and an intra-guild 

predator,, consuming both the prey as well as the resource. Thus the prey, in 

additionn to being predated upon by the intra-guild (IG) predator, must also 

competee with it. This twofold hit of predation by and competit ion with the 

IG-predatorr leads to the exclusion of the IG-prey, particularly in productive 

environmentss and /or when the net benefit to the IG-predator is low (Diehl 

andd Feissel 2000; Mylius etal. 2001; Polis and Strong 1996). 

Mutuall  predation, where in the simplest possible case two omnivores 

(both)) consume a basal resource and prey on each other, is also common in 

naturee (Dick and Platvoet 1996; Fasola 1993; Franke and Janke 1998; Greve 

1995;; Harlay et al. 2001; Roughgarden et al. 1993; Sokoloff and Lerner 1964). 

Mutuall  intra-guild predation differs from simple intra-guild predation in that 

Figuree 1.1. Schematic of intra-guild predation and mutual intra-guild predation in 
twoo species, C and D, suhsisting on a basal resource R. Arrows represent energv 
flowss from one species to another. Terms of the form (Xab represents the attack rates 
off  species A on species R. When av/ = 0, Cdoes not predate on D (Intra-guild pre-
dation),, the dashed arrow then does not exist. 
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bothh species are capable of predation on each other (Figure 1.1). 
Mutuall  predatory interactions have recently been mentioned as a crucial 

mechanismm behind the invasion and subsequent replacement of a native iso-
podd species by an invading species (Dick and Platvoet 1996; Dick et al. 1993, 
1999),, and as a factor in the collapse of North Atlantic cod stocks, in a phe-
nomenonn called recruitment depensation (Walters and Kitchell 2001). 

HilleRisLamberss and Dieckmann (2003) examine how trade-offs 
betweenn competition and predation between two omnivores determine the 
scopee for coexistence, and find that the scope for coexistence is maximized 
whenn both species are constrained from being too good at both competition 
andd predation. The question, however, remains whether mutual predatory 
interactionss lead to greater, or lesser room for coexistence between the two 
omnivoress when compared to case of intra-guild predation. In particular, the 
additionall  direct predatory link (when compared to IGP community mod-
ules)) may help to prevent exclusion of the weaker species, and promote 
coexistencee at high primary productivity. In addition a full analysis of com-
munityy structure, in particular when species are unconstrained by simple 
trade-offs,, is still missing. 

Inn this paper we fill  this gap by focusing on how communities are struc-
turedd by the interplay between direct (predatory) and indirect (competitive) 
interactionss between two omnivorous antagonists capable of both interac-
tions.tions. We use a simple three species community module consisting of two 
omnivorouss species subsisting on a basal resource to ask three questions: 

1)) Is the extra direct predatory link (when compared to an IGP commu-
nityy module) sufficient to counter exclusion at high primary productivity? 

2)) To what extent does the interplay of direct and indirect interactions 
affectt coexistence, exclusion and community structure at differing levels of 
primaryy productivity? 

MODIU. . 

Wee describe the interactions between two antagonists (which we name Cand 
D)D) subsisting on a basal resource (R) through a system of three differential 
equations,, in the spirit of Polis and Strong (1996), Diehl and Feissel (2000), 
andMyliuss #<?/ (2001). 

dt dt 

dt dt 

—— = p(K-R)-R*x (R,C,D) 
dtdt (1.3) 

(1.1) ) 

(1.2) ) 
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Here/(R,C,D)) and j'JJ^C,D) are functions describing the per capita growth 
ratee of respectively C and D as a function of C, D and R. Here we make the 
assumptionn that resources grow according to semi-chemostat dynamics, with 
aa semi-chemostatic inflow rate p and carrying capacity K. This assumption 
preventss cyclic dynamics found in other predator-prey models incorporating 
thee more commonly used logistic growth function. 

Thee per-capita growth rates are: 

b(a,Rb(a,R + e,a,C) a,C 

11 + h{ailrR + edaihC) 1 + b(a„R + efaa D) ~ « 

b(ab(a R + ea,D) a,D) 

11 + h(a„R + eafilD) 1 + h(adrR + edadC) « ^ 

Inn addition, the function describing resource depletion as a function of 
antagonistt density: 

%%rr(R,C,D)~ (R,C,D)~ 
11 + b(ailrR + ejajC) 1 + /j(arR + e(aftl D) (1.6) ) 

Thesee functions represent feeding interactions between species as type II 
saturatingg functional responses, where h represents the handling time of one 
equivalentt of ingested food, b represents the conversion efficiency, while \i 
representss the density-independent death rate of the two antagonists. Our 
focuss throughout is on the differential interaction strengths in the form of 
(X(Xabab and we thus we have chosen these parameters to be equivalent in both 
speciess (pir- fid- /J, b(— hd — b and hc~ hd- h), allowing community struc-
turee to be entirely determined by the differential magnitudes of the interac-
tionn strengths. 

Wee express the biomass of species D and C in the common currency of 
thee basal resource R, and thus e. and ed represent the relative benefit a species 
derivess by consuming Cor D. In our model, the benefits an antagonist may 
receivee from predation relative to that of resources is governed by the 
parameterss ^and ed (in the generic case, e, where e(— ed — e). When eu- 0, 
predationn is without consequence (either positive, through the energetic ben-
efitss derived from predation, or negative: through the reduction of a preda-
tor'ss attack rate by the time spent handling its prey) for the predator. 

a,a, and adr represent the attack rates of C respectively D on the basal 

resourcee R, and thus represent the indirect interaction strengths. 0C,d and adc 

representt direct interactions between Cand D, where G£,.rfis the attack rate of 

CC on D, while (Xd. is the attack rate of D on C. 
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Wee separate direct and indirect attack rates into two components repre-
sentingg 1) the basal interaction strength (for both species) of either compe-
titionn or predation in the community; and 2) a species-specific relative inter-
actionn strength that modifies this basal interaction strength. Thus: 

a " = ^  ̂ (1.7) 

"+=?<"'"+=?<"'  (1.8) 

(1.9) ) 

(1.10) ) 

Heree OLp represents the basal strength of direct interactions present in the 

community,, while (Xr represents the basal indirect interaction strength. fin (3d, 

<f)<f) rr and (f>d represent species-specific relative interaction strengths. 

Variationn in the species-specific interaction strengths /3r, ftd, <pc and <f> d can 

changee the default assumption of C being a better competitor and weaker 

predatorr (and of D being the better predator and weaker competitor),while 

variationn in basal interaction strengths CCp and <Xr changes the intensity of the 

interactionss between species but keeps the ratio between attack rates f3c:fi d or 

0/.<l>0/.<l> dd constant. As such changing CCp or ar does not change the role of a par-

ticularr species with regards to being a better/lesser competitor/predator. 

Equilibria Equilibria 

Bothh species, when feeding alone on the basal resource can be characterized 
byy the species-specific quantity R\ which represents the minimum amount 
off  resource that the species needs to sustain itself. In the absence of other 
interactions,, a species depletes the resource to this level. In a purely compet-
itivee system, the species with the lowest R*, will win. In our model R/and R/ 
aree given by: 

R == " 
«Jt-ni) «Jt-ni) 

« / == " 
a^b-lih)a^b-lih) ( ] ] 2 ) 

Thee corresponding stand-alone densities of a single species monopoliz-
ingg a resource are given by: 
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cc_bp(K-R;.) _bp(K-R;.) 

VV (1.13) 

DD^bp{K-K'^bp{K-K'dd) ) 

VV (1.14) 

Fromm these equations it can easily be seen that viable equilibria exist only 
whenn b> jlh and K > R*. 

Threee species equilibria cannot explicitly be found. Throughout this 
paperr we have used the software package CONTENT (Kuznetsov et al. 1996), 
inn order to trace equilibria and the qualitative transitions between them. 

EquilibriumEquilibrium Transitions and Nomenclature 

Wee study the qualitative changes in biological feasibility and local stability of 
equilibriaa as a function of primary productivity, K, parameters related to the 
magnitudee of species interaction strengths (/3„  and fid, Gtp and CCr, or <j) c and 
0j)) as well as parameters related to the relative benefits of predation (en ej). 
Thee qualitative transitions between equilibria are given by so-called bifurca-
tionn points. We are primarily concerned with points denoting transitions in 
thee biological feasibility and stability of equilibria and thus in community 
structuree (see Table 1.1) These transitions are given by branching points 
(BP),, where two equilibria coincide and exchange stability characteristics, and 
limi tt points (LP), denoting where an equilibrium curve drawn as a function 
off  certain parameters bends back on itself and exchanges stability character-
istics.. For a more complete text on bifurcation theory see for example 
Kuznetsovv (1995). 

Nomenclaturee throughout this work is such that when we refer to R, C, 
orr D (in italics) we are referring to the species itself. When we refer to, for 
example,, a CR equilibrium (regular face letters) we refer to an equilibrium 
composedd of C and R. When we refer to, for example; C /D community 
structuree (letters in boldface) we refer to the range of community states to 
bee expected in a certain parameter region: In this case bistability between CR 
andd DR equilibria. Note that a CR equilibrium potentially exists within a C, 
aa C /D, and a C/3 state. The distinction between community structure and 
equilibriaa lie in the fact that in a bistable community more than one type of 
equilibriaa can coexist. 

Seee Table 1.1 for an explanation of nomenclature used to denote equilib-
riaria and their transitions. 

Parameters Parameters 

Ourr aim is to examine the qualitative effects of the interplay of direct and 
indirectt interactions on community structure, and not to extensively simulate 
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Tablee 1.1. Equilibria, community states and their transitions. 

Symboll  Description 
Equilibria Equilibria 
RR An equilibrium composed of R only 
CRR An equilibrium composed of C and R 
DRR An equilibrium composed of D and R 
33 A three species equilibrium composed of C, D and R. 

CommunityCommunity State 
CC C monopolizes the resource 
DD D monopolizes the resource 
RR Neither C nor D can exist, only resources can 
33 A three species equilibrium is the only possible community state 
3uss As above, but with cyclic behavior 
D / 33 Bistability between a DR and a three species equilibrium 
C /33 Bistability between a CR and a three species equilibrium 
C / DD Bistability between DR and CR equilibria 
C/3/DD Bistability between DR, CR and three species equilibria 

TransitionTransition Point (K value of) 

BPCRBPCR Coincidence of a CR with an R equilibrium KBPCR 

BPBPDRDR Coincidence of a DR with an R equilibrium KBPDR 

BPBPCDCD Coincidence of a three species- with a DR equilibrium KBPCD 

BPBPDCDC Coincidence of a three species- with a CR equilibrium KBPDC 

$PDC2$PDC2 Coincidence of a three species- with a CR equilibrium KBPDC2 

LP,, The three species equilibrium folds back on itself JQĵ  

LPLP22 The three species equilibrium folds back on itself /CZJ>2 

thee dynamics of these two species. Parameters are biologically realistic, and 

looselyy based on the interactions between the predatory mites N. cucumeris 

andd 7. degenerans and pollen. We are not overly concerned with the parameter-

izationn as an issue in itself, as other parameterizations of this model - for 

instancee representing perch and roach (Mylius et al. 2001) - yield the same 

qualitativee conclusions. 

Tablee 1.2 gives default parameter values used throughout the study. 

Defaultt parameters are such that C is a better competi tor than D. As such 

R*R* < R/, and in a purely competitive situation C, wil l always exclude D. In 

addition,, default parameters are such that D is a better predator than C. 

Energy-,Energy-, and Interaction-limited Communities 

Wee find it useful to divide resulting communit ies into two different states, 

basedd on whether species are able to support themselves on the basal 
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Tablee 1.2. Model variables and parameters and their default numerical values. 

Symbol l Default t 
value e 

Unit t Description n 

/ / 

D D 

C C 

R R 

P P 

K K 

* r r 

4/ / 
ft ft 
ft ft 
^ ^ 

aar r 

h h 

e e 

b b 

V V 

--

--

--

--

0.2 2 

varied d 

0.01 1 

1.0 0 

0.1 1 

0.01 1 

1.5 5 

1.5 5 

0.1 1 

0.1 1 

0.2 2 

0.05 5 

day day 

indinddd*dm*dm2 2 

ind*dm~ind*dm~2 2 

ind*dtrrind*dtrr 2 2 

daj' daj' 

ind*dnrind*dnr2 2 

--

--

--

--

dmdm22*day' *day' 

dmdm22*day' *day' 

day*ind' day*ind' 

indindrr*ind*ind cc' ' 

indindrr
1 1 

day' day' 

time e 

Speciess D 

Speciess C 

Speciess R 

Semi-chemostaticc inflow rate 

Standd alone equilibrium resource density 

Relativee predation strength of C compared to D 

Relativee predation strength of D compared to C 

Relativee competitive strength of C compared to D 

Relativee competitive strength of D compared to C 

Basall  predatory rate 

Basall  competitive rate 

Handlingg time 

Resourcee equivalents of antagonist biomass 

Birthh rate 

Antagonistt death rate 

resource.. We hence distinguish communities that are 1) 'energy limited', and 

2)) 'interaction limited'. 

Bothh antagonists are in principle capable of surviving on the basal 

resourcee alone, given that parameters are such that K < R*cJ. If so, a species 

cann invade a resource at its equilibrium (K) if the intrinsic level to which this 

speciess depletes the resource, R*, is less than K. This is in part determined by 

thee attack rates <Xcr (for C) and OLdr (for D), as can easily be seen from equa-

tionstions 1.13 and 1.14. 

Whenn resource attack rates or primary productivity are low enough that 

R**  > K, a species wil l not be able to maintain a positive population level. 

Whenn K is low enough that both species cannot survive given their species 

specificc attack rates we term these communities 'severely energy limited'. 

These,, by definition, are analogous to R community- structure. 

Whenn species specific parameters and productivity' are such that one, but 

nott both species can survive on the resource alone we refer to these com-

munitiess as 'energy limited'. Under such conditions communities are con-

strainedd by the fact that the species that is able to sustain itself on the 
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resourcee must always be present in order for its antagonist to survive. Thus, 
inn these communities, existence of the better competitor is guaranteed. The 
existencee of the better competitor is, by definition, a necessary condition for 
thee existence of the lesser competitor, and thus for the lesser competitor 
existenceexistence is only possible within the scope of coexistence with the better com-
petitor. . 

Inn 'interaction limited communities', both antagonists are, when unhin-
deredd by the other, able to exist on the resource. Here both existence and coex-
istenceistence of species are determined by the balance of direct and indirect inter-
actions. . 

RESULTS S 

PrimaryPrimary Productivity Gradients and Community Structure with increasing acd 

Underr the baseline case of intra-guild predation 0, = 0. In this case Cis sole-
lyy dependent on the resource for population persistence and D is able to feed 
onn both R and C. With increasing K the same qualitative transitions as in 
Myliuss et al. (2001) occur. We first review the relationship between commu-
nityy structure and primary productivity under intra-guild predation then 
exploree the effect of increasing OLcdon community structure along a primary 
productivityy gradient. 

Att low primary productivity levels Cand D are both unable to persist and 
thereforee equilibria are at C = 0, D = 0 and R= K(Figure 1.2a).With increas-
ingg K, the C — 0 equilibrium curve intersects with the C - C* equilibrium 
curvee at BPiT, the value of which (in K) is denoted by KHP . At this point the 
CC — C* equilibrium becomes positive and stable, while the R = K equilibri-
umm becomes unstable. BP„  occurs at lower levels of Kthan BP^(not shown), 
reflectingg the fact that Cis able to persist at lower levels of productivity than 
D.D. From BPlTonwards Cis able to utilize the resource, and indeed if D were 
incapablee of predation, C, being the better competitor, would always out-
competee D. The magnitude of predation by D on C determines whether D 
willl  be able to establish itself: a) either together with C to form a three 
speciess equilibrium or b) excluding C, while monopolizing the resource to 
establishh a stable DR equilibrium. 

Withh increasing K, equilibrium levels of C increase linearly while the 
resourcee equilibrium is kept at a constant level. At K - KHP , C and R levels 
aree such that the per-capita growth rate of D becomes positive. As such D 
iss now able to invade a CR equilibrium and establish a positive, stable, three-
speciess equilibrium. With increasing K, both D and R equilibrium levels 
increase,, while C levels decrease: this until Ku, when the three species equi-
libriumm curve bends back on itself and becomes unstable. This unstable 
branchh of a three species equilibrium curve now separates the stable branch 
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off  the three species equilibrium curve from a (stable) DR equilibrium. Here 
thee transition point denoting the intersection of the DR equilibrium curve 
withh the unstable branch of the three species equilibrium curve is BP(d, its 
numericall  value given by KBP . From Ku>  onwards the DR equilibrium is sta-
ble,, while the three-species equilibrium has disappeared. D has now exclud-
edd C, despite C being the better resource competitor. 

Thus,, introducing our community structure nomenclature (see Table 1.1) 
wee can with increasing primary productivity first expect an R only equilibri-
umm (R community structure) at low primary productivity. With increasing 
primaryy productivity a stable CR equilibrium appears (C community struc-
ture).. With even higher K, a stable three-species equilibrium (3 community 
structure)) emerges, followed by a region of bistability between a stable DR 
equilibriumm and the three species equilibrium (D/3 community structure). 
Att high enough Ky D excludes C, resulting in D community structure. 

Describedd above is our baseline case of intra-guild predation. How does this 
picturee change for mutual predation? We now consider what happens when C 
preyss on D. A slight increase of 0,. (Figure 1.2b) yields an almost similar picture 
too 2a, with the relative values of BPd. and BPcd now such that KBP > KBP(d, 
reflectingg the increasing difficulty of D invasion into a CR equilibrium. In addi-
tionn another transition point has appeared: BPdf2 denotes a second intersection 
off  the CR equilibrium curve with the three species equilibrium curve. 

Att K values higher than KHP high primary productivity enables C to 
buildd up high population levels. Despite Cs low per capita predation rate on 
DD a large C population now ensures a high total predation pressure on D, 
preventingg P's invasion and establishment. In a similar manner, D can pre-
ventt the invasion of C. For all K higher than KHP , both DR and CR equi-
libriaa are stable, and initial conditions determine which equilibrium is 
attained,, resulting in C /D community structure. 

AA further increase in 0r (Figure 1.2c), increases the occurrence of alter-
nativee stable states. Here branching points BPdl. and BPd.2 have collided and 
disappeared,, such that the three species equilibrium curve no longer inter-
sects,, at any point, with the CR equilibrium curve. The three species equilib-
riumm curve is now no longer attainable either through invasion of D into a 
CRR or of C into a DR equilibrium. We now have multiple stable states com-
posedd of a three species equilibrium curve, a CR, and a DR equilibrium, in 
whatt we term C / 3 /D community structure. Transitions in stability of the 
threee species equilibrium are now purely given by LP, and LP2. Transitions 
withh increasing K now take us from R to C (between KIiP and KliP } , and 
thenn to C /D (between KHP and Ku,,). Beyond Ku^, a further increase in pri-
maryy productivity leads to C / 3 /D community structure. Increasing K past 
KKuu>> ,, leads to C /D bistable community structure. 
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A tt higher levels of 0, (Figure 1.2d), both LP2 and LP, have collided and 

disappeared,, and the three species equilibrium curve now no longer bends 

backk on itself. With this, the stable part of the three species equilibrium has 

alsoo disappeared. Increasing primary productivity now takes us from R, to C 

directlyy to C /D bistable communities. Any further increase in </> further 

doess not qualitatively change this progression of community states. 

Too summarize: when compared to an IGP community module, the effect 

off  an extra, direct predatory link of C on D is that the existence of C, in 

C / DD bistable communities, is promoted at higher primary productivities. 

However,, the increase in </> does not promote the occurrence of three 

speciess equilibria. In short, we can summarize by stating that this extra 

predatoryy link promotes the existence of C, but not its coexistence with D. 

CommunityCommunity Structure and the Re/atiiv Magnitude of Direct and Indirect 

InteractionsInteractions along a Primary Vroductirity Gradient 

Howw does community structure along a primary productivity gradient change 

inn response to changes in the direct and indirect interaction strengths? 

10  10' 102 ioL ' 10' io? 

KK K 

Figur ee 1.3. Community states along a primary productivity gradient as a function of 
differingg direct; (a) <pt and (b) <j) d; and indirect; (c) $ and (d) ji/, interaction strengths. 
Shadedd regions denote regions of energetic community limitation. Dark grey shad-
ingg denotes severely energy limited communities. Light grey shading denotes energy 
limitedd communities. White areas denote interaction limited communities. Other 
parameterss as in Table 1.1. 
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Whilee Figures 1.2 show community structure at discrete values of the 
predationn strength of Con D, Figure 1.3a shows how community structure 
changess as a continuous function of </>.. At low $>. (Figure 1.3a) transitions in 
communityy structure are identical to those shown in Figure 1.2. Increasing 
0,, in energy limited regions may lead from 3 to C, a consequence of the fact 
thatt at high ($>n Cis both a superior predator and a superior competitor (Holt 
andd Polis 1997). In interaction-limited communities, increasing <f)c promotes 
Css existence while impeding O's, thus leading from D to C /D communities. 
Smalll  regions of D /3 and C / 3 /D bistable community structure are to be 
foundd near to the boundary of energy limited and interaction limited com-
munities,, as already apparent from Figures 1.2b and 1.2c. 

Transitionss between energetically and interaction limited communities are 
achievedd by variation in both /3,, and K (Figure 1.3b). In energetically limited com-
munitiess (at die top left of the graph), C is the better competitor. Here, with 
increasingg K we see transitions from C directly to 3 communities. In energetical-
lyy limited states where D is superior in both direct and indirect interactions 
(J3(J3dd higher than /3) we have D communities. Increasing K slightly leads to D com-
munitiess in interaction limited states, and then direcdy to C /D bistable regions. 
Whenn j3. > (3d, Cis able to exist, and transitions lead from D /3 to C /D bistable 
communitiess (passing through D communities, which disappear at higher /3). 

Variationn in primary productivity at lower levels of <fi d shows C predominat-
ingg throughout both energy and interaction limited communities (Figure 1.3c). In 
energy-limitedd communities D is able to exist solely because of predation on C, 
andd an increase in D's direct interaction strength leads from C to 3 communities. 
Inn interaction-limited communities increasing the direct interaction strength of D 
leadss from C through C /D to D communities. Throughout, low (f>d means that 
DD approaches becoming a pure (but lesser) competitor, and as such is excluded 
byy C across both interaction and energetically limited states. However, as long as 
(f>(f> tJtJ > 0, C /D bistable communities predominate at high enough K. 

Figuree 1.3d shows the effect of varying the competitive ability of the 
strongerr predator, D. In energetically limited regions, and when (5d > {5t (top 
leftt of the Figure) D is now the stronger competitor and, in contrast to C, 
ableable to survive on the resource alone. In interaction limited communities 
wheree D is the better competitor, increasing K leads from D to C /D bistable 
communities.. In contrast, in energetically limited regions where Cis better at 
resourcee acquisition (bottom right of Figure 1.4d) an increase in K leads 
fromm C to 3 communities. A further increase in K leads to interaction-limit-
edd communities, and eventually to C /D bistability. 

RelativeRelative Interaction Strengths 

Howw do the relative interaction strengths affect communities in energetically lim-
itedd or interaction-limited states? Figures 1.4 and 1.5 show how community struc-
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airee varies as a function of the relative direct interaction strengths 0 and (j)d 

(Figuress 1.4a and b) and die indirect interaction strengths fi and $,(Figure 1.5). 

Inn energy limited communities (Figure 1.4a) most combinations of (j)t and 

(f)j(f)j  lead to C communities. If 0 is low enough that D is not hindered too 

muchh and </>,, is high enough so that D is able to utilize C as a resource, D 

mayy coexist with C in 3 communities. 

Inn interaction limited communities (Figure 1.4b) where </> > §lh (. is supe-

riorr m both indirect and direct interactions. In these regions C predominates, 

butt surpnsingly not everywhere: In the top right corner (where <p. > </>,,), 

despitee C's supenontv in both competition and predation, regions ot C /D 

bistabilitvv exist, due to the sheer numerical force of D's predation pressure on 
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Figuree 1.4. Community structure as a function of the relative magnitudes of direct 
interactionn strengths (j)c and <p(j in (a) (K = 10) energetically limited states, and (b) 
(K(K = 18) interaction limited states. The x mark denotes the location default values of 
</)) and </>,/. All other parameters, and notation as in Figure 1.3. 

Figuree 1.5. Community structure as a function of the relative magnitudes of indi-
rectt interaction strengths /3 and [i r/. The x mark denotes default values of (/?, and /?,,). 
Smalll  regions between energy limited 3 states and D /3 states are interaction limited 
33 communities. All other parameters, and notation as in Figure 1.3. 
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C.C. The existence of these regions is crucially linked to interaction-limited com-

munities,, as a prerequisite for this is that both species are able to build up high 

populationn sizes in the absence of their antagonists. In addition the population 

levell  attack pressure must be high enough that a rare antagonist cannot invade, 

aa consequence of either high enough basal interaction strengths Of,,, or high 

enoughh primary productivity (as can also be seen from Figure 1.3d). 

Whenn the direct interactions are strong enough, C /D communities 

alwayss occur. When (f>e is particularly low, and </>(/ intermediate, three species 

equilibriaa may occur. Low </>. and <\> d result in C communities. Increasing <j) d at 

loww </> levels leads to increasing dominance of D, as reflected by transitions 

fromm C, to 3 states through D / 3 to D communities. 

Shittingg relative competitive strengths B and [Jd results in transitions 

betweenn energy limitation and interaction limitation. In Figure 1.5 we have 

twoo regions of energy limitation: below Bfll — 1 02 C, respectively D cannot 

energeticallyy support itself on the resource. Since /) is consistently the supe-

riorr predator we have 3 communities in those energetically limited commu-

nitiess where D is not able to support itself on the resource. Where C is not 

ablee to support itself on the resource, D only communities occur. 

I nn interaction limited communities, D is always a component of the 
resultingg community structure; either D, or D / 3 . C is only able to exist as 
partt of a three-species equilibrium. 

TheThe Relatire Benefit of Predation 

Directt interactions can either be classified as 'predation' or 'interference 

competit ion'' depending on the direct energetic benefit an organism may 

receivee from such an interaction. 

Figuree 1.6 shows how community structure along a primary productivity 

gradientt varies with the benefits that both species can obtain from predation. 
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Figuree 1.6. Community states along a primary productivity gradient as a function of e 
diee amount oi benefit organisms derive from direct, predatory interactions. Parameters 
andd notation as in figure 1.3. 
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Inn energy-limited situations, and at low e, C dominates. With increasing e we 

havee 3 communities, which destabilize to cyclic dynamics (3us) at larger e. 

Inn interaction limited communities, C /D communities result at low ben-

efits.. At moderately low K, increasing e leads to dominance of D in D / 3 or 

DD communities, with D ultimately monopolizing the resource high enough e 

inn D communities. At higher K only C /D states are possible. 

Howw crucial are the relative benefits of predation in determining commu-

nitvv strucmre? We vary either ('/keeping e- 0 (Hgure 1.7a) or ^keeping ed~ 0 

(Figuree 1.7b). If only / ), and not C, derives benefit from predation there is no 

discernablee difference with Hgure 1.6, where e and elt vary simultaneously, as 

e.e. However if only Q and not D derives benefit from predation (Figure 1.7b) 

communityy structure is drastically affected. I Iere, with increasing K, transitions 

leadd from R to C communities and ultimately to C /D communities. No three 

speciess equilibria, in any form, exist. 

Thus,, in order for there to be any possibility for coexistence, D must 

(a) (a) fb) fb) 
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Figuree 1.7. Community states along a primary productivity gradient as a function ot 
thee amount of benefit organisms derive from direct, predatory interactions, a) c'j=  0 
whilee c.is allowed to vary b) e. = 0 while ^ i s allowed to vary. Parameters and nota 
rionrion as in figure 1.3. 
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Figuree 1.8. The extent of the C / 3 /D equilibria as a function of h; the handling 
timee and, e the relative benefit of predation at K = 44.5 Parameters as in Table 1.1. 
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derivee benefits from predation on C. This energetic benefit to D is crucial 
forr its existence (and thus coexistence with C) in energy-limited communi-
ties.. In interaction limited communities, high enough benefits of predation 
forr D allow for exclusion of C in D communities. At intermediate levels of 
eedd,, and at very low K, small regions of coexistence are possible. 

'Loose''Loose' Hquilibria 

Onee particular feature of mutual predatory interactions is the existence of 
'loose'' equilibria {i.e. not connected to other equilibria) such as shown between 
pointss KUx and Ku^in Figure 1.2c. These C /3 /D communities occur only in 
aa small part of parameters space, and do not occur in parameterizations of the 
modell  with parameters from Mylius et al. (2001). While variation in basal attack 
strengthss OLr and CLp (not shown) does not seem to have an effect on the exis-
tencee of these regions it does affect the positions of Ku>  and Ku  ̂ not shown). 
Howeverr these regions seem to be crucially dependant on the benefit of pre-
dationn (<?) and the handling time (h). Figure 1.8 illustrates that C /3 /D commu-
nityy structure is constrained to relatively small areas in e and h. 

DISCUSSION N 

Ourr exploration of mutual intra guild predation, a commonly occurring type 
off  interaction between species (Dick and Platvoet 1996; Fasola 1993; Franke 
andd Janke 1998; Greve 1995; Harlay et al. 2001; Roughgarden et al. 1993; 
Sokolofff  and Lerner 1964) further emphasizes the debilitating effects of 
intra-guildd predation when compared to communities with only one intra-
guildd predator. 

Wee show that the space for coexistence between species is reduced in com-
parisonn to intra-guild predation systems (Diehl and Feissel 2000; Mylius et al. 
2001;; Polis and Strong 1996). However, we also demonstrate that the addi-
tionn of an extra predatory link increases the scope for existence of the species 
mostt at risk of exclusion. This potential for existence manifests itself in the 
formationn of alternative stable states, especially when energetic constraints 
doo not play a role in so-called 'interaction limited communities'. 

Inn addition, we emphasize the importance of priority effects in determin-
ingg community structure in mutual predatory communities. Especially at 
highh primary productivities, omnivores are able to utilize the resource to 
buildd up high population numbers so as to hinder each others invasion 
throughh sheer numerical force. This leads to the formation of alternative sta-
blee states. Surprisingly enough, this mechanism allows for a species inferior 
inn both competition and predation to hinder the invasion of a superior species. 
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CommunityCommunity Structure, Primary Productivity, and Direct and Indirect 

Interactions Interactions 

Intra-guildd predation provides a compact model framework to fully study 
howw the balance of direct and indirect interactions between two species 
affectss community structure. 

Likee studies on the relationship between gradients of primary productiv-
ityy (Oksanen eta/, 1981; Oksanen and Oksanen 2000), payability (Bell 2002) 
orr successional status (Tilman 1985, 1988) and the relative importance of 
interactionn strengths - top-down vs. bottom-up: Bell (2002), Oksanen et al 
(1981),, Oksanen and Oksanen (2000) -, or nutrient versus light competition: 
(Tilmann 1985, 1988) we confirm with increasing energetic levels, the shift in 
importancee from indirect to direct interactions in structuring communities. 
Inn energy limited states our model predicts the dominance of the antagonist 
withh the highest indirect competitive ability. In these situations the weaker 
indirectt competitor is solely dependant on predation for its existence and as 
suchh is dependant on the better competitor to 'harvest' its energy for it from 
thee basal trophic level. While the relative magnitude of direct interactions 
mayy determine the type of community structure, the stronger competitor is 
alwayss a necessary element of any type of energy-limited community. In 
interaction-limitedd communities, the weaker competitor is also in principle 
ablee to support itself on the resource. It is here that the relative magnitudes 
off  both competition and predation play a role. The outcome is not as clear-
lyy cut, but given high enough energetic levels the species with the strongest 
predatoryy ability is usually an element of the possible communities. 
However,, it should be noted that in these regions the relative strengths of 
bothboth direct and indirect interactions play a part in determining community 
structure. . 

Ijotka-VolterraIjotka-Volterra Competition 

Itt is perhaps at this point worth comparing our results to those of standard 
Lotka-Volterraa (LV) competition theory, where the 4 outcomes of competi-
tivee interactions (qualitatively speaking 3: competitive exclusion, coexistence, 
andd bistability) depend on the relative magnitudes of intra- versus inter-spe-
cificc interaction strengths (Lotka 1925; Volterra 1926). In mechanistic mod-
elss of exploitative competition, where species interact through a single 
dynamicc resource, the outcome is always competitive exclusion. In LV terms 
thiss is because mechanistic competition determines that both a species' inter-
andd intra-specific interactions are given by the same interaction coefficient 
onn the resource, and thus that competitive exclusion is the only possibility. 
Thee incorporation of direct, predatory, interactions into mechanistic models 
off  competition modify- a species' inter-specific interaction coefficients so 
thatt inter and intra-specific interactions now differ. We have shown (this 
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manuscript)) that variation in direct and indirect interaction strengths recov-
erss the 3 qualitative outcomes of LV competition, while extending it with a 
rangee of other possible community structures. Thus, Table 1.2 shows nine 
possiblee community states. That 'interference competition' may foster coex-
istencee in LV interactions has previously been confirmed by Vance (1983). 
However,, he states: '...the four assumptions fail to exclude the possi-
bilityy of multiple intersections of the isoclines. Because this violates my bio-
logicall  intuition, 1 shall henceforth cling to a fifth, rather vague assumption 
thatt the functions are sufficiently 'well behaved' that multiple intersec-
tionss do not occur'. With this, he rules out the possibility that multiple steady 
states,, as shown here, may occur. 

CommunityCommunity Structure and the henefits of Predation 

Thee community level effects of direct interactions are tempered by the ben-
efitss derived from predation. Holt and Polis (1997) hypothesized that alter-
nativee stable states may be especially prevalent in intra-guild communities, 
whenn the intra-guild predator derives littl e benefit from predation 
(Amarasekaree 2002) support this hypothesis for the case of two IG preda-
tors,, finding that two interfering species cannot coexist when they derive no 
benefitss from interference. We, however add some nuance to this finding by 
remarkingg that in the case of two IG predators, the benefits of predation to 
thee lesser competitor are not essential in determining community structure, 
whilee benefits of predation to the better predator are crucial. In addition, 
whilee Amarasekare (2002) shows that positive benefits of 'interference' are 
necessaryy conditions for coexistence, we show that they are not sufficient, as 
wee have also demonstrated that at high enough primary productivity only 
C /DD bistable states can exist. 

AlternativeAlternative Stable States 

Holtt and Polis (1997) have hypothesized that intra-guild predation may lead 
too the occurrence of alternative stable states. We emphasize that this poten-
tiall  is increased in mutual intra-guild predation. Three findings regarding the 
occurrencee of alternative stable states are of note: 

1)) As in intra-guild predation, mutual predation at high primary produc-
tivitiess leads to exclusion. Although mutual predatory interactions increase 
thee scope for existence, we have demonstrated that they drastically decrease 
thee potential for coexistence between both species in comparison to intra-guild 
predation.. This increase in the areas for existence is necessarily in interaction 
limitedd communities and leads to multiple stable states. We emphasize that 
multiplee stable states may already be found at low interaction strengths. As 
inn Price and Morin (2004), we reiterate the importance of colonization his-
toryy in determining the potential for the existence of mutual predators. 
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2)) The existence of C / 3 /D community states emphasizes that commu-
nitiess composed of mutual intra-guild predators may achieve either a stable 
threee species equilibrium, an equilibrium with only the better competitor and 
thee resource, or an equilibrium composed of the better predator subsisting 
onn the resource, depending on colonization history. It is of interest to note 
thatt Leslie et al. (1968) in their experiments on the of the dynamics of the 
mutuall  predatory flour beetles Tribolium confusion and T. castaneum observe 
exactlyy such multiple stable states. Depending on initial conditions either a) 
T.T. confusum, b) T. castaneum, or c) coexistence between both may occur. 
Edmundss et al. (2003); using a rather elaborate stage structured model of 
TriboliumTribolium dynamics, linked the coexistence of two 'competing species' on a 
singlee limiting resource to cyclic dynamics. We emphasize, first, that strictly 
speakingg Tribolium species are not pure competitors, as they also eat each 
otherr and thus are mutual predators. Second, we emphasize that cyclic 
dynamicss are absolutely unnecessary in order to explain 'competitive' coex-
istencee and the types of multiple stable states observed by Leslie et al. (1968), 
ass we have demonstrated in this paper. 

3)) We report the surprising result that a species inferior at both predation 
andd competition may still exist in a stable equilibrium and resist invasion 
fromm a superior species. This phenomenon is intimately linked to interaction 
limitedd communities and high primary productivities, where resource feed-
ingg allows a species to build up high population levels. Even though the 
speciess in question may be both an inferior predator and competitor, the pre-
dationn pressure imposed on an antagonist by this large population is enough 
too allow the population to resist invasion by the superior species. Quite obvi-
ously,, this phenomenon is reciprocal and thus the superior species is also 
ablee to resist invasion in this same manner, thus resulting in the formation 
off  alternative stable states. 

CONCLUSIONS S 

Ourr study underlines the potentially destabilizing role of mutual predatory 
interactionss for coexistence, yet omnivores still seem utterly unaware of this 
result,, and are quite prevalent within ecological communities. However, we 
concludee by pointing out that despite the intrinsic propensity for exclusion 
inherentt in mutual predation, it may well be possible that given spatial het-
erogeneity,, omnivores may coexist on regional scales. 
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Competit io nn and Predatio n in Simpl e 

Foo dd Webs : Intermediatel y Stron g 
Trade-off ss  Maximiz e Coexistenc e 

RKINIHRR HILLKRISLAMBER S AND ULI ; DIECKMANN 

Competitionn and predation are fundamental interactions structuring 
foodd webs. However, rather than always following these neat theoret-
icall  categories, mixed interactions are ubiquitous in nature. Ot partic-
ularr importance are omnivorous species, such as intra-guild predators 
thatt can both compete with and predate on their prey. Here we exam-
inee trade-offs between competitive and predatory capacities by 
analysingg the entire continuum of food web configurations existing 
betweenn purely predator-prey and purely competitive interactions of 
twoo consumers subsisting on a single resource. Our results show that 
thee range of conditions allowing for coexistence of the consumers is 
maximizedd at intermediately strong trade-offs. Even though coexis-
tencee under weak trade-offs and under very strong trade-offs is also 
possible,, it occurs under much more restrictive conditions. We explain 
thesee findings by an intricate interplay between energy acquisition and 
interactionn strength. 

Keywords:Keywords: food web, community structure, coexistence, trade-oft, com-
petition,, predation 

Competitionn and predation are interactions that have long been recognized as 

thee key structural elements of ecological communities {e.g., Chase ef al. 2002, 

andd references therein). Much ecological theory has focused on how these 

basicc interactions affect species coexistence in simple community modules, 

throughh population dynamics (Rosenzweig 1971; Armstrong and McGehee 

1980;; Oksanen et al. 1981; Tilman 1982; Diehl and Eeissel 2000; Krivan 2000; 

Myliuss et al. 2001). Competitive interactions in classical food webs have been 

linkedd to exclusion (Tilman 1982), while predation in the context of exploita-

tivee ecosystems has been linked to coexistence of predator and prey (Hairston 
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etet al. 1960; Oksanen et al. 1981). Exceptions from these simple trends have also 

beenn documented: see Rosenzweig (1971) for a case in which increasing pro-

ductivityy destabilizes a predator-prey interaction, and Armstrong and 

McGeheee (1980) for conditions under which coexistence of competitors 

becomess possible through non-equilibrium population dynamics. 

Studiess linking competit ion and predation by investigating their joint 

impactt on community structure have traditionally focused on the mediating 

effectt of predation on competitive interactions (Fretwell and Lucas 1970; 

Lubchenkoo 1978; Chase et al. 2002, and references therein). We know that 

omnivoryy and intra-guild predation are ubiquitous in nature (Polis et ai 1989; 

Poliss 1991; Polis and Strong 1996), yet only very few theoretical studies 

(Diehll  and Feissel 2000; Krivan 2000; Mylius et al. 2001) have taken into 

accountt that a species may simultaneously compete with and predate on 

anotherr species. These studies have shown that intra-guild predation can 

implyy ecological bistability and lead to the exclusion of a prey by its intra-

guildd predator. In general, however, the effects of omnivory on coexistence 

andd community structure are far from being well understood. 

Al ll  organisms face certain constraints — whether physiological, morpho-

logical,, energetic, or temporal — implying that increased allocation to one 

capacityy must usually result in decreased allocation to another. The resulting 

trade-offss between life-history traits (Stearns 1992; Roff 1992) are central to 

thee theory of species coexistence, both from a population dynamical and 

©He)) ©-© © © 
competitionn f \  \ f 

tt ® ® ® 
©t5®® ©S5® ©-*£) 

®® ,-/ v/ v/ ®® ® ® 

1 1 0^{g)0^{g) (C)!=;(D) (O^tD) 

®® ® 
predationn \ \ 

® ® 

predationn ^ ^ ^ ^ H (Q\ ^ ^^^ ^  competition 

Figur ee 2.1. Rlementary food webs based on competition-predation trade-offs in 
twoo antagonistic consumers (C and D) feeding on a basal resource (K). Arrows indi-
catee the direction ot energy flows between organisms. The horizontal (vertical) axis 
showss the relative investment into competition and predation for species C (D). 
(Notee that 'competition' and 'predation' in these axis labels refer to the investment 
off  a species into competitive or predatory abilities, and not to the resulting food web 
configurations.) ) 
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fromm an evolutionary perspective: a 'Darwinian Demon' that is exempt from 
trade-offss (Law 1979) will always out-compete all other species by being, for 
example,, in the case of intra-guild predation, both a better competitor and a 
betterr predator. 

Inn this study we explore all possible food web configurations involving a 
resourcee and two consumer species (to which we shall refer as 'antagonists') 
differentiallyy investing, along a trade-off, in either resource feeding (compe-
tition)) or antagonist feeding (predation). Systematically charting the commu-
nityy structures lying between the wTell-studied food web extremes - such as 
purelyy competitive and purely exploitative systems — allows us to determine 
whichh of these more general food webs are ecologically stable. 

Evenn though the potential for coexistence, exclusion, and bistability to be 
affectedd by levels of investment into competition or predation has been doc-
umentedd in the literature (Oksanen et al. 1981; Tilman 1982; Diehl and 
Feissell  2000; Krivan 2000; Mylius et al. 2001), to our knowledge no study has 
yetyet investigated the continuum between purely competitive, omnivorous, and 
purelyy exploitative interactions, as analysed in this study. We find that only 
certainn combinations of trade-offs and investment levels into competition or 
predationn allow for the coexistence of all three involved species. In particu-
lar,, we document the surprising result that the least restrictive conditions for 
coexistencee arise for intermediately strong trade-offs. We discuss the relation 
betweenn this result and earlier findings about weak to intermediately strong 
interactionss between species promoting community persistence (May 1971; 
Gardnerr and Ashby 1970; McCann et al. 1998; McCann 2000). 

MODELL DESCRIPTION 

Too explore the implications of differential investment into competition (for 
aa basal resource) or predation (of an antagonistic consumer) for stable com-
munityy structures, we consider the simple three-species food web illustrated 
inn Figure 2.1. Capacities for competition and predation are linked through a 
trade-off,, as shown in Figure 2.2. 

AntagonistAntagonist Dynamics 

Thee population biomass, C and D, of the two antagonistic species vary 
accordingg to 

&&  (2.1) 

dtdt (2.2) 
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wheree g.(R,C,P) and gJR,C,D) are the per capita growth rates of the two 

antagonistss and depend on the biomass of all three species - R, C, and D -

inn the food web, with R denoting the basal resource biomass. These per capi-

taa growth rates are given by 

gg(( (R, C,D) = eiTaTR + eaaidD-as D - S 

gj(R,gj(R, C, D) = eJradrR + ejGjC - a ,C - 8d 

Thee biomass of C grows according to the encounter and sequestration of 

RR and D (with attack coefficients G^ and a'J and the corresponding conver-

sionn into C-biomass (with efficiencies e  ̂and ecJ), The population biomass of 

CC is reduced through predation by D (with attack coefficient 0Lrl) and a 

species-specific,, density independent background mortality' (at rate <5(). Per 

capitaa rates for D are analogous. Table 2.1 provides a summary of, variables, 

parameters,, and default parameter values. 

Wee have assumed a linear dependence of attack rates on resource or 

antagonistt biomass. However, our results do not qualitatively change if we 

alloww for attack rates to saturate with increasing resource or antagonist lev-

els. . 

( x ) s s 

Figuree 2.2. Illustration of strong, weak, and linear trade-offs between predation 
capacityy .vr and competition capacity {\—x)!, where x is the investment into the for-
mer.. Circles indicate where the two capacities are equal. For strong trade-offs (j- > 1), 
totall  capacity is minimized at the circle. For weak trade-offs (s < 1), total capacity is 
maximizedd at the circle. For linear trade-offs (s - 1), total capacity is constant. 

(2.3) ) 

(2.4) ) 
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Tablee 2.1. Variables, parameters and default parameter values used in the model. 

Symbol l Description n Defaultt value 

Variables Variables 
t t 
C C 
D D 
R R 

Parameters Parameters 

P P 
K K 
aacr cr 

<*Jr <*Jr 

<*cd <*cd 

eecr cr 

eedr dr 

"«/ / 
eedc dc 

Time e 
Biomasss of antagonist C 
Biomasss of antagonist D 
Biomasss of basal resource R 

Semi-chemostaticc inflow rate of resource 

Semi-chemostaticc carrying capacity of resource 

Attackk coefficient of C on R 

Attackk coefficient of D on R 

Attackk coefficient of C on D 

Attackk coefficient of D on C 

Conversionn efficiency of R to C 

Conversionn efficiency of R to D 

Conversionn efficiency of D to C 

Conversionn efficiency of C to D 

Intrinsicc death rate of C 

Intrinsicc death rate of D 

Trade-offTrade-off Parameters 

sscc Trade-off strength for C 

ssdd Trade-off strength for D 

xxcc Trait value of C 

xxdd Trait value of D 

d.__ Maximal attack coefficient 

0.2 2 
100 0 

(( fc 

0.1 1 

0.1 1 

0.01 1 

0.01 1 

0.05 5 

0.05 5 

0.4 4 

ResourceResource Dynamics 

Resourcess in isolation grow according to semi-chemostat dynamics, with 

semi-chemostaticc carrying capacity K and inflow rate p. In the absence of 

speciess C and D, resource biomass thus equilibrates at K. Species C and D 

imposee additional mortality on the resource through consumption, 

dt dt 
RR = p(K~R)~R(arC + aJrD) 

(2.5) ) 

Conclusionss presented in this study remain qualitatively unchanged when 

assumingg logistic instead of semi-chemostatic growth. 
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Trade-offs Trade-offs 

Wee model the trade-offs between resource consumption and prey consump-
tionn describing the attack coefficients as follows: 

(X(Xirir  = am.AXx'/ 

OLOLdd.. = tfm.ix(l — Xti)'" 

wheree airj ,lx determines the maximal attack coefficient. The two adaptive traits xf and 

XjXj (x in the generic case) range from 0 to 1 and determine to which extent C and D 

investt into predation. For example, when xr - 1, C consumes only resources: the 

attackattack coefficient CCfr equals tfmax, while (Xrtj  is zero. By contrast, when x. - 0, 

CC focuses entirely on prey consumption at a rate Ctcd = tfmax, while (XT — 0. 

Omnivorouss strategies are described by values of xbetween 0 and 1. The 
realizedrealized attack coefficient at these intermediate strategies is a function of the 
maximumm attack coefficient, and the strength of the trade-off sc or sd (s in 
thee generic case). The case s — 1 describes a simple linear trade-off (Figure 
2.2).. Here the relationship between the trait variable and the attack coeffi-
cientss are such that a change in one attack coefficient implies an equal, but 
oppositee change in the other attack coefficient. This means that the sum of 
thee attack coefficients always equals tfmax. For s < \ (weak trade-off) attack 
coefficientss at all intermediate values of xsum to values greater than tfmax. At 
s—0s—0 the sum of attack coefficients is 2#max for all values of x except 0 or 1. 
Forr .r > 1 (strong trade-off) intermediate values of x lead to a total attack 
coefficientt that is always less than #max. At .r = °° any intermediate trait value 
resultss in a total attack coefficient of 0. 

Attackk coefficients determine the energy antagonists can take in, as well as 
thee strength of their interaction. For weak trade-offs, attack coefficients at 
intermediatee trait values give rise to high total attack coefficients. Here a con-
sumerr experiences both a high potential energy intake and high interaction 
strength.. For strong trade-offs, intermediate-values of x result in low attack 
coefficients,, low interaction strength, and thus also in a low energy intake. 

Suchh weak or strong trade-offs can arise through physiological, morpho-
logical,, behavioural, or temporal constraints. Consider, for instance, a behav 
iourall  constraint: if searching for food strongly depends on search images, 
synergisticc effects at intermediate strategies could lead to situations in which 
searchingg for one type of food increases the chances to find another type, 
resultingg in a weak trade-off. By contrast, in a 'jack of all trades, but master 

(2-6) ) 

(2.7) ) 

(2.8) ) 

(2.9) ) 
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off  none' scenario, an intermediate search image might lead to total attack 
coefficientss that fall below those of specialists. 

Coexistence Coexistence 

Inn the absence of C or D, R equilibrates at R = K . From this starting point, 
wee consider the potential for invasion of either antagonist. If such invasion 

iss possible, then a stable CR - or DR -equilibrium exists. We use the subse-
quentt ability (or disability) of C or D to invade, respectively, a DR - or CR -
equilibriumm to determine whether coexistence is possible. Community' states 
forr which a three-species equilibrium is possible but not attainable through 
invasionn are not considered here, since such polymorphisms are not protect-
edd against accidental extinctions and thus unlikely to persist in nature (Prout 
1968). . 

Thee invasion fitness (Metz et al. 1992) of C in a population comprising 

solelyy of R is given by C's per capita growth rate evaluated at R , 

Inv{C^R)Inv{C^R) = eLTacrK-8( (2.10) ) 

Similarly,, one obtains the rate of invasion for an antagonist into an envi-
ronmentt composed of the other antagonist monopolizing a resource, 

lnv{Clnv{C -> DR) = *,0J,R + D{ecdatd - adi) - 8f (2.11) ) 

wheree R and D denote the biomasses of R and D at their joint equilibri-
um.. Calculation of Inv(D—>R) and Inv{D^>CK) is analogous, 

ImiD-*K)ImiD-*K)  = eJrailrK-8J ( 2>12) 

Inv(DInv(D -> CR) = edradrR + C(eJf0Cdi -a„,)-dd ^ ] 3 ^ 

Invasionn of Cinto R , of Cinto DR , of D into R , or of D into CR 
iss possible when, respectively, 7w(C->R)>0, 7w(C->DR)>0, /«r(D->R)>0, 
orr I?w{D-*CR)>0. 

Wee can thus look at the conditions for community assembly as a function 
off  7/«/(C-»R), Inv(C-*DR)y 7/w(D->R), and Inv(D->CR). On this basis, we 
cann discern five qualitatively different types of possible community (Table 2.2): 

-- R alone (R): Neither Cnor D is able to persist on the resource alone. 
-- C and R (C): C is able to persist on the resource alone, while D is not able 
too invade. 
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-- D and R (D): D is able to persist on the resource alone, while C is not able 

too invade. 

-- instability between C and D (C/D): Both C and D are able to persist on the 

resourcee alone, but are not able to invade each other's equilibria. 

-- Three-species coexistence (CD): At least one antagonist is able to persist on the 

resourcee alone, while the other is able to invade the ensuing two-species 

equilibrium. . 

Al ll  equilibria mentioned below were checked with CONTENT (Kuznetsov 

etet al. 1996), a software package for numerical bifurcation analysis. 

RESULTS S 

Wee graphically present our results by detailing community states as a function 

off  the trait values xc and xd, referring to this two-dimensional space as the sys-

tem'ss trait space. To facilitate understanding, we first consider symmetric cases, 

characterizedd by the following constraints: s( = sd — s, ecd = edc = e,„ edr — err = er, 

andd 5 = 8d— 8. In such symmetric cases, the two antagonists differ only in their 

traitt values xc and xd, and thus in their attack coefficients. We first obtain the 

resultingg patterns of community states for the symmetric case and then show 

thee robustness of these patterns to asymmetry. 

(a)(a) (hi (e) 

C-RR C-DR 

00 0 .2 0 .4 0 .6 0 .8 1 

xc c 

Figur ee 2.3. Partitioning of trait space at default parameter values and ,r = 5. (a-d) 
Panelss marked C—>R, D—>R, C—>DR, and D—>CR show, respectively, regions 
wheree C can invade an R equilibrium (white region in a), D can invade an R equilib-
riumm (white region in b), C can invade a DR equilibrium (white regions in c), and 
wheree D can invade a CR equilibrium (white regions in d). (e) Resulting partitioning 
off  trait space according to community states. Shaded regions indicate areas where all 
threee species can coexist. In regions marked C (D), only C (D) is viable on the 
resource.. The region marked C/D involves bistability between C and D: here either 
aa CR equilibrium or a DR equilibrium is attained. The region marked R indicates that 
neitherr C nor D are viable on the resource R. 
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Tablee 2.2. Invasion conditions and resulting community structure. CD refers to a 
three-speciess equilibrium. C to a C-only equilibrium, D to a D-only equilibrium, 
C/DD to bistability between Cand D, and R to a R-only equilibrium. An asterisk indi-
catess that conditions for invasion can either be >0 or <0. 

Invasion n 
fitness s 
ƒ«*<(£->> R) 
J«r(P->R) ) 
lnv{C-*DR) lnv{C-*DR) 
Inv(D^>CR) Inv(D^>CR) 

CD D 
**  or >0 

>00 or * 
>0 0 
>0 0 

c c 
c c 
>0 0 
* * 
* * 

<0 0 

ommunityy Structure 
D D 
* * 

>0 0 
<0 0 
* * 

C /D D 
>0 0 
>0 0 
<0 0 
<0 0 

R R 
<0 0 
<0 0 
* * 
* * 

Figuree 2.3 illustrates the construction of community states from the zero-
isocliness of invasion fitness at default parameter values (Table 2.1) and J" = 5 
(aa strong trade-off). Invasion zero-isoclines (depicted as transitions from 
blackk to white in Figures 2.3a-d) allow detailing community' states in trait 
spacee (Figure 2.3e) following the relations in Table 2.2. Areas marked R, C, or 
DD denote regions where, respectively, R, CR, or DR equilibria are feasible and 
stable.. The region marked C/D corresponds to bistability between CR and 
DRR equilibria. In these regions, priority effects determine the ultimate estab-
lishmentt of C, respectively D, as both antagonists can build up high enough 
populationn levels on the resource alone so as to prevent invasion of the other. 

Att (xnxj) = (0,1), D purely consumes the resource, while C purely con-
sumess D. This point in trait space thus lets C and D assume the roles of 
predatorr and prey, respectively. Trait values near this upper left corner there-
foree describe interactions that are mostly of predator-prey type; the same 
applies,, by symmetry, to the neighbourhood of the lower right corner. At 
{x{xcc,x]),x]) = (1,1), both species consume only the resource. The upper right cor-
nerr thus harbours communities in which competitive interactions prevail. In 
accordancee with Tilman's (1982) R* theory of competition, the antagonist 
withh the highest attack coefficient on the resource, and thus the one that can 
reducee the resource to its lowest level, then wins. At (xr,xj) = (0,0) both 
antagonistss consume only each other. Near this lower left corner both 
speciess specialize to such an extent on predation that there is not enough 
energyy influx from the resource to support them, resulting in the extinction 
off  both antagonists. 

Figuress 2.4a and 2.5a illustrate three trends that result from increasing 
trade-offf  strength: 
-- With increasing strength of the trade-off, conditions for coexistence first 
relax,, peaking at intermediately strong trade offs, and then tighten again. 
-- Bistability dominates for weak trade offs, while it dwindles and then disap-
pearss for stronger trade-offs. 
-- The stronger the trade-off, the larger the regions in trait space that allow 
onlyy for the existence of the resource. 
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Whatt happens to these findings when primary productivity is two times 

ass high (K = 200)? This is shown in Figures 2.4b and 2.5b. We observe larg-

err regions of coexistence than before, especially for stronger trade-offs (i.e., 

forr s ~ 5, s = 10, and s = 20), while the facilitating effect is less pronounced 

forr weaker trade-offs. At .r = 2 and .r = 5, regions of bistability are enlarged, 

whereass regions in which just the resource can persist have shrunk. Al l these 

effectss are strengthened when the resource's carrying capacity is further 

enhancedd (results not shown). 

Figuress 2.4c-f and 2.5c-f explore the robustness of the observed trends 

too asymmetric parameter settings. These cases therefore refer to antagonists 
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Figuree 2.4. Partitioning of trait space for varying trade-off strengths, (a) Symmetric 
casee at default parameter values, (b) Symmetric case with K — 200. (c) Asymmetric 
casee where C feeds on the resource five times as efficiently as D, e(r - 0.5. (d) 
Asymmetricc case where Cis five times as efficient on D, as D is on C, e(d — 0.05. (e) 
Asymmetricc case where C has a higher death rate than D, 5C - 0.1. (t) Asymmetric 
casee where Cis five times as efficient on the resource and D is five times as efficient 
onn C, e[y. = 0.5 and ed( — 0.05. In each column, the trade-off strength .r varies from 
weakk (s ~ 0.5) through linear (s — \) through moderately strong (s - 2 and s = 5) to 
veryy strong (s — 10 and s = 20). Shading and labels as in Figure 2.3. 
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thatt differ in more than their trait values and attack coefficients. It is hence 

remarkablee that for all these cases the three patterns highlighted above 

robustlyy prevail. Some slight differences between the cases are briefly des-

cribedd in the next four paragraphs. 

Inn Figures 2.4c and 2.5c, C is superior to D in terms of its conversion effi-

ciencyy of the resources (eir — 0.5). As a result, we observe, especially at s — 2 

andd .f = 5, markedly enlarged regions over which C can persist (these can be 

partitionedd in regions of coexistence, CD; regions of bistability, C / D; and 

regionss in which C exists alone with the resource, C). Also the region of 

viablee predator-prey systems in the lower right corner has become much 

larger,, where D benefits from the higher biomass that C can sustain. Other 

effectss include shifting of the left boundary of the R region towards lower 

levelss of „Y , shifting of the C region outwards towards areas where normal-

lyy there would be C /D bistability, and shifting of the C /D bistability regions 

too where D always ousts C at .f = 5 in Figure 2.4a. At s —10 and J = 20, differ-

encess are less marked, except for larger regions of coexistence in the lower 

rightt corner. At s — 1 and below, littl e effect is observed. 

I nn Figures 2.4d and 2.5d, C is superior to D in terms of prey conversion 

efficiencyy (ecd — 0.05). Marked effects on coexistence are seen in regions 

wheree C is predator and D is prey. C regions expand noticeably at .r = 2, where 

theree is some encroachment on C/D regions (in the upper left corner). D 

regionss do not noticeably shrink except for stronger trade-offs, whereas at 

ss — 2 and above coexistence regions have grown at the expense of D regions. 

Figuress 2.4e and 2.5e examine the consequences of a higher death rate for 

CC (8C — 0.1). In this case, regions of coexistence are shrunk for all trade-off 

strengthss .rand in both predator-prey corners. C regions are also reduced and 

00 4 8 12 16 20 0 4 8 12 16 20 0 4 8 12 16 20 

(d)(d) (e) (f) 

Figuree 2.5. Proportion of trait space occupied by different community states as a 
functionn of trade-off strength s. Panels (a) to (f) correspond to Figures 2.4a to 2.4f. 
Labelss as in Figure 2.3. 
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encroachedd upon by C /D regions at s = 5. Regions of C /D bistabilitv are 

decreasedd tor all trade-off strengths, while R regions are increased. D regions 

expandd most noticeably at s = 2 and s = 5, while at s = 10 this effect is less 

pronounced. . 

Figuress 2.4f and 2.5f examine the robustness of results to making species 

Cfivee times as efficient in resource consumption, and D five times as efficient 

inn preying upon C (e.r — 0.5 and ellr  = 0.05). The region of coexistence around 

thee lower right (predator-prey) corner is greatly enlarged for all trade-off 

strengths.. In regions where C is more of a competitor, C regions encroach on 

regionss of bistability (particularly clear at ,r = 5), as well as on R regions. 

Figuress 2.5a-f gives an overview of the areas of trait space occupied by 

differentt community states for the cases shown in Figures 2.4a-f, with the 

trade-offf  strength s varying continuously from 0 to 20. Figure 2.5 clearly 

demonstratess how robustly in all these cases regions of coexistence first 

groww with increasing .r, then peak at intermediately high trade-otfs, and final-

lyy dwindle again. 

Ass a further test of robustness, Figure 2.6 shows the area occupied by 

regionss ot coexistence as a function of die (now asymmetric) trade-off 

strengthss sc and sd. Obviously, tor very asymmetric trade-offs (r. >> j^or sd » s) 

thee antagonist with the weaker trade-off captures most of trait space, since 

itt possesses both higher predatory and competitive capacity at intermediate 

traitt values. Remarkably, however, throughout all six cases considered here, 

maximall  opportunit ies for coexistence are again to be found at intermediate 

valuess of sc and sd. 

(a)(a) (hi  (c) 

00 5 10 15 20 0 5 10 15 20 0 5 10 15 20 
scc sc sc 

Figuree 2.6. Percentage of trait space tor which coexistence is possible as a function 
off  asymmetric trade-off strengths s. and sd. Lighter shading indicates a greater poten-
tiall  for coexistence. Parameters for panels (a) to (f) are as in Figures 2.4a to 2.4f. 
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DISCUSSION N 

Wee have analysed a three-species community model consisting of two antag-
onistss on a dynamic resource. The antagonists can invest in competitive or 
predatoryy interactions along a trade-off. When analysing the potential for 
coexistencee in dependence on the relative investment into competition vs. 
predationn our results show a remarkably robust pattern of intermediately 
strongg trade-offs maximizing coexistence. We now explain how this result 
cann be understood by considering the balance between energy intake and 
interactionn strength: in particular coexistence is maximized when attack coef-
ficientsficients are strong enough to guarantee viability through energy inflow, but 
stilll  weak enough to allow the existence of an antagonist. 

Energyy intake and population dynamic interactions are key determinants 
off  community structure, as can be seen from Figure 2.3: When antagonists 
feedd mostly on each other and not on the resource (lower left corner) ener-
gyy intake is too low for antagonist populations to subsist. When species con-
centratee primarily on resource consumption (upper right corner) energy 
intakee ensures antagonist viability when monopolizing the resource. 
However,, here an increased strength of population dynamic interactions 
makess competitive exclusion more likely (Tilman 1982). 

Trade-offf  strengths determine the magnitude of both energy intake and 
populationn dynamic interactions at all but the extreme traits. Under strong 
trade-offs,, realized attack coefficients across trait space are low, and thus 
bothh potential energy intake and interaction strength are low. Weak trade-
offs,, by contrast, ensure that realized attack coefficients, and thus potential 
energyy intake and interaction strength, are both high. While a species' exis-
tencee becomes more feasible with increased energy inflow, coexistence 
becomess increasingly difficult with stronger interaction strengths. Maximum 
coexistencee is realized where trade-off strength is such that attack coeffi-
cientss are low enough to allow for coexistence, but still high enough for ener-
gyy inflow to allow existence. This can be seen in Figures 2.4 and 2.5: with 
strongerr trade-offs regions increase where species are energetically limited, 
andd thus only resources can exist. With weakening trade-offs, bistable 
regionss increase, reflecting areas where energetic inflow is sufficient for exis-
tence,, but interaction strengths are such that coexistence is impossible. 

Additionall  support for our explanations above comes from our test of 
increasingg primary productivity (Figures 2.4b and 2.5b). Here resource-only 
regionss decrease and bistable regions increase across all trade-off strengths. 
Coexistencee increases at higher trade-off strengths, not lower ones. At 
strongerr trade-offs, species are primarily energy-limited and thus benefit 
fromm the increase in productivity as shown by both the increase in regions of 
coexistencee and the decrease in resource-only regions. At lower trade-offs, 
energyy is not a limiting factor and coexistence is instead limited by the mag-
nitudee of interaction strengths. An increase in carrying capacity only serves 
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too increase bistable regions, where priority effects determine community 
composition.. In these regions, energy levels are high enough for existence, 
butt population dynamics are such that coexistence is not possible. 

Trade-offss in our study determine both energy intake and interaction 
strengths.. The debate about the expected relation between interaction 
strengthh and community structure has been varied and long (May 1971; 
McCannn (2000) and references therein); however, consensus nowadays 
seemss to be that weak to intermediately strong interactions between species 
offerr the greatest scope for community persistence (e.g., McCann 2000; 
Neutell  et al. 2002). Our study concurs with this. Notice, however, that these 
otherr findings address the absolute strength of interactions, and not, as in 
ourr case, the relative partitioning of such strength between targets at differ-
entt trophic levels. Our results focus on trade-off strengths; with interaction 
strengthss coming into play only indirectly. 

Wrappingg up, we highlight two limitations of our results. First, most real 
organisms,, obviously, do not live in simple three-species food webs. For 
example,, if one or both of the two antagonists considered here can also for-
agee on an external food source, the potential for coexistence might change. 
Iff  this (these) other food source(s) are weakly coupled to the dynamics of the 
focall  species, they can be approximated by a small constant inflow term in 
thee growth functions. This would lower both death rates for one or both 
antagonists,, thus making room for extra coexistence. Figures 2.4e and 2.5e 
showedd that the maximization of coexistence under intermediately strong 
trade-offss robustly persists, even under varying mortality' rates. However, if 
thee coupling of one of our antagonists with an external food source were 
strong,strong, analysis of an expanded model, involving four or more equations 
insteadd of three, would become necessary. We predict that potential for 
coexistencee would be increased but note that this case is beyond the scope 
off  this paper. 

Second,, food webs set the stage for the adaptation of their component 
speciess — either on short, population dynamical time scales due to plastic 
responsess and optimal foraging, or on longer, evolutionary time scales due 
too natural selection. Like in many classic studies (Armstrong and McGehee 
1980;; Oksanen et al. 1981; Tilman 1982), as well as in newer investigations 
(Huismann and Weissing 1999; Diehl and Feissel 2000; Mylius et al. 2001), we 
havee not attempted to study these additional, yet important, questions in the 
presentt paper, which has concentrated on charting the potential for ecolog-
icall  coexistence. While we have shown here that intermediately strong trade-
offss promote ecological coexistence, questions about how7 this result fares 
whenn also considering behavioural or evolutionary adaptations point the way 
towardss further fruitful research on this topic. 

Keepingg these caveats in mind, the results presented here lead us to con-
cludee that the potential for coexistence is maximized whenever species are 
moderatelyy impeded from simultaneously being good at too many things. 
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Evolvin gg Omnivory : Restriction s on 

Simpl ee Food Webs throug h th e 
Interpla yy of Ecolog y and Evolutio n 

REINIERR HILLERISLAMBERS AND UL F DIECKMAN N 

Omnivory,, within the context of simple community modules com-
posedd of an intra-guild predator, a prey species and a shared resource 
hass been linked to exclusion of the prey species by many studies. 
Whilee scope for ecological coexistence is limited, the hypothesis 
remainss as to whether evolutionary pressures lead omnivores to the 
smalll  regions where ecological coexistence is possible. We investigate 
thiss hypothesis by exploring how feeding preferences, in two intra-
guildd predators constrained by a trade-off between competition and 
predation,, evolve with regards to resource and antagonist feeding. We 
findd that evolutionary pressures even further limit the scope for 
omnivoryy and discuss four reasons why this evolution may lead either 
too exclusion of one of the omnivores, or lead to increased specializa-
tion,, and thus linear food chains. 

Keywords:Keywords: omnivory, coexistence, intraguild predation, evolutionary 
dynamics,, canonical equation of adaptive dynamics 

Omnivory,, loosely defined as feeding on more than one trophic level (Pimm 

1982)) is a troublesome issue in the world of ecology, at the very least in the 

worldd of theoretical ecology. While nature is replete with examples of omniv-

orouss species in many different types of food webs (Sokoloff and Lerner 

1964;; Sprules and Bowerman 1988; Polis et al, 1989; Vadas 1989; Warren 

1989;; Polis 1991; Fasola 1993; Goldwasser and Roughgarden 1993; 

Roughgardenn et al. 1993; Greve 1995; Dick and Platvoet 1996; Franke and 

Jankee 1998; Harlay et al. 2001), the theoretical jury is still out on whether 

omnivoryy stabilizes or destabilizes food webs. 

Thee simplest type of omnivorous food web consists of three species: an 

omnivorouss top predator, its prey and the basal resource, consumed by both 
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predatorr and prey. The role that this type of omnivory, commonly called 
'Intra-guildd predation', has in determining community structure, is tradition-
allyy viewed as a destructive one: With increasing resource productivity the 
omnivoree may exclude its prey; reducing the food web to two species, where 
thee former omnivore now subsists entirely on the resource (Diehl and Feissel 
2000;; Mylius tf */. 2001). 

Whetherr or not omnivory is detrimental to coexistence in food webs, is 
too a certain extent a matter of vantage point. Omnivory is viewed as detri-
mentall  to food web structure by Diehl and Feissel (2000) and Mylius et ai. 
(2001),, because they compare their omnivorous models with models of 
exploitativee ecosystems (Oksanen and Oksanen 1981; Oksanen et ai. 2000). 
Inn this case a linear food chain (composed of a basal resource, an interme-
diatee species feeding on this basal resource and a top predator feeding sole-
lyy on this intermediate species) is destabilized through the addition of a com-
petitivee link when the predator also feeds on the basal resource. 

Ass an alternative view we can equally well argue that omnivory stabilizes 
simplee food webs. Classical theory on competition for a single limiting 
resourcee emphasizes the exclusion of an inferior by a superior competitor 
(Tilmann 1988). It is obvious that the addition of a predatory link from the 
inferiorr to the superior competitor introduces the possibility for coexistence 
off  the two species: though regions for omnivorous coexistence are small, 
regionss for competitive coexistence are non-existent, and omnivory, especial-
lyy at low primary productivities, may thus lead to coexistence. This point, is, 
att the very least, under-represented in the literature. 

Thee difference between these two contrasting views on how omnivory 
andd coexistence are related boil down to whether one views the omnivore as 
aa predator who has evolved to also compete with its prey, or as a competitor 
whoo has evolved to also engage in predation. It thus becomes clear that 
coexistencee is a function of the relative magnitudes of competition and pre-
dation.. We recently took steps to explore this interplay (HilleRisLambers and 
Dieckmannn 2003); in simple food webs consisting of a basal resource and 
twoo omnivores. We examined the scope for coexistence as a function of the 
relativee investment into competition and predation when constrained by a 
trade-off. . 

Variationn in this relative investment between competition and predation 
allowss for consideration of the full range of classical three-species food 
webs.. Our findings pointed out that, 1) coexistence regions open up around 
configurationss wThere species investment is such that the food web configu-
rationn is a linear food chain, and 2) the extent of this region of coexistence 
stronglyy depends on the form of the trade-off linking competition and pre-
dation. . 

Thesee ecological constraints set the stage for this paper; where we exam-
inee how evolutionary dynamics affect the feeding preferences of omnivores 
inn simple food webs. Two intertwined questions motivate our research: 
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1)) How evolutionarily stable are omnivorous communities? 2) What are the 

evolutionaryy paths (if any) connecting the qualitatively different food webs 

alongg the full range of investment into competition and predation by two 

speciess (see l ;igure 3.1). 

Too address these questions we take as a departure point the model ana-

lyzedd by HilleRisLambers and Dieckmann (2003), as the ecological theater 

forr the evolutionary play (Hutchinson 1967). In this paper we study how two 

speciess change their feeding preferences in response to the selection pres-

suress imposed on each other through their interactions with the resource and 

eachh other, and so evolve towards different food web configurations. 

Inn our study, we focus on the interplay between population dynamics and 

evolutionaryy dynamics. We make use of the toolbox offered to us by adap-

tivee dynamics (Metz et al. 1996; Geri t/ et al. 1998; Dieckmann and Law 1996; 

Dieckmannn 1997) because of its particular applicability to our questions. In 

particular,, in the adaptive dynamics framework the direction of evolutionary 

changee is derived from the underlying population dynamics. This intimate 

linkagee of population with evolutionary dynamics allows us to study how 

ecologyy affects evolution, but also how evolution affects ecology. 

Inn this paper we give four reasons why evolutionary dynamics even fur-

therr restrict the scope for omnivory: 1) Under extreme specialist or general-

istt strategies evolutionary change ultimately leads to respectively pure preda-

tor-preyy systems or towards the evolutionary exclusion of the better com-

petitorr by the better predator. 2) Evolutionarily stable omnivory is only pos-

siblee given restrictive conditions imposed on the advantages that omnivory 

©-®® ©-<§> © ® 
competitionn / \ / \ / 

tt  ® ® ® 

®® ® ® 

II  ©t5® ©t5® ©-<§) 
predationn \ ^  \ ^ 

®® ® ® 

predationn ^ ^ ^ M fó) ^^ "^ ^  competition 

Figur ee 3.1. elementary rood webs based on competition-predation trade-offs in 
twoo antagonistic consumers ((. and D) feeding on a basal resource (R). Arrows indi-
catee the direction of energy flows between organisms. The horizontal (vertical) axis 
showss the relative investment into competition and predation for species C (D). 
figuree taken from HilleRisLambers and Dieckmann (2003). 
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offers:: in particular the better predator must be more disadvantaged at 

omnivoryy than the better competitor. 3) Evolutionary cycling may lead 

speciess dangerously close to the boundaries of coexistence. 4) liven if evo-

lutionarilyy stable configurations exist, not all food-web configurations lead to 

evolutionarilvv stable omnivory: different initial feeding preferences deter-

minee whether species evokes towards omnivory, or whether evolution leads 

towardss exclusion of the better competitor (see also f igure 3.2). 

Wee present these evolutionary restrictions as a departure point for further 

discussionn on the evolution of omnivory, and the evolutionary stability of 

foodd webs. These restrictions by no means imply that omnivory is not pos-

siblee in natural communities. However our results imply that the 'problem' 

off  omnivory in simple communities extends much further than can be 

derivedd from the ecological dynamics and that omnivory is not just ecologi-

cally,, but evolutionarilv debilitating. 

MODELL AND METHODS 

Inn this section we outline our modeling approach. We discuss our assump-

tionss as to how feeding preferences are linked by a trade-off, how these feed-

Poss ib lee Food Webs 

Ecologies11 consfra,0 f s 

e.g.. HilleRisLambers & Dieckmann, (2003} 

^ o V > öo n a r y c „n s, r 9 / ^ ^ 

;; Reasons 1,2,3

•••;.'Seasonn 4 

Figuree 3.2. Limitations to omnivory. Reasons: 1) Under extreme specialist or gen-
eralistt strategies evolutionary change ultimately leads to respectively pure predator-
preyy systems or towards the evolutionary exclusion of the better competitor by the 
betterr predator. 2) Evolutionarily stable omnivory is only possible given restrictions 
onn the advantages that omnivory otters. 3) Evolutionary cycling may lead species 
dangerouslyy close to the boundaries of coexistence. 4) Not all initial food-web con-
figurationsfigurations lead to evolutionarilv stable omnivory. 
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ingg preferences determine population dynamics, and how evolution of these 
feedingg preferences both determine, and are determined by population 
dynamics. . 

Thee ecological dynamics underlying evolutionary change have been stud-
iedd by HilleRisLambers and Dieckmann (2003), we use the same terminolo-
gyy introduced therein in describing how two omnivores (C and D), interact 
throughh their feeding preferences on a shared resource (R), or on each other. 
Seee Table 3.1 for a list of symbols, units, and default parameter values used. 

FeedingFeeding Preferences and Ecological Dynamics 

Anyy population dynamics are the result of the birth, death, immigration and 
emigrationn rates of a species. We make no attempt to integrate spatial com-
ponentss affecting migration rates, and so purely focus on mechanisms deter-
miningg the processes regulating birth and death rates. 

We,, for brevities sake, give equations only for C. The equations for D are 
off  the same form, and can be retrieved from the equations describing the 
ecologicall  and evolutionary dynamics of C, with the substitution of the nec-
essaryy subscripts. 

Thee interactions between C, its omnivorous antagonist D, and the 
resourcee R is given by the following differential equation representing the 
changee in time of species biomass as a function of the per capita growth rate 
g,(R,C,D)g,(R,C,D) (see also HilleRisLambers and Dieckmann 2003): 

dtdt (3.1) 

Thiss per capita growth rate is given by: 

ggff (R, C,D) = eiTar R + eat <Xal D-adrD-Sr „  2) 

Thee two important components regulating the birth and death rates of C 
andd D are competition and predation, as determined by respectively, 
resourcee feeding and antagonist feeding. We assume that an omnivore 
encounterss all potential food sources proportionally to their abundance in 
thee system. This encounter probability is directly proportional to population 
densities,, and to the attack coefficient, which denotes the chance that a species 
encounterss and captures a food source. As such we can interpret an attack 
coefficientt as an aggregate result of processes determining the sighting of a 
potentiall  food source combined with the chance that once sighted, a food 
sourcee might get away. 

Heree attack coefficients take the form ad, and represent the attack coefficient of 

speciess a on species b. For example a„  represents the attack coefficient of C on R 
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Tablee 3.1. Symbols, units, and default parameters values used in the model. 

Symbol l Description n Defaultt value 

II  'ariables 
t t 

c c 
D D 
R R 

Parameters Parameters 

P P 
K K 
a,a,r r 

««/ / 

eecr cr 

eeJr Jr 

eecd cd 

eedc dc 

$ $ 

Time e 
Biomasss of antagonist C 
Biomasss of antagonist D 
Biomasss of basal resource R 

Semi-chemostaticc inflow rate of resource 

Semi-chemostaticc carrying capacity of resource 

Attackk rate of C on R 

Attackk rate of D on R 

Attackk rate of C on D 

Attackk rate of D on C 

Conversionn efficiency of R to C 

Conversionn efficiency of R to D 

Conversionn efficiency of D to C 

Conversionn efficiency of C to D 

Intrinsicc death rate of C 

Intrinsicc death rate of D 

Trade-offTrade-off Parameters 

Trade-offf  strength for C 

Trade-offf  strength for D 

Traitt value of C 

Traitt value of D 

Maximall  attack rate 

EvolutionaryEvolutionary Parameters 

x'x'ff Trait value of mutants of C 

xjxj Trait value of mutants of D 

fjfj  Scaled evolutionary rate of change 

0.2 2 
10 0 
aamzx\mzx\xxc) c) 

<w0-*>) ) 

0.1 1 

0.1 1 

0.01 1 

0.01 1 

0.05 5 

0.05 5 

0.4 4 

Oncee encountered, and attacked, the energy contained in a food item is 

partlyy allocated towards the production of offspring. This allocation is gov-

ernedd by the conversion efficiency (of the form etll), which is an aggregate param-

eterr representing both the palatability, i.e. the intrinsic energy content, of the 

foodd source, and the species-specific conversion of food into new offspring. 

Thee death rate of a species is partially determined by the predation pres-

suree imposed by the antagonistic species. This predation pressure is deter-

minedd by the encounter with and subsequent attack by antagonist species in 
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thee system. In addition, a background mortality rate, 8 represents the intrinsic 
deathh rate of a species. 

Wee assume the basal resource to be self-limited, and to always equilibrate 
att carrying capacity, K when not consumed by the omnivores. Resource con-
sumptionn by the omnivores is also determined by the attack coefficients out-
linedd above. We make no specific assumptions as to the exact trophic nature 
off  the resource: the resource may equally well be biotic or abiotic. 
Throughoutt we have assumed semi-chemostatic resource dynamics of the 
formm p(K-K), where p represents the semi-chemostatic inflow rate. 

Ass such, resource dynamics are given by the following equation: 

—— = p(K-R)-R(arC + CCl/rD) 
dtdt ' ' (3.3) 

TheThe Unk between Feeding Preferences 

Alll  organisms face certain constraints - whether physiological, morphologi-
cal,, energetic, or temporal - implying that increased allocation to one capac-
ityy must result in decreased allocation to another. The resulting trade-offs 
betweenn life-history traits (Stearns 1992; Roff 1992) are central to the theo-
ryy of species coexistence, both from a population dynamical and from an 
evolutionaryy perspective. 

Wee assume that species are limited by a trade-off between feeding on the 
resourcee and feeding on the antagonist. As such; any increase in investment 
intoo one feeding preference implies a decrease in investment into another. 
Thee investment into resource feeding or antagonist feeding is determined by 
aa trait value representing the level of investment into one feeding preference. 
Wee choose to refer to the relative investment into competition (x), but could equal-
lyy well have chosen to term this trait the relative investment into predation. 

Ass an example, consider a pure predator, which solely predates on its 
antagonist.. Because of the trade-off, any increase in investment into 
resourcee feeding must be accompanied by a decrease in its predatory attack 
coefficient. . 

Thee trade-off between competitive and predatory abilities for Cis given by: 

a - = ' - **  (3.4a) 

« , = « „ „ , , ( > - ) '' (iAh) 

Heree ^max, represents the maximum attack coefficient. Trait xc represent the 
relativee level of investment into competition or predation and are constrained 
too be between 0 and 1. Boundary values represent investment into pure, non-
omnivorouss strategies. For example, when x( — 0, C is a pure predator with 
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attackk rate 0L(d = tfmax,,, while at xc - 1 Cis a pure competitor at acr = am r̂ 

Exactlyy how attack rates trade off, is determined by the trade-off strength 
s,s, (s in the generic case), which represents the level of facilitation or imped-
imentt of intermediate, omnivorous, strategies. Variation in J- determines 
whetherr the sum of attack coefficients at omnivorous strategies is greater or 
lesss than at specialist strategies: 

Whenn s > 1, the sum of attack coefficients is smaller under omnivory (0 < x < 1) 
thann under specialization (x = 1 or x - 0). We here speak of a specialist advan-
tage.tage. For example, under a specialist advantage a pure predator will suffer a 
drasticc decrease in its capacity for antagonist feeding as the result of a small 
increasee in investment into resource feeding. As such, the cost of investment 
intoo omnivorous strategies is large. 

Att s< 1, the sum of attack coefficients under omnivory (0 < x< 1) is greater 
thann the sum of attack coefficients at specialist strategies (x - 1 or x - 0). 
Thiss we term a generalist advantage. Here a large increase in investment into 
omnivoryy is balanced by a very small decrease in antagonist feeding. As such, 
omnivorouss strategies are at an advantage. 

EvolutionaryEvolutionary Dynamics 

Wee derive the evolutionary dynamics of species C and D using the adaptive 
dynamicss toolbox (Dieckmann and Law 1996; Metz et al. 1996; Dieckmann 
1997;; Geritz e/tf/. 1998). 

Evolutionaryy change results from the invasion of rare mutants into an 
environmentt composed of, and determined by, the resident species. A rare 
mutantt with a slightly different phenotype than the resident species may suc-
cessfullyy invade into such an environment. If it is successful we assume it 
excludess the resident population and then, in turn itself becomes the resi-
dent.. Thus, a small evolutionary step has taken place. 

Whichh direction these evolutionary steps proceed in can be determined 
byy taking into account the invasion fitness of a rare mutant into a resident 
population.. This invasion fitness can be derived from the underlying 
assumptionss determining the population dynamics and is determined by the 
densityy density-independent growth rate of the mutant in an environment 
determinedd by the resident. For C this rate is denoted by lnvC{x%xnx^)\ 

wheree R and D represent the equilibrium levels of R, respectively D. The 
directionn of evolutionary change is then determined by the slope of the fit-
nesss landscape, as defined by this fitness function. This is given by the dif-
ferentiall  of this growth rate with regards to the mutant trait (Dieckmann and 
Laww 1996). For C, this selection differential is then: 
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——r l rwC{x t .,x.,Xj)) = amM . s_ eir (.v. )"'  R — amAXr s( eul (1 - x')'J D 

'' (3.6) 

Fromm this one can derive an equation describing the rate and direction of 

evolutionaryy change of a species, termed the canonical equation of adaptive 

dynamicss (Dieckmann and Law 1996). These ordinary differential equations 

(onee per species trait) have a similar mathematical form to Lande's (1979) 

equationn for evolutionary change under genetic variation, and are composed 

off  a term describing the directional movement of evolution as a slope of the 

fitnesss function, and terms related to the mutational pressure. This mutation-

all  pressure, however, unlike in Lande's equation, is related to the population 

sizee (the more individuals, the more mutations occur) and a constant related 

too the intrinsic mutation rate of a species, a constant related to the mean and 

variancee of the mutational rate: / / r 

Thus,, the rate of evolutionary change for trait xc is given by: 

dxdx — f) , i 
-^--^- = ll (-C-^r\mC(xt,x^xil)\x,_^ 
dtdt dx, - ( 3 J ) 

wheree C. represents the equilibrium population size of C. 

Thesee equations can be used to study the direction of evolutionary 

change,, and the possible evolutionary endpoints where evolutionary change 

iss stationary. In addition one can also analyze these endpoints using standard 

techniques.. We compute evolutionary isoclines. Their intersections are evo-

lutionaryy equilibria, and the stability7 thereof can be calculated using standard 

proceduress (such as outlined in Fdelstein-Keshet 1988). 

CoevolutionaryCoevolutionary Arena 

Evolutionaryy change takes place within the ecological constraints determined by 

thee interactions between organisms. We present both the ecological constraints 

andd the direction of evolution in figures such as Figure 3.3. Here we plot com-

munityy states as a function of the relative investment into predation of C ver-

suss the relative investment into predation for D. Note that areas of ecological 

coexistencee (the shaded areas) are clustered around combinations of relative 

investmentt representing linear food chains where both species have specialized 

intoo opposite strategies (see also HilleRisLambers and Dieckmann 2003). 

Arrowss pointing in the horizontal or vertical direction show the direction 

off  evolutionary change for C a nd D. Solid ( Q, respectively dashed (D) lines 

aree evolutionary isoclines: on these lines evolutionary change for a species is 

0.. Intersection of these lines represents an evolutionary equilibrium. Stability 

off  these evolutionary equilibria can be inferred from the direction of the 

arrowss pointing to and away from these lines in the diagrams. 
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Ri-SUITS S 

1)1) Under extreme specialist or generalist strategies evolutionary change ultimately 

leadsleads to respectively pure predator-prey systems or towards the evolutionary exclu-

sionsion of the better competitor by the better predator. 

Whenn species are constrained by an extreme specialist advantage, it is intuitive 

thatt evolutionary dynamics lead to specialization. In this case the better pred-

atorr increases its feeding rate on the better competitor, while the better com-

petitorr evolves towards increased specialization on resource feeding. The 

consequencee of this is that any ' impure', i.e. mixed, strategy is distilled into a 

puree strategy by the evolutionary processes. As such at strong specialist 

advantagess evolution is always towards a linear food chain (see Figure 3.4a). 

Att extreme generalist advantages, population dynamics imply small regions 

off  coexistence (HilleRisLambers and Dieckmann 2003). In these regions, 

evolutionaryy movement is always towards increasing omnivory, and thus 

towardss the boundaries of coexistence. In all cases it is the better competi-

torr that is excluded. This 'purging' of the better competitor by the better 

predatorr inevitably occurs at the boundaries of coexistence. The better pred-

atorr always wins in this case, and will , after exclusion of the better competi-

tor,, evolve to be a pure competi tor (see Figure 3.4b). 

1 1 

0.8 8 

0.6 6 

X X 

0.4 4 

0.2 2 

0 0 
00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

*c c 

Figur ee 3.3. The revolutionary arena. R denotes regions where only R can exist, (. 
regionss of D-R equilibria, D regions of C.'-R equilibria, while C/D denotes regions 
wheree Instability between C-R and D-R equilibria occur. Grey regions are areas of 
coexistence.. Solid line indicates the D's evolutionary isocline, while the dotted line 
indicatess (7's Arrows denote evolutionary movement for C (horizontal arrows) and 
/)) (vertical arrows). Default parameters (see Table 3.1) with st = sd — s = 2. 
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2)2) hvolutionarily stable omnivory is only possible given restrictive conditions 

imposedimposed on the advantages that omnivory offers: in particular the better predator 

mustmust have a greater disadvantage at omnivory than the better competitor. 

Whilee evolutionary movement becomes a caricature at extreme 

generalist/specialistt advantages, the scope for somewhat more subtle evolu-

tionaryy movement becomes apparent at intermediate levels. Here evolution-

aryy isoclines move into the coexistence area (see also Figure 3.3), depending 

onn the relative magnitude of conversion efficiencies. 

Intersectionn of isoclines of C and D implv an evolutionary equilibrium. 

However,, omnivory is close to absent under symmetrical generalist/special-

istt advantages. Intersections of these isoclines, and thus evolutionary equi-

libria,, are in regions where the antagonists are constrained bv different forms 

off  the trade-off curves. 

Wee show an example of evolutionary equilibria at asymmetric advantages 

inn figure 3.5. Zooming in on coexistence regions where .v. > xth and thus 

wheree Cis a better competi tor than D (which is in turn a better predator than 

C)C) the evolutionary isoclines for C and D intersect twice in one stable (point 

1),, and one unstable equilibrium (point 2). In addition another stable evolu-

tionaryy endpoint is given by the intersection of the C isocline with the 

boundaryy of the trade-off, where D is a pure predator (point 3). One can 

inferr from the direction of evolutionary movement (given by the arrows in 

thee figure) that point 2 is an evolutionary repeller separating point 1 (evolu-

(a)(a) (b) 

00 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 1 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
XrXr x c 

Figuree 3.4. (a) Fcological scope for coexistence, and evolutionary movement at 
strongg specialist advantages (.r. = scj — s — 4.0) at default parameters. R, C, D, C or D, 
denotee regions where respectively R only, CR only, DR only and bistability between 
CRR and DR regions (C or D) exist. Arrows in the corner indicate the direction of 
evolutionaryy movement in traits xc and xd. (b) Ecological scope for coexistence, and 
evolutionaryy movement at strong generalist advantages (a weak trade-off sc — sd — s - 0.5 
att default parameters, see Table 3.1). 
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tionarvtionarv stable ommvorv for both species) from point 3 (evolutionary stable 

omnivoryy for the better competitor). 

Figuree 3.6 shows the extent of evolutionary stable omnivory as a func-

tionn of the relative magnitudes of the generalist/specialist advantages of 

bothh species. This illustrates both that 1) the extent of evolutionary 

omnivoryy is limited to regions where advantages are asymmetrical, and that 

2)) the better predator must be intrinsically more constrained at omnivory 

thann the better competitor. 

0.3 3 

0.25 5 
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x55 0.15 

0.1 1 

0.05 5 

0 0 
0.22 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

* c c 

Figur ee 3.5. Coexistence at asymmetric generalist/specialist advantages. Here the C 
iss the better competitor and has a generalist advantage (.r. = 0.82), while D is the bet-
terr predator, which has a specialist advantage (sd = 1.5). Filled dots 1 and 3 denote 
(co)evolutionarilvv stable strategies, while point 2 is a repelling strategy. Arrows (hor-
izontall  for C, vertical for D) show the direction of evolutionary change within the 
ecologicall  region for coexistence. Inset shows positioning of plot (grey area) within 
thee full coevolutionarv arena. Parameters ea. = edr = 0.2, e.d = ed. = 0.8, other param-
eterss at default values (see Table 3.1). 

(a)(a) (b) (c) 

Figur ee 3.6. Asymmetric trade offs strengths and coexistence, horizontally stnped 
regionss denote regions where C is a better competitor and D is a better prey, verti-
callyy striped regions are regions where D is a better competitor and Cis a better prey. 
a)) resource efficiencies (0.8) > predation efficiencies (0.2). b) predation efficiencies 
(0.8)) > resource efficiencies (0.2), c) a e„ > edr (0.8, 0.2), erd < edi. (0.2, 0.8) all other 
parameterss default (see Table 3.1). 
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Whenn both species have high resource conversion efficiencies coupled to 
strongg generalist advantages it is of interest to note that omnivory is possi-
blee when the better predator is equally, or less constrained than the better 
competitorr and for other constraint ratios. One explanation for this excep-
tionn to the rule may lie in that we find that these omnivorous attractors are 
veryvery near to linear food chains, and so cannot really be labeled as 'omnivo-
rous'. . 

3)3) Evolutionary cycling may lead species dangerously close to the boundaries of 

coexistence. coexistence. 

Anotherr danger, posed by the proximity of the internal omnivorous attrac-
torr to the boundary of coexistence, is that of so called 'Red-Queen' cyclical 
evolutionaryy dynamics. 

Thee danger of such 'Red-Queen' evolutionary dynamics lie not so much 
inn the cyclic dynamics itself: as long as species coexist within the context of 
aa perpetual evolutionary chase there is no problem for the coexistence of 
omnivores.. However, if the magnitude of these cycles are large enough, then 
thee close proximity of evolutionary trajectories to the border of the ecolog-
icall  coexistence regions lead to collision of the evolutionary trajectory with 
thiss border, leading to the extinction of the better competitor by the better 
predator. . 

Figuree 3.7 illustrates how the evolutionary equilibrium (1), as shown in 
Figuree 3.5, destabilizes as a result of an increase in the intrinsic mutation rate 
off  D (Jlj relative to that of C (Jl). Here we show how the qualitative behav-
iorr of evolutionary omnivory may change under a shift in this ratio, by illus-
tratingg how a stable equilibrium (Figure 3.7a, lij  \ic — 0.2) may destabilize into 
aa stable cycle (Figure 3.7b, \ij\i c = 0.23). However, increasing the relative 
mutationn rate further (Figure 3.7c, \Ldl\l c - 0.5) has led to the disappearance 
off  this omnivorous attractor, as the stable cycle has collided with the bound-
aryy of coexistence and disappeared. Note that this occurs even when the bet-
terr predator (D) is still constrained by a lower mutation rate than the better 
competitorr (C). 

Red-Queenn evolutionary dynamics have also been observed by 
Dieckmannn et al. (1995) for predator-prey coevolution, and by Law et al. 
(1996)) in evolution under asymmetric competition. We observe cyclic 
dynamicss with an increase in the relative mutation rate of the stronger pred-
atorr (and weaker competitor). It is of interest to note that Dieckmann et al. 
(1995)) observe cycling with an increase in the mutation rate of the prey, while 
Laww et al. (1996) observe the tendency for cycling with the increase in asym-
metricc competitive strength of the better competitor. This is in direct contrast 
too our findings, where increasing the mutation rate of the better predator 
(andd thus lesser competitor) induces cycling. 
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4)4) Given this, not all food-web configurations lead to evolutionarily stable 

omnivoryomnivory as initial preferences determine whether species evolve towards omnivory, 

oror towards exclusion of the better competitor. 

WW hile omnivory, given restrictive assumptions on the magnitude and 
strengthh of generalist/specialist advantages is possible, the presence of evo-

(a) (a) 

0.25 5 
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>?? 0.15 
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c c or00 D 
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0.2 2 0.4 4 00 6 

Figur ee 3.7. Evolutionary cycling with increasing/ /, the scaled mutation rate of D 

relativee to C. All other parameters as in Figure 3.5, also see Figure 3.3 for nomen-
claturee and explanation of inset in panel a), a) /J = 0.20 equilibrium point 1 (see 
Figuree 3.5) is stable; b) fi - 0.23 equilibrium 1 is unstable but trajectories are so con-
strainedd that a stalde limi t cycle occurs; c) /J = 0.5 the danger of evolutionary cycling: 
thee stable limi t cycle has collided with the boundary of coexistence, and all trajecto-
riess lead either to exclusion of C, or to point 3 (see Figure 3.5). 
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lutionarilvv stable omnivorv close to the boundaries of coexistence adds cer-

tainn complications. In particular, it is worrying that not all initial food web 

configurationss are able to reach evolutionarilv stable omnivorv. This is illus-

tratedd by figure 3.8, showing the ultimate fate of trajectories starting from 

differentt points within the ecological coexistence region also shown in 

Figuress 3.5 and 3.7. Here we show that the attainability of the stable omniv-

orouss end-states (points 1 and 3) are strongly dependant on the initial food-

webb configurations and the scaled mutation rates. 

Iff  the predator is constrained by a much lower intrinsic mutation rate 

thann the better predator, most configurations within the coevolutionary 

arenaa lead to the evolutionarilv stable attractor (Figure 3.8a, [ij]X C - 0.0001). 

Howeverr the danger of evolution towards omnivorous strategies becomes 

clearr when we examine how evolution affects species starting from a near 

predator-preyy configuration at a scaled mutation rate of \ij\l c - 0.2 (Figure 

3.8b).. Despite the existence of two omnivorous attractors, evolutionary purg-
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Figur ee 3.8. Basins of attraction at different /J, the scaled mutation rate of D rela-
tivee to C. All other parameters as in Figure 3.5; also see Figure 3.5 for nomenclature 
andd explanation of inset in panel a. Dark grey regions denote basins of attraction 
forr exclusion of C, light grey regions denote basins of attraction for 3. White regions 
inn the area of ecological coexistence denote hasins of attraction tor equilibrium 1. 
a)) jl  = 0.0(101, the better predator /) evolves at a drastically slower rate than C. Here 
basinss of attraction for equilibrium 1 are large, b) jU - 0.2, the attractor has destabi-
lized,, and there are now large basins of attraction tor exclusion of C. 
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ingg of the better competitor by the better predator may still occur for any 
speciess starting in the dark grey areas. The exact extent of these basins of 
attractionn is strongly dependent on the scaling of mutation rates between D 
andd C. If C, the better competitor, increases its mutation rate, the area for 
whichh D purges C decrease and attainability of the evolutionarily stable 
omnivorouss attractors will be increased. The opposite may very well be true, 
andd D, the better predator may have a faster mutation rate: this would narrow 
thee possibility of attaining evolutionarily stable omnivory even further. 

DISCUSSION N 

Ecology,Ecology, Hvoltition and the H volution of Omnivory 

Quitee obviously, it is the interplay of ecological and evolutionary dynamics that 
determinee under what conditions omnivory may develop: Ecological con-
straintss determine the boundary of coexistence in which evolution runs its 
course.. A species may change its feeding preferences either towards specializa-
tionn on feeding on the resource or on its antagonist, or towards a more gener-
alistt feeding strategy: omnivory. As in the case of ecological coexistence in 
communitiess with both one (Diehl and Feissel 2000; Mylius eta/. 2001), or two 
omnivoress (HilleRisLambers and Dieckmann 2003; HilleRisLambers and 
deRoos,, in prep.), the danger of exclusion of the better competitor is especial-
lyy prevalent when the better predator is at an advantage. Even if omnivores may 
coexistt on ecological time-scales, their coexistence is threatened when condi-
tionss are such that it is advantageous for the better predator to increasingly 
investt into being a resource feeding. This danger region is due to the ecological 
boundariess of coexistence encountered at strategies that are 'too' omnivorous. 
Thesee boundaries of coexistence, as discussed in HilleRisLambers and 
Dieckmannn (2003), are the cliffs on which the better competitor is pushed off 
byy the better predator, and while extinction ultimately occurs as a consequence 
off  the ecological dynamics of the system, the processes pushing omnivores 
towardss these regions of extinction are evolutionary. 

tourtour Reasons (given with tongue firmly in cheek) why Omnivory should be Rare 

inin Nature 

Wee have examined a very simple, but very general model of the evolution of 
feedingg preferences between two antagonists capable of both direct, preda-
toryy interactions, and indirect competitive interactions. We have found that 
omnivorouss interactions, already ecologically detrimental, appear to be even 
moree detrimental evolutionarily. We reiterate the reasons below: 

First,, when omnivores are constrained by strong generalist/specialist 
advantages,, evolutionary change ultimately leads either to linear predator-
preyy systems or towards the boundaries of coexistence. Through this evolu-
tionaryy 'purging' or 'distilling' omnivorous food webs evolve either towards 
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predator-preyy linear food chains through increased specialization of both 
speciess or to simple consumer-resource food chains through the increased 
investmentt into omnivory by the better predator. 

Second,, while evolutionarily stable omnivory is not impossible; it is 
stronglyy linked to asymmetry between the generalist/specialist advantages of 
thee trade-off relations between both species. More specifically, the better 
predatorr must suffer a higher generalist disadvantage than the better com-
petitorr in order for omnivorous food webs to exist. 

Third,, the stable evolutionary equilibrium may itself destabilize into a 
perpetuall  evolutionary chase known as 'Red-Queen' evolutionary dynamics 
(Dieckmannn et al 1995). Such cyclic omnivory is not in itself problematic; 
howeverr the close proximity of these cycles to the boundaries of ecological 
coexistencee may lead to a collision, and a subsequent exclusion of the better 
competitor. . 

Fourth,, even when conditions are such that evolutionarily stable 
omnivoryy can occur; this is no guarantee that the direction of evolutionary 
changee will actually lead to this end state. The extent of the basin of attrac-
tionn of omnivory is limited, and food webs may still evolve towards exclu-
sionn of the better competitor if starting from unfortunate initial food-web 
configurations. . 

HowHow can Omnivory come about'? 

Wee have presented evidence that omnivory should be rare in nature, and it is 
somewhatt disheartening that while our results do show the possibility of 
evolutionarilyy stable omnivory, these regions are small in parameter space, 
andd routes to them are fraught with peril. Does this mean that observations 
inn real food webs are bunk? Obviously not! - Models are a tool whose great-
estt power comes from the limiting assumptions made in making them. One 
suchh obvious assumption in our model is that food webs consist of few 
species,, or alternatively that the evolution of omnivory has nothing to do 
withh many species interactions. Real food webs are many species food webs, 
andd so it is inevitable that one should consider the evolution of omnivory 
withinn the context of these many-species interactions. We are currently 
exploringg these possibilities in a follow up work. 

TaxonTaxon Cycles 

Whenn the better predator ousts the better competitor, evolutionary change 
wil ll  lead the surviving species towards maximal exploitation of the resource, 
thuss making the formerly better predator a better competitor. Any novel 
invasionn of a (potentially omnivorous) species (or by a mutant having under-
gonee a large mutation step) might lead to a similar purging of the past vic-
tor,, which is now the better competitor. 
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I tt is this type of dynamics which opens up the potential of repeated 

exclusion/invasionn cycles (see Figure 3.9), much like the taxon cycles docu-

mentedd in the fossil record of anolis lizards in the Bahamas (Roughgarden 

andd Pacala 1988). Taxon cycling in these populations has been linked to 

asymmetricc competit ion and niche-differentiation, however it is well known 

thatt anolis lizards can be intra-guild predators as well (Reagan 1992, 1996; 

Diall  and Roughgarden 1994), as such we propose that the intrinsic evolu-

tionaryy dynamics of such lizard communities contributes to this cycling. We 

suggestt that intra-guild predators may show a natural tendency towards this 

typee of evolutionary dynamics: particularly within the context of island 

meta-populations,, where reinvasion events may be more frequent. 

Conclusions Conclusions 

Thee ecological model examined here is a simple caricature of food-web 

dynamicss under changing feeding preferences. However, its strength lies in 

thatt it is able to link all the classical food web/chain models, such as compe-

titionn (Tilman 1982), predation (Oksanen et ai. 1982), intra-guild predation 
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Figur ee 3.9. Omnivory-driven taxon cycles. The evolution of traits x. and xtj (lower 
panel),, and resulting population levels of C and D (top panel). Dotted lines pertain 
too D, solid lines to C. Parameters as in Figure 3.5. Initially, D excludes Cand evolves 
towardss maximal exploitation of the resource, but becomes vulnerable to invasion 
fromm a predatory antagonist (points in time shown by arrows (x.j - 0.01). The 
processs then repeats itself. 
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(Poliss and Strong 1996; Diehl and Feissel 2000; Mylius et al. 2001) purely 

throughh the change in two traits, representing the level of investment along 

aa competit ion-predation trade-off. As such, the evolutionary change of two 

antagonistss link these classical food web modules for the first time. We, 

despitee the ubiquity of complex omnivorous interactions in nature (Sokoloff 

andd Lerner 1964; Sprules and Bowerman 1988; Polis et al. 1989; Vadas 1989; 

Warrenn 1989; Polis 1991; Fasola 1993; Goldwasser and Roughgarden 1993; 

Roughgardenn et al. 1993; Greve 1995; Dick and Platvoet 1996; Franke and 

Jankee 1998; Harlay et al. 2001), find that evolution drives omnivory in simple 

communitiess towards simplified, specialized interactions. 

Thiss model is a simple template, and we argue that one of the strengths 

off  modeling is that models are always, strictly speaking, wrong. Our purpose 

inn presenting this study is as a starting point for mapping out the complex 

relationshipp between the ecology and evolution of omnivores, something 

whichh has not been done before. We hope to add to the understanding of 

thee evolution of omnivory and food web structure by providing a rough 

sketch,, of what, given our limited assumptions, one may expect by allowing 

forr evolution in simple food webs. 
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Omnivory ,, Lif e History , and th e 
(Im)Permanenc ee of Ecologica l 

Communitie s s 

R E I N I E RR H I L L E R I S L A M B E R S , A N D R E D E R O O S, M A R T A 

M O N T S E R R A T,, A R N E J A N S S EN A N D M A U R I C E S A B E L I S 

Intra-guildd predation is considered to create a propensity for multiple 
stablee states in ecosystem models. Recent studies have shown that in 
communitiess consisting of two intra-guild predators, both intra-guild 
predatorss may mutually exclude each other at a sufficiently high pri-
maryy productivity. Intra-guild predation is intimately linked to life-his-
toryy structure, as (larger) adult stages prey on (smaller) juvenile stages. 
Wee examine how the lengths of adult and juvenile stages affect mutu-
all  exclusion for two intra-guild predators subsisting on a basal 
resource.. To assess the effects of this type of life history structure we 
comparee 1) a baseline unstructured model, 2) a stage-structured 
modell  where invulnerable adults prey on vulnerable larval stages, and 
3)) another stage-structured model where invulnerable larval stages 
preyy on vulnerable adults. We use the concept of invasion fitness as a 
tooll  for the assessment of mutual exclusion at high primary produc-
tivity.. We examine how community structure at high primary produc-
tivitiess is affected by life-history structure and find no differences for 
communityy structure between models. We conclude that mutual 
exclusionn may be a robust feature of natural communities with recip-
rocall  intra-guild predation. 

Keywords:Keywords: life-history omnivory, intra-guild predation, invasion fitness, 
permanence,, alternative stable states 

Inn theory intra-guild predation creates room for alternative stable states in 

communityy structure (Diehl and Eeissel 2000; Holt and Poiis 1997; Morin 

1999;; Mylius et al. 2001). These alternative stable states may pose a threat to 

communities:: In particular, the danger posed by intra-guild predation may 

manifestt itself in the exclusion of an intra-guild prey species by an intra-guild 
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predatorr feeding on both the (shared) basal resource, and the prey. This 

exclusionn occurs through the combined effects of competit ion with and pre-

dationn on the intermediate species. 

Thee potential for exclusion in simple food webs is even further exacer-

batedd when two intra-guild predators interact by feeding both on each other 

andd on a shared resource. As shown in this thesis, in such communities both 

speciess may now exclude each other at high primary productivities, 

Thee predictions as to exclusion in intra-guild communities have also, to a 

certainn extent, been supported by experimental studies for simple communi-

tiess with one or more intra-guild predators (Diehl and Feissel 2001; Morin 

1999).. Since intra-guild predation is common in nature, the natural question 

too ask is how communities may persist despite the danger posed by intra-

guildd predators. 

Life-HistoryLife-History Omnivory 

Intra-guildd predation is usually linked to differences in size and age between 

speciess (Polis et al. 1989). In particular, ontogenetic role-switching (for exam-

plee from herbivore to predator), may result in lif e history refuges, where one 

stagee of a species is invulnerable to predation, but the other is not. 

Usingg a stage-structured model for intra-guild predator and prey Mylius 

etet al. (2001) examine how a community consisting of an intra-guild predator, 

(a)(a) (b) (c) 

Figuree 4.1. Schematic representation of models analyzed: Two intra-guild preda-
tors:: Cand D subsisting on a shared basal resource (R). a) Model 1, Baseline unstruc-
turedd mutual predation: C. and D predate on a common resource and directly on 
eachh other, b) Model 2, Structured mutual predation: here adults CA and DA predate 
onn each others larval stages C, and DL. c) Structured mutual predation: here larval 
stagess C) and D, predate on each others adult stages CA and DA. Feeding relation-
shipss are denoted by solid lines, life history transitions by dashed lines. 
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ann intra-guild prey and a shared resource is affected by either an invulnera-
blee stage for the prey, or by a life-history dependent switch from herbivory 
too predation. However, they found no qualitative differences in community 
structuree when compared to a simple model without life history structure. 

Inn chapter 1 of this thesis we have examined mutual intra-guild predation 
andd its potential for exclusion in unstructured models. We have revealed that 
mutuall  intra-guild predation further increases the potential for exclusion and 
forr the formation of alternative stable states when compared to systems with 
onlyy one intra-guild predator. 

Itt is not immediately obvious as to if these predictions are upheld in the 
facee of life-history structure, and we do not know as to how the inclusion of 
suchh structure affects the potential for exclusion between two (reciprocal) 
intra-guildd predators. This is the question we examine here. 

MutualMutual Predation and Ufe-History Structure 

Inn this chapter we examine the robustness of our predictions (chapter 1 of 
thiss thesis) on mutual exclusion under mutual intra-guild predation to life-
historyy structure. To do this we compare three scenarios (see Figure 4.1): 

1)) Mutual intra-guild predation without life-history structure; involving 2 
intra-guildd predators, predating on each other and a shared resource. This 
modell  is the same as analyzed in chapter 1. 

2)) Stage-dependent mutual predation; involving a vulnerable, and an 
invulnerablee stage for both omnivores. In this case, adults are invulnerable 
andd predate on each other's (vulnerable) larval stages. 

3)) Stage dependant predation; where adults are vulnerable to predation by 
thee larval stages. 

InvasionInvasion Fitness 

Too examine possible community structures we turn to the concept of inva-
sionn fitness, which can be assessed by considering R :̂ the lifetime reproduc-
tivee output of a species (in epidemiological contexts referred to as basic 
reproductionn ratio). RQ can be used to assess community robustness, by con-
sideringg whether all the potential species members in a community are able 
too invade the sub-communities composed of the other species. A communi-
tyty may be predicted to persist when all member species are able to reinvade 
thee possible sub-communities consisting of the other species in a system. 

r\,, measures the expected number of offspring an individual produces 
throughoutt its lifetime. Naturally, this number depends on the conditions, 
suchh as food availability and predation risk, which are determined by the 
speciess already present. Thus with f\, < 1 the resident environment dictates 
thatt an invading species less than replaces itself so that invasion is not pos-
sible.. If Rfj > 1, an invader more than replaces itself so that invasion will be 
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successful.. When Rj, = 1 an individual exactly replaces itself, and thus the 

invaderr population remains constant. 

MODELL AND METHODS 

Inn this section we outline our assumptions on the interactions between two 
intra-guildd predators, C and D, and the basal resource R. We describe how 
thesee translate to R̂  for the three qualitatively different models outlined 
above.. For reasons of symmetry and for compactness we outline our model 
inn terms of a generic invading species into a generic resident environment. 
Thee greek letter rho (p) denotes resident properties, while the greek letter 
iotaa (l) denotes properdes pertaining to the invader. Subscripts containing 
capitall  letter 'IJ pertain to larval stages while capital letters 'yT denote adult 
stages.. Subscripts containing the letter 'r' pertain to the resource. 

ParameterizationParameterization and Choice of Functions 

Wee base our parameters and choice of functions on the interactions between 
twoo omnivores that are each other's intra-guild predator: Iphiseius degenerans 
andd Neoseiulus cucumeris (Acari: Phytoseiidae), who are known to feed on each 
other'ss larval stages as well as on pollen as a shared resource. The interac-
tionss between I. degenerans (hereafter D) and N. cucumeris (hereafter C) are, in 
essence,, those of model 2, however we have used the same functions and 
parameterss to parameterize both the unstructured model and model 3 (see 
Tablee 4.2) 

IphiseiusIphiseius degenerans and N. cucumeris share qualitatively similar life histories, 
developingg from invulnerable egg stages, through several (vulnerable) larval 
stagess to maturity. At the individual level, J. degenerans is a better predator than 
N.N. cucumeris. N. cucumeris, on the other hand, is able to deplete the pollen 
resourcee to a lower level than I. degenerans, and thus is a better competitor. 
Defaultt parameters reflect this difference (see Table 4.1). 

Wee adopt the model formulation of Van Rijn et al (2002), and formulate 
termss governing fecundity, maturation, feeding and mortality as Monod sat-
uratingg functions. This formulation is equivalent to the Holling type II satu-
ratingg functional response and can with some simple algebra easily be con-
vertedd to this form. Key elements of our model also presented in Van Rijn 
etet al. (2002), are a) a saturating functional and numerical response, and b) a 
separationn of functional and numerical responses. We ignore terms describ-
ingg the interaction between different food sources, which are part of the 
modell  presented by Van Rijn et al (2002): as our analysis is based on inva-
sionn fitness, these interactions between resources play no role. Van Rijn et al. 
(2002)) assume a decreasing adult death rate with food availability, and also 
takee maintenance costs into account in their formulation of the birth rate. 
Forr simplicities sake, we will ignore both of these, since our studies pertain 
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Tabl ee 4.1. Origin, description, units, and default values of parameters and variables 

usedd in the model. 

Para-- Description 
meter r 

Defaultt Parameter Value x Units Notes 

fcr fcr 
Ur Ur 
led led 
fdc fdc 

Adr Adr 

Zed Zed 

Adc Adc 

ft ft 

XXc_L c_L 

VV  A 

Pollen n 
Cucumeris:Cucumeris: larvae, adults 
Degeneranr.Degeneranr. larvae, adults 

Pollenn supply rate 
Pollenn decay rate 

Maximumm rate pollen consumption by C. 
Maximumm rate pollen consumption by D(l 

Maximumm rate of C., consumption by D 
Maximumm rate of Dp consumption by Ca 

Maximumm rate of net reproduction 
(inn absence of maintenance costs) 
forr C feeding on R 
Maximumm rate of net reproduction 
(inn absence of maintenance costs) 
forr D feeding on R 
Maximumm rate of net reproduction 
(inn absence of maintenance costs) 
forr C feeding on D 
Maximumm rate of net reproduction 
(inn absence of maintenance costs) 
forr D feeding on C 

Preyy density at which predation is 
halff  its maximum (C) 
Preyy density at which predation is 
halff  its maximum (D) 

Preyy density at which net reproduction is 
halff  its maximum (for C; in absence of 
maintenancee costs) 
Preyy density at which net reproduction is 
halff  its maximum (for D; in absence of 
maintenancee costs) 

Valuee of pollen relative to prey in terms 
off  C predation, reproduction, and survival 
Valuee of pollen relative to prey in terms 
off  D predation, reproduction, and survival 

Consumptionn rate of juvenile relative to 
adultt predators (for C. and D ) 

C,C,aa mortality rate 
DDaa mortality rate 

Durationn of Cucumeris larval stage 
Durationn of Degenerans larval stage 
Averagee duration of Cucumeris adult stage 
inn the absence of predation ( - 1 //ij 
Averagee duration of Degenerans adult stage-
inn the absence of predation (= l/fij) 

pollenn grains dm"2 

larvae,, adults d m' 
larvae,, adults dm"2 

-- x 1 (F pollen grains dm 2 day ' 
0.22 x 104 grains d a y' 

0.144 x 104 pollen grains adult" May"1 

0.070.07 x 104 pollen grains adult" 'day1 

-- x 104 adult"'day"1 

44 x 104 adult"'day1 

2.33 x Offspring adult 'day'' 

1.822 x Offspring adult"'day1 

0.22 x Offspring adult 'day ' 

0.333 x Offspring adult"1 day"' 

1.55 x prey dm- 2 

1.55 x prey dm"2 

11 x prey dm"~ 

11 x prey dnv-

0.344 x prey H)"4 pollen grains 

0.344 x prey 10"4 pollen grains 

0.255 (ratio) 

0.055 x day 
0.055 x day 

4.66 x day 
3.11 x day 
200 x day 

200 x day 

varied d 
1 1 

2 2 
1 1 
varied d 
1 1 

1,4 4 

1 1 

1,4 4 

1,4 4 

1 1 

5,4 4 
5 5 

6 6 
6 6 
5,4 4 

Xotes:Xotes: 1) Parameters taken from Van Rijn et al. (2002), for Dagenerans feeding on Pollen and 
Thrips.. 2) Pollen consumption for Cucumeris assumed to be twice that of Degenerans. 3) 
Maximumm fecundity estimates from M. Montserrat & A. Janssen (personal communication). 
4)) Para-meters for Cucumeris taken to be equal to parameters for Degenerans. 5) Minimum adult 
mortality77 rate in van Rijn et al. (2002). 6) Calculated from maturation ages for Degenerans on 
broadd bean pollen, for Cucumeris on Quercus pollen, taken from Marisa et al. (1990). 
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Tablee 4.2. Function descriptions determining fecundity and mortality for die three 
differentt model flavors. 

SYMBOLL DI-SCRIPTIOX 

Baseline e 
Unstructuredd Structured Structured 

modell  1 model 2 model 3 

AAcrcr L Per-capita larval attack on the resource (G) 

^aij.^aij. Per-capita larval attack on the antagonist (Q 

77 F. + D.+^.R 

A^^/A^A^^/A ̂ Per-capita (adult/total) attack on the resource (G) 

0RR ÓR é R 

FF + D + faR T F + D, + faR cr F. + fa.R 

AAcdcd__AA/A/Acdcd Per-capita (adult/total) attack on die antagonist (G) 

JJ «> ~7~TTTTTTT JF.F. + D + faR F + DL + faR 

Per-capitaa fecundity (G) 

GGrr+faR+faR + D G + 0, R + D, G + fa R 

A d rr L Per-capita larval attack on the resource (D) 

<P<PddRR . ft,R 

A d cc , Per-capita larval attack on the antagonist (D) 

,./;„„  c-
F],+CF],+C  ,+faR 

AAdrdr jAdr Per-capita (adult/total) attack on the resource (D) 

JJ AT . , . s , . n JJr ,-,  ̂ , ., ,/,/r 
F,, + G + &R F, + G, + 0,R 7̂  + 0,,R 

d .̂. A/Ad. Per-capita (adult/total) attack on the antagonist (D) 

.1,1,.1,1, r. . , - . . „  .hit 
F,, + C + fa R  / , + CL + 0(/ R 

BB(1(1 Per-capita fecundity (D) 

GGdd + fa R + C Cj + faR + C, Gj + fa R 
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too high carrying capacities, where death rates will have saturated and mainte-
nancee costs will already be compensated for. Inclusion of these will not sig-
nificantlyy alter our conclusions. We also assume that the intrinsic larval death 
ratee is small enough to be ignored, as this is the case in the interactions 
betweenn I. degenerans and N. cucumeris. Relaxing this assumption may have 
moree far reaching implications, an issue we will return to in the discussion. 
Forr an overview of functions used in different models, see Table 4.2 In addi-
tion;; see Appendix 1 for a formulation of equations describing the popula-
tionn dynamics of the system. 

LifeLife History Transitions 

Bothh C and D are characterized by four life history transitions determining 
thee length of vulnerable and invulnerable stages: 

1)) Ovipostion: Eggs are laid at a rate B, which is a function of the number 
off  adults (who reproduce), the saturating numerical response and the amount 
off  food in the system, either the basal resource or an antagonistic species. 

2)) Eggs mature into a larval stage at a certain age. Eggs are invulnerable 
too predation, and do not affect the environment direcdy and thus just consti-
tutee a time lag between the oviposition time and the start of the larval stage. 

3)) After transition from the egg stages, larvae mature into adults: the 
durationn of this larval stage is given by TL. 

4)) The length of the reproductive stage exponentially distributed with a 
meann equal to the inverse of the adult mortality rate //. 

Byy definition, no life-history transitions occur in our unstructured base-
linee model, and individuals reproduce, predate, and consume resources 
throughoutt their whole lifetime, the average length of which (in the absence 
off  predation) is given by equation 4.1. 

Ourr structured model 2 is characterized by vulnerable larval stages, pre-
datedd upon by invulnerable adult stages. Both larval and adult stages con-
sumee resources. We have, however, verified that our results are independent 
off  whether or not larval stages consume the basal resource. 

Structuredd model 3 is characterized by invulnerable larval stages predat-
ingg on vulnerable adult stages. Again, both larval and adult stages consume 
resourcess but our conclusions are again robust to assuming that larvae do 
nott consume resources. N. cucumeris and I. degenerans go through invulnerable 
eggg stages before maturing to vulnerable larval stages. We ignore this aspect 
inn our structured models, as the eggs merely represent time delays and do not 
affectt the environment in any way. They have no effect on the resident equi-
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libriaa or on the ry, of the invading species; as both equilibria and R0 are long-

termm measures, time lags do not play a role. 

TheThe Resident Community: Resources 

Wee assume that the resource is self-limiting in the absence of consumption 
byy an omnivore. We assume in particular that the resource is 'introduced' 
throughh a constant influx a, and then decays at a natural rate given by b, in so 
calledd 'semi-chemostatic' resource dynamics. This leads to the following dif-
ferentiall  equation describing the rate of change of the resources with time: 

== a — b-K 
dtdt (4.2) 

Inn the absence of consumption, resources equilibrate at K — a/b. We use 
KK as a measure of the primary productivity of the system. Using the classic 
logisticc growth equation instead of equation 4.2 would not result in qualita-
tivelyy different conclusions. 

TheThe Resident Community: Consumers 

Forr K sufficiently high, the resident may be able to subsist on the resource. 
Suchh resident equilibria follow from classic consumer-resource theory: here 
resourcee levels are determined by a consumer species' numerical response 
(Oksanenn eta/. 1981; Oksanen and Oksanen 2000; Tilman 1982, 1985) while 
consumerr densities are fully determined by the productivity of the resource. 
Inn equilibrium, resource levels are set to a species-specific level R*  (Tilman 
1982),, which is also a direct measure of a species' competitive ability. The 
levell  to which a species equilibrates is then an increasing function of primary 
productivityy (Oksanen et al. 1981). 

Whenn under consumer control, the resource equilibrium is determined 
byy the balance between the resident numerical response and the death rate 
off  the reproductive stage. Following our choice of functions in Table 4.2, 
andd our notation this is: 

PP ^ ( V ^ . - P -1 ) (4.3) 

Heree Gp represents resource levels at which net reproduction is half its max-

imum,, <pp represents the relative energetic value of the response (compared 

too the energetic contribution of consuming an antagonist).,̂ represents the 

maximumm net reproductive rate of the resident for resource feeding, while 
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TTAA p is the length of the reproductive stage, which is the same in both struc-

turedd and unstructured models. 
Thee equilibrium level of the resident consumer population is fully deter-

minedd by the resource productivity. In the unstructured case this boils down to: 

^  ̂ _KK-Rl
p){Fp+<P pKp) 

/ P A R PP (44) 

Here,, parameters b and K follow from the resource equation 4.2, whereas Fp, 

ffpipi and (j)p characterize the resident's functional response (see also Tables 4.1 
andd 4.2). Fp represents the prey density at which predation is half its maxi-
mum,, while fpi is the maximum rate of predation on the resource by the res-
identt consumer. 

Inn a structured population the density of adult consumers at equilibrium 
iss given by: 

pp.. =b(K-R;xFp+<i) pR;) 

AA--PP / p ^ C l + A ) (4.5) 

Thiss is essentially the form as equation 4.4, except that P*A_p now refers to 
adultss only and is hence lower than Ppby a factor 1 +j  .Xp, a product of the 
consumptionn rate of juveniles relative to adults;y and the equilibrium juve-
nilee to adult ratio Xp. This factor represents the partitioning of the resource 
betweenn adults and juveniles. As juvenile consumption j approaches 0, the 
structuredd adult resident population becomes equivalent to the unstructured 
form,, as juveniles no longer impact the resource. 

Underr equilibrium conditions, the number of individuals in any particular 
stagee equals the product of the total population birth rate and the duration of 
thatt stage. Hence, the juvenile stage equilibrates to a fixed proportion of the 
residentt adult stages, and thus Pf = X.PA. This proportion equals the duration 
off  the juvenile stage divided by the duration of the adult stage, TA: 

T ''  (4-6) 

ResidentResident Community Structure 

Inn both structured and unstructured communities, increasing the average 
durationn of the reproductive stage (T )̂ decreases the resource level (this 
becomess immediately obvious from equation 4.3), while increasing both res-
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identt adult and larval levels. For structured communities, increasing the lar-

vall  stage duration TL acts so as to decrease adult levels while increasing lar-

vall  levels (see Figure 4.2). As such, the risks and benefits posed by an envi-

ronmentt are crucially affected by these parameters. 

TheThe Invader (Invasion Fitness) 

Thee potential for invasion is determined by the strengths and vulnerabilities 

off  the invader in its interaction with the level of risks and benefits the resi-

dentt environment poses. This interaction is embodied by R .̂ 

I nn general R̂  takes the following form (Charnov 1997): 

RÜÜ = T - S -B (4.7) ) 

wheree the lifetime reproductive output is determined by the product of the aver-

agee length of the (reproductive) life span (T), the survival chances of an individ-

uall  to reach the age of maturity (S), and the average per capita fecundity (B). 

UnstructuredUnstructured Model 1 

Inn unstructured models, species are considered to become instantaneously 

maturee at birth, and thus S = 1. 

Thee average lif e span of a species is given by the inverse of the overall 

mortalityy rate, and as such equals: 

TT = 1 1 

ft+A ft+A (4.8) ) 

wheree /I, iss the intrinsic death rate of the invading species, whereas Api is the 

mortalityy induced through predation by the resident on the invader. 

(h) (h) 

1b b 
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Figur ee 4.2. Resident adult (solid line) and juvenile (dashed line) equilibrium densi-
tiess for C, as a function of (a) TL c the length of the larval stage (at T., r = 10) and 
(b)) T.j  f: the average life expectancy of the reproductive stage in the absence of pre-
dationn (TL (. = 5). Default parameters, K - 0.2. 
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Followingg the choice of functions in Table 4.2, and with some slight alge-
braicc manipulation the expression for Rg takes the following form: 

*,,= = 'uK+ArtK'uK+ArtK  Ï 1 / T , r PP 
G.+P;+0,R:: I !-' / P ' F P + ^ R P (4.9) ) 

Heree the first bracketed component represents the fecundity contribution to 
Re,,, while the second bracketed component follows directly from equation 
4.8,, and represents the contributions of background and predation mortali-
tyy to invasion fitness. XA , represents the average adult lifespan in the absence 
off  predation. 

StructuredStructured Model 2 

Tnn the stage-structured model 2, survival of the larvae until maturation is 
givenn by: 

S=e' S=e' (4.10) ) 

Heree mortality is determined by the length of the larval duration of the 
invader,, TL , and the mortality imposed through predation by resident adults 

onn invader larvae: A.pv 

Ass the reproductive stage suffers no mortality from predation, the aver-
agee duration of the reproductive stage equals the intrinsic adult life 
expectancy,, TA ,, and so is equal to: 

TT = -L 
(4.11) ) 

Ass such, invasion fitness in a stage-structured species conform model 2, 
iss given by: 

DD _ T UP-1 P + ^ . R P ~T'- t'P'  1-P4PKP 

StructuredStructured Model 3 

(4.12) ) 

Invasionn fitness for model 3 takes essentially the same form as in the case of 
ann unstructured invader. This is because juvenile stages suffer no mortality 
fromm predation, while adult stages do. Effectively then the duration of the 
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juvenilee stage is of no importance in determining the survival of a species 
too maturation, and invasion fitness becomes: 

1G .+ p - ^^ rr  '-'  y " ^ v j  (4,3) 
CommunityCommunity Structure and Kg 

Ass in HilleRisLambers and Dieckmann (2003) we assess the potential for coex-
istencee between two omnivores as a function of the invasion fitness into a res-
identt community. However in this chapter we primarily focus on the robustness 
off  regions of mutual exclusion (as outlined in chapter 1) to stage structure. 

Ass an example of how invasion fitness can be used to assess community 
structure,, consider a hypothetical community composed of the mutual intra-
guildd predators: C and D, feeding on a basal resource R. We have a strong 
casee for coexistence of C and D if C when rare is able to invade a commu-
nityy composed of D and R, and in turn D when rare is able to invade a com-
munityy composed of C and R. In this case, even though we know nothing 
off  a potential equilibrium composed of C D and R, we do know that both 
boundaryy states are amenable to invasion, and such that C, or D will be able 
too reinvade a community when rare. 

Mutuall  predation has been linked to mutual exclusion (HilleRisLambers 
andd deRoos, chapter 1 of this thesis). In this case, Cwill not be able to invade 
ann environment dominated by D, while D, in turn will not be able to invade 
aa community dominated by C. These conditions do not exclude the possibil-
ityy that a coexistence equilibrium exists with both C and D, which is unat-
tainablee by invasion of an equilibrium with only one of the two species pres-
entt (see HilleRisLambers and deRoos, chapter 1 of this thesis, and Leslie et 
aa I. 1968, as cited in Edmunds et a I. 2003). However, such equilibria are by 
naturee sensitive to variation in the environment, as communities may 
reassemblee in a different manner after a catastrophe. Thus, although coexis-
tencee equilibria may exist, a chance large perturbation may drive the commu-
nityy away from this equilibrium. Reassembling the community might lead to 
ann alternative community state, where one of the species is excluded. 

Wee assess the conditions for community assembly as a function of the 

invasionn fitness of 1) Cinto the resource alone: Ry(C—»R), 2) C invading into 

aa community composed of D as a resident R,/C—»£>R), 3) invasion of D into 

thee resource alone, as denoted by R^D—»R), and 4) the invasion of D into a 

communityy where Cis a resident R,,(D—»CR). 

Onn this basis, we can discern five qualitatively different types of possible 
communityy states (see also Table 4.3): 

-- R alone (R): Neither Cnor D is able to persist on the resource alone. 
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Tablee 4.3. How invasion conditions result in different types of possible communi-
tyty states according to our nomenclature. CD refers to coexistence between Cand D. 
CC to a C-only equilibrium, D to a D-only equilibrium, C or D to bistability between 
CC and D equilibria. R to where conditions are such that neither C or D can exist. An 
asteriskk indicates that conditions for invasion can either be > 1 or < 1. 

Invasion n 
fitness s 
Ro(C^R) Ro(C^R) 

RJD^R) RJD^R) 

RR00(C-^DR) (C-^DR) 

Ro(P->CR) Ro(P->CR) 

CD D 
**  or >1 

>11 or * 

>1 1 

>1 1 

C C 

c c 
>1 1 

* * 

* * 

<1 1 

ommunityy Structure 
D D 
* * 

>1 1 

<1 1 

* * 

C/D D 
>1 1 

>1 1 

<1 1 

<1 1 

R R 
<1 1 

<1 1 

* * 

* * 

-- C and R (C): C is able to persist on the resource alone, while D is not 

ablee to invade. 

-- D and R (D): D is able to persist on the resource alone, while C is not 

ablee to invade. 

-- Mutability between C and D (C or D): Both C and D are able to persist on 

thee resource alone, but are not able to invade each other's equilibria. 

-- Three-species coexistence (3): At least one antagonist is able to persist on the 

resourcee alone, while the other is able to invade the ensuing two-species 

equilibrium. . 

Wee again emphasise that assessing community structure through invasion 

fitnesss does not rule out the possibility of three-species equilibrium coexis-

tencee as an alternative stable state to one or more stable 2 species consumer 

resourcee equilibria. We adopt the convention that communities with alterna-

tivee stable states, such as a stable consumer-resource equilibrium and a sta-

blee three species equilibrium, wil l be labelled according to the dominant con-

sumerr that is present in both alternative community states. This convention is 

aa means to focus on the possible pathways of community- assembly, under 

alternativee stable states, communities may not reassemble in a similar man-

nerr after a catastrophe. As such we name them according to the species that 

wil ll  most likely be part of any resulting community'. As an example, consid-

err the D / 3 communities in chapter 1, which are composed of a stable D-R 

equilibrium,, as well as a stable C-D-R equilibrium: according to our conven-

tion,, these wil l be labelled as D communities, since D is a member of every 

possiblee community state. 

R E S U L TS S 

Risks,Risks, Benefits, and Mutual exclusion 

Inn all three models mutual exclusion {i.e. bistability between C and D and 

thuss C or D communities) occurs at high enough productivity'. This can eas-
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ilyy be seen from substitution of the consumer-resource equilibrium values 

givenn by equations 4.3 and 4.4/4.5 into the respective expressions for R,, as 

givenn by 4.9, 4.12 and 4.13. 

Separationn of R̂  into components representing the risks and benefits of 

thee environment for the invader, reveals that under high enough resource 

levels,, the risks posed by an environment (either by survival probability S for 

unstructuredd model 2, or the average adult age T in models 1 and 3) wil l 

alwaysalways outweigh the benefits, as given by the average adult fecundity (B in 

equationn 4.7). This is because with increasing primary productivity P* wil l 

increase,, but not R*. In addition, the numerical response of invading adults is 

aa saturating function of total food availability, which by itself maximizes the 

benefitss that can be derived from any environment. As such the benefits 

posedd by a resident environment are saturating, while the risks posed by the 

environmentt increase either exponentially for structured model 2, or linear-
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Figuree 4.3. Community structure as a function of the average adult stage durations 
(T.(T.tt__cc and r ! D) and increasingly (from top to bottom: fcd =0.0; f.d - 0.1 x\dfal = 0.5 
forr (a) unstructured model 1; (b) structured model 2; and (c) structured model 3. 
Darkk grey regions marked 'C or D' are regions of mutual exclusion. White regions 
markedd 3 are where both species coexist. Light grey regions marked 'C' are regions 
inn which C is dominant, while light grey regions marked 'D' are regions where D is 
dominant.. Extremely dark regions marked R, are regions where neither (7, nor D can 
energeticallyy sustain itself on the resource (see Table 4.3). Default parameters, a — 0.02. 
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lyy for models 1 and 3. Given this, at high enough pollen levels risks will 
alwayss exceed benefits, and R̂  will always drop below 1. 

Thiss implies, following Table 4.2, that productive environments will 
neverr have CD coexistence, as a prerequisite for coexistence is mutual inva-
sionn of C—>DR and D—>CR communities. 

Inn addition, high primary productivities imply that both species are also 
capablee of invading the resource. Therefore, it follows that the resulting 
communityy structure is always C or D. 

A.A. Comparison of Structured and Unstructured Communities 

Whilee it is clear that mutual exclusion is ultimately realized at high enough 
primaryy productivity irrespective of any stage structure, it is unclear how 
thesee regions are affected at high, but not extremely high primary productiv-
ityy levels such as outlined above. 

Wee turn to TA, the length of the reproductive (adult) stage, as the com-
monn currency allowing us to compare the interaction betweens C and D 
acrosss all three models as a function of resident and invader life-histories. 

Figuree 4.3 shows community structure as a function of the length of the 
adultt life expectancy, for both species, for all three models (compare in the 
horizontall  direction). We assess how community structure changes with fC(h 

thee maximum predation rate of Con D, thus moving (downwards in the ver-
ticaltical direction) from single intra-guild predation (fcd - 0) to mutual predation 
(wheree C also predates on D). 

Withh increasing ^community structure changes so that regions of three-
speciess communities (3) decrease while regions of C or D bistability 
increase.. In addition, the regions of D-only communities increase, while 
regionss where C communities exist increase (Figure 4.3, column a). This gen-
erall  trend exists across all three model flavors. 

Onee difference between the three model variants occurs for/^ = 0, where lar-
vaee are invulnerable and predate on vulnerable adults. (Model 3: top panel in 
Figuree 4.3c) Here 3 species equilibria do not occur, and for pure intra-guild pre-
dationn we already have a large region of C or D bistability. This difference occurs 
becausee in model 3, adult stages do not engage in predation and derive repro-
ductivee benefit solely from resource consumption. As such, R̂  for D is not 
dependentt on benefits from predation on C. Because dis a better resource com-
petitor,, it is able to hinder P's invasion. When D is the resident, Cs invasion is 
noww prevented through the numerical pressure of D's predation pressure on C. 

PredationPredation by Proxy 

Itt is intuitively clear that resident adult stages in model 2 {i.e. where adults 
predatee on larvae, and are themselves invulnerable to predation) directly 
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determinee the risks for an invading omnivore. However, even in model 3, 

wheree resident larvae are predators, the average adult lifetime of the resident 

too a large extent determines the risk of predation, and thus invasion fitness. 

Thiss is illustrated by Figure 4.4, which shows a) R^C—>£>R), and b) 

Ro(£>—>CR)) for model 3. In this case we examine how the relative duration 

off  the resident larval and adult stages determine invasion fitness. 

Here,, variation in the adult stage duration leads to potentially much 

greaterr qualitative changes in invasion fitness than variation in larval stage 

duration.. It is surprising that the average adult lifetime primarily determines 

invasionn fitness when larval stages engage in predation. 

Thiss 'predation by proxy' can be reasoned in the following manner: The 

residentt community is such that an increase in the adult stage duration leads 

too a decrease in R', and to a concurrent increase in P.], the consumer equi-

librium.. Since in a resident consumer-resource equilibrium larval numbers 

aree solely determined by the adults, adult levels thus determine the level of 

'risk'' posed to an invading species. 

Thiss effect is crucially dependent on the equilibrium larva to adult ratio; 

X.X. Since X = Xj%A, any increase in XA wil l result in a decrease in the larva to 

adultt ratio. Whether this decrease in X wil l outweigh the increase in PA is of 

coursee parameter dependent: in particular, at very small TL (compared to TA), 

thee risks imposed by larval predation, and thus the phenomenon of 'preda-

tionn by proxy', may become insignificant. 

(a)(a) R0(D^CR) (b) R0(C->DR) 

Larvall  Age (C) Larval Age (D) 

Figuree 4.4. How life history characteristics of the resident determine invasion fit-
nesss for the invaders in model 3 (when adults are vulnerable and larvae are invulner-
ablee predators). Plots examine a) invasion fitness of D into a CR community as a 
functionn of the average adult stage duration XA and the larval stage duration VL of 
thee resident C and b) invasion fitness of C into a DR community as a function of 
r.|| and T, of the resident D. White areas denote regions where R,y>l. Light grey 
areass are areas of unsuccessful invasion (R/;<1). Dark grey areas marked 'no C' or 
'noo D' are regions where C, respectively D cannot energetically sustain themselves 
whenn a resident. Default parameters, a =0.02 
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DISCUSSION N 

TheThe Role of Stage Structure 

Stagee structure per se appears to play very littl e role in the determination of 
communityy structure when we compare the simple two life-stage models 
presentedd in this chapter with analogous unstructured models. This echoes 
thee results of Mylius et al. (2001), who found no qualitative difference 
betweenn structured and unstructured models of intraguild predation. We 
findd that for high primary productivity, high predation rates, and for long 
adultt lifespans, all models show bistability between C-R and D-R equilibria. 
Thiss similarity between different models further strengthens the predictions 
off  chapter 1 as to mutual predation leading to mutual exclusion. 

Somee experimental verification of the relevance of our conclusions is 
givenn by Leslie et a/.'s (1968) 'competition' experiments involving two stage-
structuredd mutual predatory flour beetles; Tribolium confusum and Tribotium cas-
taneum.taneum. In these experiments 24 (out of 25) replicates showed exclusion of one 
(orr the other) Tribolium species by the otlier, in C or D community structure. 

Att lower productivity levels, however, there are differences: Consider the 
casecase of intra-guild predation in model 3 (top Figure 4.3c). Here, while mod-
elss 1 and 2 show reasonably large regions of three species coexistence, model 
33 already shows large regions of bistable community structure and indicates 
thee impossibility of three-species coexistence. This is due to the absence of 
benefitss to the dominant intra-guild predator (in this case D) from predation. 
Despitee the capacity7 of D's larvae to predate on C, this predation does not 
contributee to an increased fecundity for D adults, nor does it in any way ben-
efitt the larvae themselves. Therefore, predation does not increase the inva-
sionn fitness of D, which is fully determined by its (lower) ability to compete 
withh C for basic resources. These results highlight the relevance of popula-
tionn level benefits of predation, reinforce both Amarasekare's (2002), and 
HilleRisLamberss and deRoos' (chapter 1) findings on the importance of the 
benefitss of predation for community structure. 

LarvalLarval Mortality 

Onee crucial assumption in our models is that larval mortality7 is low enough 
too be neglected. Inclusion of such larval mortality will not affect the gener-
all  form of invasion fitness, unless the mortality depends on food intake 
rates;; however, a resident community with a significant larval mortality may 
changee the quantitative balance of risks and benefits that such a community 
posess to an invader. In particular, a resident community, where larvae suffer 
aa large mortality will have significantly lower equilibrium levels than a resi-
dentt community without larval mortality7. This is in line with classic results 
onn interspecific interference and coexistence will promote coexistence. 
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PermanencePermanence and Omnivory 

Byy showing that mutual predator)7 interactions lead to non-invasibility of sub-
communitiess i.e. that C cannot invade D (and vice-versa) we have effectively 
shownn that reciprocal predator}' interactions limit the permanence of simple eco-
logicall  communities, even when taking life-history structure into consideration. 

Ecologicall  theory is currently moving away from a focus on equilibrium 
behaviorr as a measure of coexistence. Population cycles can be an intrinsic 
componentt of ecological population dynamics (Murdoch et al. 2002). 
Ecologistss are realizing that stronger measures of population persistence are 
required.. These measures do not focus on the local stability of equilibria, but 
insteadd assess whether a population, be it stationary, cyclic, or chaotic, stays 
awayy from the boundaries of coexistence. We here refer to one such poten-
tiallyy useful concept: that of permanence (Hofbauer and Sigmund 1988; 
Jansenn and Sigmund 1998; Law and Morton 1993, 1996). 

Permanencee is related to persistence in that it requires that all trajectories 
stayy away from the boundary of the state space, which represents exclusion 
off  one or more species. An ecological system is permanent only if some set 
inn the interior exists to which all trajectories starting from outside this set 
converge.. Appropriate measures of permanence are, however, not trivial. 
Studiess of permanence are largely limited to Lotka-Volterra communities, 
wheree the concept can actually be well defined in terms of Lyapunov expo-
nentss (Jansen and Sigmund 1998). 

Whilee it is not trivial to prove permanence for structured systems, it is a 
lott easier to prove that a system is not permanent, which is fortunate for our 
purposes.. In this study, we have shown quite conclusively that mutual preda-
toryy interactions increase the potential for alternative states and thus limit 
thee permanence of natural communities, for both unstructured and struc-
turedd communities. 

Conclusions Conclusions 

Intra-guildd predation is intrinsically linked to life history structure (Polis et al. 
1989)) yet models have generally neglected this. We examined the robustness 
too life-history structure of our predictions that mutual intraguild predation 
leadss to alternative stable states and mutual exclusion (HilleRisLambers and 
deRoos,, this thesis). To do this we used the concept of invasion fitness for 
assessingg the potential for coexistence and exclusion between two omni-
vores.. We find, as do Mylius et al. (2001) for models with only one intraguild 
predator,, that stage structure does not significantly change the predictions as 
too community structure, especially at high primary productivity, high preda-
tionn rates, and for long adult lifespans. As such, we can conclude that while 
lif ee history structure may be a crucial aspect determining the individual 
aspectss of intra-guild predation, it is not a crucial aspect in determining how 
thesee individual differences extrapolate to community structure. 
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A P P E N D IXX I 

ResourceResource Dynamics 

Resourcee dynamics without consumption by predators is given by the ordi-

naryy differential equation 1.2. In the presence of predators resource levels 

aree reduced through the feeding activities of both adult and vulnerable 

stagess of both species, and thus: 

—— = a-b-R-R-<!> 
dt dt (4.14) ) 

withh 0> = A[rA P,_A + AtrL PfL + Adf_A PdA + AdrL PdL, representing the 

summedd feeding pressures of all stages of both species. Here attack coeffi-

cientss of the form^4_ represent the functional response of a species, and are 

themselvess also dependant on resource and /or predator levels (see Table 

4.2). . 

UnstructuredUnstructured Model 1 

Forr all models we present equations for C, the equations for D follow anal-

ogously. . 

Forr unstructured mutual predation; consumer dynamics, in this case for 

C,C, are given by: 

^^  = C-(l3.-A-/0 
dtdt (4.15) 

wheree Bt represents the per-capita fecundity, Ad( represents the predation 

pressuree by D on C, while \X( is the intrinsic mortality rate of C (as given by 

Tabless 4.1 and 4.2). 

UnstructuredUnstructured Model 2 

Wee formulate the dynamics of structured mutual predators as a set of delay-

differentiall  equations, representing the rate of change of larval and adult 

stagess of a species as a function of processes regulating the fecundity*  (ƒ},.), 

maturationn (AT) and death of individuals (Ad. and /i,), as given by Tables 4.1 

andd 4.2. 

Here,, C larvae increase due to the fecundity of the adult stages while they 

decreasee as a result of maturation into vulnerable stages and through preda-

tionn by D adults. 

I l l l 
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^ -- = B({tyC{(t)-A, , ( / ) -D,( /)-A/ 
dtdt (4.16) 

Heree M represents the transition between stages. Larval stages mature to 
adultt stages after a larval duration of Tf_L. Thus larvae decrease due to the 
maturationn of individuals born at t-Xc L ago. However, due to mortality 
incurredd as a consequence of antagonist predation during the larval stage, 
thiss number is corrected for by the total mortality incurred during this stage. 

MM = C I ( / - T f _ l J - 4 ( / - Tf L ) - e x p f j ' t r _ DA Adc ,(s)ds ' 
(4.17) ) 

Adultt stages increase due to maturation into vulnerable stages, while 
decreasingg as a result of the intrinsic death rate of adults: 

dtdt (4.18) 

Thee change in time of adult stages is given by maturation from larval 
stagess into adults, while it decreases due to the intrinsic death rate of C. 

StructuredStructured Model 3 

Forr structured model 3, 

^ -- = Br(/)-C,(/)-AJ 
dtdt (4.19) 

Ass larvae incur no mortality maturation of larvae to adults is given by: 

All  = C , l ( / - r J - B , ( / - T .J 

Adultt stages increase due to maturation into vulnerable stages, while 
decreasingg as a result of the intrinsic death rate of adults: 

dCdC . 
dtdt " (4.21) 

Seee Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for an explanation of the functions. 
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Persistenc ee Despit e Omnivory : 
Benthi cc  Communitie s and th e 

Discrepanc yy Betwee n Theor y and 
Observatio n n 

R E I N I ERR H IEEERISLAMBERS, J O H AN VA N D E K O P P EL A N D 

P E T ERR M. J. H E R M A N 

Omnivoryy is omnipresent in natural communities. However, most 
theoreticall  models predict that omnivory should be rare, especially at 
highh basal productivity. To address this incongruity-, we consider as an 
examplee benthic food webs with omnivory. We present a mathemati-
call  analysis of simple benthic food webs in which a number of mech-
anismss promote persistence of omnivory. As a model system, we 
focuss on the interaction between detritus, bacteria, and deposit feed-
erss that feed on both bacteria and detritus. Biomass patterns change 
withh increasing basal productivity, triggering mechanisms that weaken 
thee interactions between components of omnivorous interactions. 
Consequently,, these mechanisms extend the range of organic input 
ratess at which omnivorous interactions persist, and prevent mutual 
exclusion,, promoting omnivorous interactions in productive environ-
ments.. These mechanisms give potential explanations for the high 
incidencee of omnivory in benthic communities and shed insight on 
thee persistence of omnivory in other communities. 

Keywords:Keywords: (Coexistence, omnivory, benthic communities, food webs, 
permanence,, refuges, facilitation, stoichiometry, interaction strength, 
intraguildd predation. 

Omnivory,, i.e. consumption on more than one trophic level, is a common 

featuree of many food webs (Sprules and Bowerman 1988; Polis et al. 1989; 

Vadass 1989; Warren 1989; Polis 1991; Goldwasser and Roughgarden 1993). 

However,, theoretical studies of food webs indicate that a high incidence of 

omnivoryy tends to destabilise model communities (Pimm and Lawton 1978, 

Pimmm 1982). Simple models of omnivory with purely exploitative interac-

tionss between species indicate the vulnerability of the intermediate species 
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too exclusion, especially in productive environments (Holt and Polis 1997; 
Diehll  and Feissel 2000; Mylius et al. 2001). This discrepancy between theory 
andd observation is an intriguing one: Why, despite theory predicting its rari-
ty,, is omnivory so ubiquitous? In this paper, we address this problem, con-
sidering,, as a case study, the abundant occurrence of omnivory in benthic 
foodd webs (Ambrose 1984; Commito and Ambrose 1985; Posey and Hines 
1991;; Hall and Raffaelli 1991; Persson et al. 1996; Herman et al. 1999). 

BenthicBenthic Omnivory 

Manyy benthic organisms feed on a broad range of food sources from differ-
entt trophic levels, such as detritus, microorganisms, and meio- and macro-
faunall  prey (Lopez and Levinton 1987; Retraubun et al. 1996). Omnivorous 
interactionss were found to be particularly abundant in soft-bottom benthic 
foodd webs (Hall and Raffaelli 1991). Deposit feeders, for instance, consume 
organicc matter, but also consume bacteria and other saprotrophs, with 
whomm they compete for organic resources. Benthic omnivores do not seem 
too exclude their prey: despite significant differences in the densities of 
omnivorouss deposit feeders or in the organic loading of the sediment a 
'remarkablee constancy' in bacterial numbers has been reported (Schmidt et 
al.. 1998). This makes benthic communities an ideal model environment to 
investigatee the discrepancy between observational and theoretical studies on 
omnivory. . 

Inn this paper, we focus on the interaction between detritus, bacteria, and 
depositt feeders that feed on both bacteria and detritus. Our paper is struc-
turedd as follows: First, we present a graphical method of analysing the 
potentiall  for persistence in a three-component food web with an omnivo-
rouss top predator. Second, we analyse a number of models that include spe-
cificc characteristics of detritus-bacteria-deposit feeder systems, focusing on 
thee persistence of these systems at high productivity. We examine a number 
off  mechanisms present in marine benthic systems that promote coexistence 
inn systems with omnivory, especially in productive environments: regions 
wheree simple exploitative models of omnivory show a decreased potential 
forr coexistence. We argue that these mechanisms are general to many other 
foodd webs, and may contribute to the persistence of omnivory outside the 
benthos. . 

MATERIAL SS AND M E T H O DS 

AA Benthic Model of Omnivory 

Ann important food source for many benthic organisms is organic matter that 
iss deposited. A large part of the organic input is degraded by micro-organ-
isms,, but a significant share is consumed by deposit-feeding animals 
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(Hermann et ai 1999). Deposit-feeders typically acquire food by ingesting 

largee volumes of sediment. Based on its presence in the sediment, the detri-

tuss is likely to be a major constituent of the food of deposit feeders. 

However,, because deposit feeders ingest bacteria-covered particles, interac-

tionss with bacteria are virtually assured. Since bacteria also feed on detritus, 

interactionss between bacteria and deposit feeders include both predator-prey 

interactionss and exploitative competit ion. 

Thee simplest possible system with omnivory consists of three compo-

nentss (Figure 5.1). I t includes a basic resource R, a primary consumer N and 

ann omnivore P. The omnivore consumes both the resource and the primary 

consumerr (hereafter referred to as prey). The dynamics of this system can 

bee described by the following set of differential equations (in part following 

Holtt and Polis 1997): 

dR dR 

dt dt 

dN dN 

dt dt 

dP dP 
—— = £(R, i \T ,P)P-«? 'P 
dt dt 

==  <t>(R)-a(R,N,P)RN -a\R,N,P)RP 

== ba(R, N, P)RN - a(R, N , P)NP - mN 

(5.1a) ) 

(5.1b) ) 

(5.1c) ) 

Heree <f)(R) describes the net rate of change of R in the absence of con-

sumers,, a(R,N,P)N and a(RJSI,P)P describe the specific rate of consumption 

off  R by N and P respectively, and a(R,N,P)P describes the specific rate of 

predationn of N by P. %(R,N,P) describes the growth rate of the omnivore as 

aa function of the densities of R, N and P itself. The parameter b translates 

/ / 

Omnivore e 
(Depositt feeder) 

/ / 

Prey y 
(Bacteria) ) 

\ \ 

\ \ 

Resource e 
(Detritus) ) 

Figuree 5.1. Schematic representation of an omnivorous interaction in a three-
speciess system. 
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consumptionn of R to growth of AT, and m and /;/' are the loss rates of the 

preyy and omnivore populations. 

Inn sediments lacking bacterial and macrobenthic consumers, the dynam-

icss of the basal resource (detritus) are determined by deposition trom the 

waterr column, and by advection to deep layers beyond the reach of the 

depositt feeder. This can for example be described as 0(R) = cK - f'R, where 

ri ss the rate of deposition of sediment, and K is the concentration of detri-

tuss within newly deposited sediment. In other words, an amount of resource 

givenn by cK gets added on top, and an amount of r'R is moved out of the 

reachh of the deposit feeder. If the amount of resource would decrease with 

depth,, which is not unlikely given decomposit ion of detritus with time, than 

ii  would be smaller than c. In this analysis, we assume that the concentration 

off  resource is homogeneous within the bioturbated layer, and the c - c. This 

iss a simplification, but is a sufficient description of resource renewal in our 

analysis,, since it is mathematically equivalent. 

Growthh of the omnivore is determined by the availability of both 

resourcee and prey. When the resource and the prey are entirely substirutable 

foodd sources for the omnivore, omnivore growth can be described as: 

%(R,N,P)%(R,N,P) = b'a'(RJJ,P)R + pa(R,N,P)N, (5.2) ) 

R-NR-N Plane R-PR-P Plane 

Resourcee density R 

E E 
O O 

Resourcee density R 

Figuree 5.2. Analysis of the invasibility of the R-N and R-P subsystems. A and B 
representt the phase planes of the R-N and R-P subsystems. The dashed line repre-
sentss the resource isocline, while the soud line represents the A" and P isoclines in 
thee R-N and R-P phase planes respectively. At the intersection of both isoclines, the 
subsystemss are in equilibrium. The grey areas represent the domains within the 
phasee planes where the species that is lacking (P in the R-A' plane. And A' in the R-
Pplane)) can invade. The subsystem-equilibria are vulnerable to invasion if it is locat-
edd within the grey domains. In case of the configuration used in Figure 5.2, both 
subsystemss can be invaded by the species that is lacking, and hence the three species 
systemm is permanent. 
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wheree // and ft translate consumption of R and N to omnivore growth (Holt 
andd Polis 1997). 

Twoo approaches have been used to assess the stability of model ecosys-
tems.. The first approach investigates the local stability of point equilibria 
(e.g.,(e.g., May 1973; Pimm 1982). It is possible, however, that in systems that do 
nott have stable equilibria, all species persist in limit or chaotic cycles (e.g., 
Armstrongg and McGehee 1980). Hence, we use the second approach, which 
investigatess whether systems are permanent (Hutson and Law 1985; Law 
andd Blackford 1992; Grover 1994). Permanence implies that all species can 
persistt within the system, and that no system trajectory starting in the interi-
orr of the system (i.e., all species are present) approaches the boundary (i.e., 
noo species goes extinct) (Hutson and Law 1985; Grover 1994). To examine 
permanence,, we need to investigate the invasibility of the boundary sets of 
systemm 1. These sets consist of subcommunities of the entire system, lack-
ingg one or more species. System 1 is regarded as permanent if all species can 
invadee a sub-system in which this particular species is lacking. 

RESULTS S 

A.A. Reference Model 

First,, we analyse a system where the resource and the prey are substitutable 
foodd sources for the omnivore. This model, apart from the detritus-based 
resourcee renewal function 0(R), is similar to models such as those used by 
Holtt and Polis (1997), Diehl and Feissel (2000), Mylius et al. (2001), and Diehl 
(2003):: here a(RJ^,P), a'(RJ\\P) and (X(RJ^,P) are constant, and ^(KJ\T,P) = 
b'aRb'aR + f3ocN. We present a general graphical analysis of a system based on 
purelyy exploitative interactions between the resource, the prey and the omni-
voree (system 1). Invasibility of the subsystems of system 1, consisting only of 
thee resource and eidier the prey or omnivore, can be assessed conveniently 
usingg graphical methods. In Figure 5.2a, we present a phase plane of the R-N 
subsystemm (see Yodzis (1989) for a treatment of phase-plane techniques). The 
equilibriumm densities of R and N (respectively R* and AP) can be obtained by 
plottingg the zero-isocline for the resource (given by dR/dt — 0) and the prey 
(givenn by dN/dt = 0) in the R-N plane. At the intersection of both isoclines, 
thee densities of both resource and prey are constant, and hence are in equilib-
rium.. At high levels of R and JV, food availability is sufficient for the omni-
voree to invade. The grey domain in Figure 5.2a represents this area. At low 
levelss of R and N, food availability limits omnivore growth, and the omnivore 
cannott invade. The boundary between these domains is given by a line defined 
byy dP]dt — 0. Any R-N equilibrium situated above this boundary can be invad-
edd by the omnivore; below this boundary, it is resistant to invasion. 

Similarly,, we can assess the invasibility of a system consisting of R and P 
only.. In Figure 5.2b, we have depicted the R and P isoclines in the R-P plane. 
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Att the intersection, both species are in equilibrium. Similar to Figure 5.2a, 

thee R-P plane can be divided in two domains. In one domain, prey growth 

exceedss omnivore predation pressure, and the prey can invade (grey area; 

dN/dtdN/dt > 0). In the other domain, prey growth is insufficient, and hence the 

preyy cannot invade (white area; dN/dt < 0). For the particular configuration 

depictedd in Figure 5.2, both the omnivore can invade the R-N subsystem, 

andd the prey can invade the R-P subsystem. Hence all species coexist, and the 

systemm is permanent. 

EffectsEffects of Resource Input Rate 

Permanencee of omnivorous systems is particularly dependent on the rate of 

inputt or production of the basal resource (Holt and Polis 1997; Diehl and 

FeiBell  2000; Mylius et al. 2001). We sum up the qualitative transitions in com-

munityy structure presented to us by simple exploitative models of omnivory 

{e.g.{e.g. Diehl and FeiBel 2000; Mylius et al. 2001) in Figure 5.3. At low resource 

availability,, neither the prey nor the omnivore can persist. Once resource 

inputt exceeds a threshold input level denoted by KN, resource availability is 

sufficientt to support a prey population, and the prey can invade. With 

increasingg K, the prey maintains a constant resource level, while N increases 

withh increasing resource input (Figure 5.3). This can be derived from Figure 

5.2a;; an increase in resource input wil l move the resource's zero-isocline 

upwards.. Hence, the intersection of the prey-isocline and the resource-iso-

clinee moves upwards, resulting in an increase in N*, but maintaining a con-

stantt R*. The effects of increasing resource input in a sub-system consisting 

off  only the resource and the omnivore are analogous (Figure 5.2b). The 

V) V) c c 
Q> Q> 

C C 
O O 

J5 5 
Q. . 
O O 

CL L 

KNN KO KE 

Resourcee input (K) 

Figur ee 5.3. Relation between resource input rate K and the equilibrium densities of 
thee resource (R), the prey (A) and the omnivore (P). Kx and KP represent that 
resourcee input rate beyond which A" and P respectively can maintain themselves in 
aa system that lacks the other species. Beyond K0, R and A are sufficient to allow inva-
sionn of P. Beyond Kh, P density is too high to allow A' to persist. Note that the prey 
cann only persist at intermediate resource input rates. 

Resource e (R(RK K 

^ P r e y ( N))

v'' Omnivore (P) 
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effectt of resource input on the invasibility of the respective subsystems, 
however,, differs. Areas where P can invade the R-N, or where N can invade 
thee R-P subsystem are shown as the grey-shaded regions in Figures 5.2a and 
5.2b,, respectively. Here K0 and Kh give the transitions respectively between 
invasibilityy and non-invasibility (see also Figure 5.3). However while increas-
ingg K moves the R-JV equilibrium into the grey zone of invasibility by P, it 
hass the opposite effect on the P-N equilibrium. Thus, increasing K allows for 
permanencee of P, but not for N. This result is robust, as the exact form of 
thee resource renewal function 0(R), nor the incorporation of saturating 
(Hollingg type II) functional responses seem to have no effect on its qualita-
tivee behaviour with regards to species coexistence (see Mylius et al. 2001). 

FeedingFeeding of the Omnivore stimulates Growth of Prey 

Depositt feeding animals do not only interact directly with their prey (via pre-
dation),, but also have marked indirect effects, often mediated through the 
environment.. When feeding, deposit feeders disturb the sediment, a process 
thatt is referred to as bioturbation. Bioturbation results in enhanced mixing 
andd transportation of sediment and solutes through the top layer, which 
increasess diffusive removal of inhibiting metabolites (Aller and Aller 1998), 
promotess penetration of oxygen and stimulates microbial activity (Andersen 
andd Kristensen 1992; Kristensen el al. 1992; Holmer et al. 1997; Traunspurger 
etet al. 1997) and growth (Van der Bund 1994). Some deposit feeders actively 
enhancee diffusive transport inside their burrow system by irrigation. In this 
way,, deposit feeders actively stimulate bacterial growth, a process that is 
oftenn referred to as microbial gardening (Hylleberg 1975; Grossmann and 
Reichardtt 1991). Hence, positive feedback may occur in which enhanced 
grazingg leads to enhanced microbial growth. This may potentially counteract 
thee effects of predation on microbial populations. 

Too investigate the implications of this positive feedback relative to the 
referencee model, effects of the density7 of the omnivore (deposit feeder) on 
preyy (microbial) activity should be included in the prey consumption and 
growthh functions: 

^(RJV, )̂) = * 0 + yP) (5.3) 

wheree a is the consumption coefficient in the absence of the omnivore, and 
/ i ss the per capita effect of the omnivore on prey consumption and growth. 
Noo enhanced prey growth occurs if the omnivore is absent, and hence the 
R-NR-N phase plane remains unaffected relative to the linear system (Figure 
5.4A).. This implies that prey growth stimulation does not affect the condi-
tionss for the P to invade the R-N system. At N — 0, neither equation 5.1 A 
norr equation 5.1 C is affected by changes in a(RJ\T,P). As a result, the 
resourcee and omnivore isoclines in the R-P phase plane remain unchanged 
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(Figuree 5.4B). The positive effect of omnivore density on prey growth wil l 

increasee the density of omnivores that the prey population can sustain. 

Consequently,, the size of the domain in the R-P plane in which the prey can 

invadee an omnivore-dominated system increases (see Figure 5.4B). This 

impliess that the prey can maintain itself in the system at larger values of KE 

R-NN Plane 

OmnivoreOmnivore stimulates growth of prey 

R-PP Plane 

o o 

(b) (b) 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 

s s 
A. A. 

..••'•"^TK--

Resourcee density R Resourcee density R 

PreyPrey refuge against omnivore predation 

(c)(c) I 

E E 
O O 

(d)(d) \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 

\ > > 
S. . 

k ^ ^ 

Resourcee density R Resourcee density R 

PreyPrey is essential food source for omnivore 

(e)(e) i (f)(f) \ 

Resourcee density R Resource density R 
Figuree 5.4. Analysis of invasibilitv of the R-N and R-P subsystems when the omni-
voree stimulates the growth of the prey (A and Bj, prey are protected against preda-
tionn at low prey densities (C and D), and when the prey is an essential food source 
too the omnivore (E and F). See Figure 5.1 for explanation of the phase plane graphs, 
andd see text for further explanation. 
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relativerelative to the linear system. In other words, stimulation of prey growth by 
thee omnivore increases the range of environmental productivity at which 
persistentt omnivorous interactions can be found. 

Inhibitionn of growth by metabolites or depletion of oxygen is, in an indi-
rectt way, the result of changes in the density of the prey, e.g. the bacteria. 
Hence,, they are probably better represented by density dependence in the 
modell  analysis. Reduction of prey densities by the omnivore would then 
reducee the density dependence and hence increase prey growth. We chose 
nott to incorporate this into the model because it would reduce the generali-
tyty of the argument. Instead, we adopted the more general increased prey 
growthh equation as is used in equation 5.3. 

PreyPrey Refage against Omnivore Predation 

Inn the reference system, predation on prey is assumed to increase propor-
tionallyy to prey density. A number of factors may exist in benthic systems 
thatt lead to a more-than-proportional decrease in grazing at low prey bacte-
riall  densities. For instance, the deposit feeder Heteromastus filiformis focuses on 
particless with high organic matter content (Neira and Höpner 1994). This is 
reflectedd by their faeces, which are enriched in organic matter relative to the 
sediment.. Consequently, a functional response, which, at low resource den-
sity,, is based on a random rate of encounter between the resource and the 
consumer,, is inappropriate. We adopted a functional response that assumes 
thatt sediment particles low in organic matter and microbial densities are con-
sumedd less relative to their abundance. This creates a low-density refuge for 
thee prey, which can be included in the linear model (equations 5.1 and 5.2) 
byy using a sigmoid consumption function: 

a(RJ\\P)=a„a(RJ\\P)=a„MXMXN/(NN/(N + k) (5.4) 

wheree (Xmax is the maximal consumption rate per capita prey per capita omni-
vore,, and k is a saturation constant. In this equation when N becomes very 
small,, CC(RJS[,P) approaches zero. Hence, at low prey density, predation of 
preyy is virtually absent. Invasion of prey is determined solely by resource 
availability',, which reflects in a vertical invasion-domain boundary in the R-P 
phasee plane (Figure 5.4C, D). In this model, K}i — «>, and hence any omniv-
orouss system is permanent once K exceeds Kg. 

TheThe Prey is an essential Food Source for the Omnivore 

Thee reference model assumes that the resource and the prey are substitutable 
foodd sources for the omnivore. This may be justified for systems where both 
thee basal resource and the prey are animals with comparable nutritional 
value.. If, however, the prey offers an essential component of the omnivore's 
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diet,, models in which both food sources contribute to the omnivore's growth 
inn an additive manner will fail. In saprotrophic systems such as benthic infau-
nall  communities, the basal resource consists of dead organic matter in vari-
ouss states of degradation. In such systems, bacteria may become important 
ass a source of vitamins or amino-acids (Lopez and Levinton 1987) for 
depositt feeders. A model in which both food sources are complementary or 
evenn essential may give a better representation of the system's behaviour. A 
suitablee variant of system 1 where prey is essential to omnivore growth 
wouldd be (following Huisman and Weissing 1995): 

X(R,N,P)X(R,N,P) = xM 

(R(R + ykR)( N 

.. R + kR lN + ky; 

a'(R,N,P)a'(R,N,P) = \ Z""-

a(R,N,P) a(R,N,P) 

bb R + kK 

11 Xmax 

(5.5a) ) 

(5.5b) ) 

(5.5c) ) 

wheree %max is the maximal growth rate of the omnivore, kK and kN are the 
half-saturationn constants for R and N respectively, / i s the proportion of the 
maximall  growth rate that can be maintained on prey only, and U and /3 are 
thee growth efficiencies of the omnivore on the resource and the prey respec-
tively.. The remainder of the functions follows the linear model. 

Thee functions 5.5a-c have significant effects on the conditions for inva-
sionn in boundary systems. In Figure 5.4E and F, the phase planes of the R-
NN and R-P boundary systems are shown. In the linear system with substi-
tutablee resources, a straight line borders the domain of R-N values in which 
thee omnivore can invade. When the resource and the prey are complemen-
taryy or essential resources (Tilman 1980), this borderline is curved. Since a 
minimall  supply of prey is needed as a source of vital food items (vitamins, 
aminoo acids), the borderline does not intersect with the R-axis, but 
approachess a horizontal asymptote. Since N is essential to the omnivore's 
growth,, the omnivore cannot maintain itself in the R-P boundary system. As 
aa result, no omnivore isocline occurs in Figure 5.4F, and the prey is always 
ableable to maintain a positive density in system 5.1 once K > KN, independent 
off  the density of omnivores. 

Figuree 5.5 shows the qualitative effects of the three discussed mecha-
nismss on the possibilities for coexistence along a gradient of resource load-
ing.. As an example, the implications of stimulation of bacterial growth on 
thee patterns of coexistence are shown. The prey N is able to persist even at 
highh resource loading, and omnivore density is reduced due to increased 
competitionn with the prey. Although the extent to which coexistence is 
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increasedd differs between the mechanisms that we have analysed, all models 
wee addressed predict a qualitatively similar pattern. 

DISCUSSION N 

Theoreticall  investigations have lead to the premise that omnivorous interac-
tionss are unstable (Pimm and Lawton 1978; Pimm 1982; Holt and Polis 
1997),, and hence are rare in ecological systems. In contrast, a large number 
off  empirical studies report on omnivorous interactions in a wide range of 
systemss (Sprules and Bowerman 1988; Polis et al. 1989; Vadas 1989; Warren 
1989;; Polis 1991; Goldwasser and Roughgarden 1993). We present a mathe-
maticall  analysis of omnivory in benthic communities, which provides poten-
tiall  explanations for this phenomenon. In our study, changing basal produc-
tivityy causes changing biomass patterns, triggering mechanisms that weaken 
thee interactions between the omnivorous interaction components relative to 
thee classical exploitative model for omnivorous interactions. Consequently, 
thesee mechanisms extend the range of organic loading at which omnivorous 
interactionss persist, hindering the potential for exclusion in productive envi-
ronments.. Hence, they give a possible explanation for the high incidence of 
omnivoryy in benthic communities. 

Thee mechanisms analyzed in this paper seem typical properties of ben-
thicc environments. Diffusive transport is often limited in sediments. This 
mayy result in accumulation of toxic metabolites such as sulphide (Aller and 
Allerr 1998), and limit aerobic degradation of organic matter. Most mac-
robenthicc animals disturb the sediment, promote diffusive transport, and in 
generall  stimulate microbial activity (see Kristensen (2000) for an extensive 
review).. In this way, infaunal predators may have strong indirect effects on 
theirr prey mediated through the environment. When these indirect effects 
promotee the growth or survival of the prey, they may act as a negative feed-
back,, fostering persistence in benthic communities with omnivory. Increased 
microbiall  production and densities in burrows and in faecal pellets of the 
depositt feeder Arenicula marina (Neira and Höpner 1994) suggests that bac-
teriaa can easily compensate for macrofaunal predation, possibly due to indi-
rectt effects of predation on oxygen or organic matter availability. This could 
att least partially explain the general finding that bacterial numbers are rather 
constantt in marine sediment, independent of the degree of deposit feeding 
(Hobbiee and Wright 1979; Heip eta/. 1995; Schmidt et al. 1998). It should be 
stressedd that in our modified models prey (N) numbers are much less affect-
edd by primary productivity than in the original linear model (compare Figure 
5.55 with Figure 5.3). 

Inn general, all mechanisms have in common that they increase the maxi-
mall  resource input rate Kh at which the prey can maintain itself in the sys-
tem.. This decreases the potential for exclusion of the intermediate species 
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andd the prey, and increases the potential for and the range of resource-input 

levelss at which omnivorous interactions can persist (Figure 5.5). Potential 

stabilisingg factors can be classified into two groups: the first group concerns 

mechanismss that increase the ability of the prey species to resist or endure 

predationn by the omnivore. The first two examples fall into this category. 

Differencess in prey vulnerability to predation are reflected by the size of the 

preyy invasion domain in the R-P phase plane. The second category concerns 

mechanismss that influence growth efficiency of the omnivore, and thus indi-

rectlyy its capacity to depress prey densities. The last example falls into this 

category:: The efficiency of the omnivore decreases dramatically as prey 

becomess scarce, limiting its ability to further depress prey density. This 

resultss in a reduction of omnivore density. Both types of mechanisms lead 

too a decrease in the prey-omnivore interaction strength relative to the prey-

resourcee interaction strength ((CC(R,N,P)P)/(ba(R,N,P)R)), following 

McCannn et al. 1998), hence decreasing the rate of predation relative to pro-

ductionn and promoting persistence of the prey. 

GeneralGeneral Implications 

Thee mechanisms for persistence of omnivory examined in this paper are by 

noo means exclusive to benthic systems or to systems with omnivory, and are 

recognisedd to be important structuring mechanisms for communities in gen-

eral,, as: 1) Refuges from predation have been known to stabilize predator 

preyy dynamics since Huffaker's seminal paper in (1958); 2) Taking nutrient 

requirementss in account when examining species interactions may provide 

dramaticc new insights on how communities are regulated (in the field of eco-

logicall  stoichiometry: e.g. Sterner and FJser 2002). 3) In addition, facilitatory 
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Figuree 5.5. Relation between resource input rate A.' and the equilibrium densities of 
thee resource (R), the prey (X) and the omnivore (P) in a system where the omnivore 
stimulatess the growth of the prey (figures 5.4a and 5.4b). See figure 5.3 for expla-
nation.. Note the more extended region of prey persistence relative to Figure 5.3. 
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mechanismss are currently being recognized as important and underrepre-
sentedd factors in determining community structure {e.g. Bruno et al. 2003). 

Ourr modelling approach allows for the extrapolation of the environment-
specificc mechanisms examined here towards more generality. For instance, any 
mechanismm so that omnivores do not 'see' low densities of prey, will have a 
similarr functional form to equation (4) and thus promote persistence through 
thee promotion of prey permanence. As an example: Diehl (1992) reported on 
thee stabilisation of omnivorous interaction due to habitat heterogeneity in 
freshwaterr pelagic communities. Submerged vegetation was found to provide 
aa refuge for predatory invertebrates against predation by omnivorous perch, 
reducingg predation efficiency of perch. This may explain coexistence of perch 
andd predatory invertebrates in littoral vegetation. In systems that lack sub-
mergedd vegetation, and hence refuge for predatory invertebrates, coexistence 
off  perch and invertebrate predators was limited relative to littoral systems. 

Nutritionall  constraints may ensure that 'prey' and 'resource' are not 
entirelyy substitutable, and as such may promote omnivory, evidence for this 
iss presented by Denno and Fagan (2003), who link omnivorous interactions 
inn arthropods to the C:N ratio. While the mismatch in C:N ratio between 
plantss and herbivores (C:Nplant > C:Nherblvorc) has been well documented, 
recentt evidence has shown a similar mismatch between predators and prey. 
Thuss N limited species (whether 'herbivores' or 'predators') may benefit 
fromm including species in the same, or higher trophic levels, in their diet 
(Dennoo and Fagan 2003). This dependency on essential nutrients is also cen-
trall  to the functional forms of equations 5 where omnivore dependency on 
thee prey (for essential nutrients) limits its ability to exclude the prey. 

Otherr stoichiometric considerations may also promote permanence: For 
instance,, when resource quality is dynamically flexible, omnivorous commu-
nitiess may persist; especially when the basal resource is of low nutritional 
qualityy (Diehl 2003). 

Conclusions Conclusions 

Thee discrepancy between theory linking omnivory to reduced scope for coex-
istencee and the ubiquity of omnivory in real food webs has led us to consid-
err the case of benthic communities, where omnivorous interactions seem par-
ticularlyy persistent. Where theoretical descriptions of omnivory take into 
accountt only exploitative interactions between species, characteristic proper-
tiesties of the benthic environment call for the incorporation of refuges, stoi-
chiometryy and facilitation into theory on omnivory. Incorporation of these 
threee mechanisms characteristic of, but not limited to, benthic environments 
leadd to persistence in comparison to pure exploitative omnivory. The specif-
icc mechanisms examined here are in fact common to most ecosystems, and 
wee predict that a closer look at other systems with omnivory will reveal their 
importancee for the persistence of omnivory in general. 
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